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Jewell Asserts That the Strike Is "Practically
100 Per Cent," While Carriers' Representatives Say That Probably Less Than 90 Per
Cent of the 401,000 Workers Have Laid
Down Their Tools.
(BY THIS ASSOCIATED I'KKSS.)

Chicago, July 2 (by the Associated "Press) .Railway
executives, union leaders and the United States Railroad
Labor Board marked time today in the country-wid- e
strike of shopmen while train service continued uninterrupted by Saturday's walkout.
B. M; Jewell, head of the shopmen, who ignored the
orders of the labor board to appear before it and explain his strike action, spent the day at union headquarters receiving reports from all sections of the country.
While he refused to give any figures, he asserted that
the walkout was "practically 100 per cent."
however,
executives,
Railway
said that probably less than 90 per
cent ot the 401,000. repairmen had
joined the walkout which began
at 10 a. m. yesterday. Because of
the Sunday holiday, they said they
had been unable to make a complete check of their shopmen, hut
that train service would continue
regardless of how many men laid
down their tools.
Interest Centers on Detroit.
With the union leaders refusing
to treat with the labor board, the
railway executives asserting that
the dispute was entirely between
their former employes and the
government, and the labor board
assuring full protection of the
government to the carriers in upholding its wage reduction decisions, Interest in railway circles
was centered on Detroit, where the
executive commltteo of the United
Rrotherhood of Maintenance of
Way employes will meet tomorrow
to canvass the strike ballot of
the track men. Hope was expressed by the rail executives that
the maintenance of way men
would not join the walkout.
Mr. r Jewell today explained 'his
Ignoring of the labor board was
due to the failure of the board to
exclude
from wage reduction
hearings almost 80 roads that had
in part or wholly violated rulings
of the government tribunal, which,
lie said, has caused railroad employes to regard the board with
no slight misgivings.
Violated Decisions.
"Practically all of these 80 roads
violated decisions of the labor
board," Mr. Jewell said. "Yet they
were Included in the wage reduction hearings.
If the board had
ruled that these ronds were not
entitled to participate In these
hearlngB, the respect of railroad labor for the tribunal would have
been Increased materially."
Mr. Jewell said that announcement of the results of the shopmen's strike ballot would probably
be made public tomorrow.
Instructions Mailed.
Strike instructions have been
mailed to all shon crafts locals,
Mr. Jewell said. The strikers have
been requested to obtain a meeting hall, elect a president, and
chairman and arrange for necessary picketing.
Railway executives meanwhile
reiterated that the strike had not
affected In the slightest degree
their movement of freight or
despite a record breaking
number of
travelers. It
would be a matter of weeks, they
said, or months before the walkout
could Impair seriously the efficiency of their service.
.

GUN CARRIERS

(Special Corresponrtmc-in The Jmiranl.)
Springer. N. M.. Julv 2. In this

county officers are now making a
uncampaign against foreign-bornaturalized residents who may
have unlawfully In their possession
anv firearms such as shotguns or
rifles or who may be found hunting.
The law is all right in its Intent,
says the Stockman, but it might
provide for the licensing, under
foroign-bor- n
bond, of unnaturalized,
residents of good character
and reliability to own and operate
guns the same 8 3 American cltl-- ,
sens' rights.

'

MAN SHOT AXD KILLED.
Chicago, July 2. Thomas R.
Pettrota, said to bo a wealthy fruit
grower of Sacramento, Calif., was
shot and killed by an unknown
man as he stood on a street corner
talking to Vlncenzo Cutaia of this
Cutaia was Incity here today.
jured by a deflected bullet.
1

WEATHER

'

BEATEN

DECLARE

El Paso, Tex., July 2. Dave
Wood, publicity chairman for the
1,800 railway shopmen on strike
here, said the six crafts would arrange at a meeting tomorrow for
a picket force of 100 men. W. A.
McCarthy, general chairman of the
Near the strikers here, deniedI canthat 'this
Battle Occurs
would be done, "if
help it."
will be a week or more before
Aguada Camp of the Cor-te- z "It
full
roads
strike's
feel
the
Oil Company in the the
force," McCarthy said. "I'd rather
conduct it as a kind of a pink tea
Tampico District.
between us and the railroads. We
have nothing against the officials.
(Bj The Auoclnted Trets.)
are complaining at the United
We
2.
Rebel
Washington,
July
States railwav labor board."
were
forces
defeated and scattered
Railroad officials of four lines
by federal troops near the Aguada having shops here said they were
of
Oil
in
Cortcz
the
camp
company
gradually "recruiting the strike
"
the Tampico district of Mexico on gaps."
June 30, according to a message
received by the state department
today from Consul Shaw at Tampico. The latter said his information
wasbaseil "upon areport he had
received from oil company officials
yesterday.
I
There were two actions, the consul said, in which f've or six rebe's
I MIDI
were killed, three taken prisoner
60
and
of their horses and mules
The federal troops, ho
captured.
added, according to his advices,
were preparing to follow up the
rout of the rebels while other fed(Uv The Aamrlntcil Pre.)
eral troops, he understood, were
Moscow, July 2. Soviet Russia
coming into the district.
Mr. Shaw, in his message which has launched its first internal loan
was filed at noon yesterday, did to the value ot in10,000,000 poods of
money, but payanot mention the name of the com- rye, receivable
next harvest.
mander of the rebel forces, but it ble In grain after the thiB "bread
advertising
was assumed here It probably was, Posterswhich
is designed to stabilGeneral Gorosave who recently took loan,"
have been put
several of the employes of the cl ize Russia currency,
up through Russia and subscripcompany prisoner and seized much tions
are
being received,
already
destructible property of the conSix million soviet rubles are calcern as "security" for the payment
to be worth one pood, or
of 15,000 pesos. The situation now culated
36 pounds of rye, in receiving the
was apparently well In hand by the
subscriptions and the loan Is put
troops of the Obregon government, out at 95 repayable at par In Dethe consul stated.
cember and January next. Special
grain funds are to be set aside,
HOY.
RANCHER TAKES
guaranteed by the government gold
2.
East Las Vegas, N. M., July
reserve, to repay the loan, and
has
Mora
a
Tom McGrath,
rancher,
peasants will be permitted to meet
taken charge of Milford Smith, the their natural grain tax in loan cerboy who recently ap- tificates, instead of rye, if they so
peared before the district court on desire.
Tho loan was authorized by the
a charge of stealing a pair of field
central executive comglasses. The boy's parents are
as the first of Its measures,
mittee
Captain and Mrs. William Smith,
and have asked to be relieved of after the close of tho Genoa 'conthe responsibility of controlling the ference, to relieve the financial
child.
The death penalty as a permanent institution has been eliminatthe code of laws approved
AT ed from
central execuby the
tive committee.
But as a temporary measure, in case of a counter
revolution, the revolutionary tribunals are authorized to inflict It
until such time as the commltteo
decides it Is no longer necessary.
Under the new re.de terms of imE
prisonment may he from six
months to ten years; the previous
limit was five years.
Nevertheless the death penalty Is
being frequently imposed throughTvyo Recorded at Georgeout Russia today by military and
town, One Apparently Be- civil revolutionary tribunals. In
one day ten persons were shot at
ing "Local" and the Oth- Taroslav
for robbery of Red army
er at a Greater Distance. supplies while three peasants were
condemned to be shot at Simbirsk
for stealing' seed grain intended for
(By The Aaeoclated l'reee.)
Washington, July 2. Two earth- planting.
quake shocks were registered on
The new mercantile class which
of Georgetown
the seismograph
university, one this afternoon ap- has sprung up in Russia during the
past year's freedom of trade is now
parently being "local" and
In the United States at a dis- paying a tremendous proportion of
tance of 700 or 800 miles from its earnings to the govcrnnjent in
The other was felt the shape of taxes.
Washington.
In addition to fixed license fees,
this morning but was at a greater
distance.
The one this afternoon luxury taxes collected from cuscontinued from 4:28 to 4:35 o'clock tomers and the rental of premises
but was not as pronounced as the paid to the government, a "turn
over" tax has now been imposed,
one this morning.
ranging from one to two per cent,
This tax is upon gross
monthly.
NEW MEXICO GETTING
receipts, or business done each
month.
GOOD ADVERTISING
IN
S.
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COLORADO GIRL, 22.
IS BURNED TO DEATH
(Bs The Amoclnted Preaa.)

Greeley. Colo., July 2 Edna
Skinner, 22 years old, a Btudent at
the summer school at Colorado
State Teachers' college, was burned
to death today when a gasoline
stove she was trying to light in the
home of , her sister, Mrs. B. J.
Lowe, exploded.
Miss Skinner
taught school at Lafayette, Colo.,
Inst year and was to have taught
at Eaton, Colo., this fall. She Js
a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Skinner of Bloomlngton. 111.
Her hrother-in-IuFt. J. Lowe,
was seriously burned In attempting
to extinguish the flames, .
w
w

AGREE

Sides Hold Firm to
Their Determination
to
Await a Suggestion From
the Government,

Both

Washington, July 2. It might
lie a surprise to many to be told
that the
g
volcano Is one ANOTHER MEETING IS
ing,
of mankind's best friends rather
SCHEDULEDF0R TODAY
than his arch enemy, but such Is
declaration
whicn
the surprising
Dawilfbe explained to the conference Secretaries Hoover and
vis May Have New Sugof geography of the National Edu
cational association in Boston, July
gestions to Make in Belava-spou- t-

earth-rocKln-

M$ m

i.

half
the Public,
The most tremendous
volcanic
eruption of history, that of Alount
Of! The .iiuaclated Pre.
Katmal in Alaska, in lull!, will be
"Washington. July 2 (by the
described in tlvta connection by Dr.
Bituminous
Kobert F. Griggs, leade. of several Associated Press).
parties sent to tin sceno of the coal mine operators and
cat. clysin by the National Geo- of the miners' union, called to
graphic society, and who discovered Washington by President Hardthe
Valley of Ten Thousand ing to devise means of ending the
Smokes, Katmai's neighbor wonder coal strike, ended the second day
of nuture.
of their conference in a disagreeNo Volcanoes, No Ocean.
ment which was made certain by
Mankind's debt to the volcano formal votes.
Both sides held
Former Governor Cos and his family aboard the S. S. La France.
has been fully recognized by re- firm to their previous conflicting
a
to
await a governrecent
of
sults
determinations
researches,
says
ed to return and plunge into bulletin
Former Gov. James M. Cox of tion, is taking his family to Euof the society, describing ment suggestion or compromise
a
for
continent.
in
tour
once
of
the
more
Ohio, unsuccessful candidate for
politics
rope
preparation the upheaval. Without volcanoes, offer.
After his vacation Cox :s expect
the presidency at the last elec
for the coming campaign.
it is now believed, there would bo
Adjournment wa's taken until
tomorrow, with no
no ocean, and to volcanoes we are 10 o'clock
indebted for carbon dioxide, with- other prospect in sight than that
out which human life could not Secretaries Hoover and Davis,
both of whom have participated
exist.
IS
tho joint meetings, might then
Tho explosion of. Katmal, the in
further matters to present
conference will be told, was un- havo
In behalf of the publio.
noticed because it was so far from
1'orniul Ballots Cast.
the centers of civilization. Had the
One main conference, in which
A
York
New
near
occurred
eruption
miners and operators participated,
city, the bulletin declares, the sul was marked today by the for
would
have
fumes
pollutei mal casting of ballots, according
phurous
eaBt
' 'nB to a joint statement issued bv
the ar everywhere
AT
liocky mountains; the noise would Secretaries Hoover and Davis, tho
More Than 7,000 Acres
havo reverberated like an artillery operators voting down a proposal
duel across the central states. The favoring tho calling ot a central
Planted This Year; Cofield wage conferlower Hudson itself would have competitive
operative Marketing As- What Is Said to- Be the been turned into a gigantic tomb. ence, and the miners. ImmediDesigners Are Redoubling
However, due to the lack of pop- ately after, voting down the opsociation Elects Officers.
Most Remarkable Engine ulation
Their Efforts to Regain
in that far region, thero erators' proposal for calling inlife, ahd the erup- dependent wage conference in
the Prestige the City Held Portales, N. M., July 2. At a re- . Ever Constructed Is In was no loss ofscientists
and geog- each district.
tion
provides
The miners' union officials Imcent meeting ot the
Service on M. C. Road.
Before the War.
now one of their greatest
raphers
mediately after the general conBroomcorn association of Rooseto study the phenomopportunities
ference adjourned, convened in a
(Hj The Associated Press.)
(By Tbe AsKiclr.tcd TreM.)
velt county new officers were electenon of volcanic action.
meeting and the operseparate
of
Detroit, Mich,, July 2. Michigan
tha
unaware
Berlin, July 2 (by the Associated ed for tho ensuing year and are as.
generally
Though
as promptly met in a ho'.ei
locomotive "No. 8,000," eruption until long after, every in- ators
Press.) Berlin is out to contest follows: Frank Shaw, general man- Central
for lengthy discussion.
built in secret at Lima O., and de- habitant of the country, and al- room
Paris' claim to the throne as ager; J. W. Thompson, president; scribed
These sessions only resulted,
officials as most of the world felt its effects,
by company
to intimations, of thost)
X
W. O. McCormack, vice president; being, in
queqn ,oJ asWops.
many particulars, the one of winch was the cold damp according
attending, in reiterations of
'
buyers M. B, Jones, secretary and treas- most remarkable engine yet cre- summer
of 1912. This was caused determination to hold to the posifor advanced autumn sales Is stim- urer; J. If. Hitt, Hugh King and ated, has been placed in freight by tho interception of sunlight bv tion already taken.
service between this city and To- the
g
dust cloud in the
ulating, the agitation among fash- Mr. Vick, directors.
Ojx;rators' Argument.
ledo. The locomotive, according
The
Even in cloudless SaThe volume of business of this to the company.
ion designers ot Berlin who are
Is tho first of a upper Itair.
was against operators'
tho
the central - competitive
was
sky
'declare",
to
association
hara,
to
efforts
much
regain
be
their'
promises
redoubling
large number of engines of this overcast.
field wage negotiation were as
season
the
than
pregreater
thai
to
her
coming
be in the service
typo expected
for the German capital
a niircessinn of such mighty ex strongly advanced today as beor last year.
within the next few yearB and that
war rank among the centers which
This negotiation
resulted
In 1921 there were shipped from are expected to revolutionize, to a plosions could plunge the earth Into fore.
set the pace for tho
practically in fixing national wage
Portales 79 carloads of broomcorn certain degree, the carrying of another ice age, it is oeneveu.
scales, they maintained,
by II''.
Mountain Top Blown Off.
world.
which was raised in this county freight.
An area around Katmal, largor nois, Ohio, Indiana and western
The revived effort by Germany alone. Each carload averaged tiv.
Different From Others.
without
was
Pennsylvania,
regard to
The new engine Is different from thnn the state of Delaware,
for reinstatement In the world's tons to the car and the average
of living costs, min
fashion marts Is evidenced by price paid for tho broomcorn was others in a score of distinct details covered that summer by more thar. differences
ing conditions and transportation
men's wear as well as women's.
$65 per ton. This year there is an and was built after a yeai of ef- a foot of volcanic ash which was facilities in districts whose output
fort. It Is believed the new type enough to destroy all hut the hard- had to be sola on
acres
around
acreage
7,000
right
competing mar
When the ex-.
Germany manufactured a total planted to broomcorn in this coun- - will deliver more tractive power iest of vegetation.
kets.
Furtner, tho increase it
of ten million field guns, rifles and ty which at the present time prom for each pound of coal burned than plosion occurred two cubic mil-?n
coal areas,
aald.
any other engine yet created, th:.t of material were blown off the top with wage scales movingthey
pistols during the war, according ises a tine cro;..
up and
it will prove more powerful for its of the mountain, and the present down
to statistics just made public.
conto
At
was
fit
the
which
annual
market
meeting
was
than any other, and that by whereabouts of the mountain top ditions, flexibly
Enough barbed wire nlone with
held on May 13, the association weight
would eventually
force
of
use
mechanical
encircle
to
scientists.
Germany
improvements
Is still a mystery to
produced
them out of business if they conand of- automatically
meters deep. voted orto provide a home
all heavy
a barricade sixty-fiv- e
The Valley of Ten Thousand tinued national wage fixing wiHi
headquarters for the asso- manual labor eliminating
on the part of engiThe year 1917 seems to have fice,
arise
which
virtually
from
union.
tho
Smokes,
also a shipping platform, neer and firemen,
seen the high water mark In the ciation, besides
safety of opera- millions of steam Jets In a seen"
exdown
the
which,
cutting
will
tion
be
out.
enhanced.
war
turned
volume of
supplies
awe and beauty. Is
'of loading and keeping the
In outer appearance the engine of unsurpassed
FRIDAY IS UNLUCKY
Now hand grenades appeared dur- penses
believed to have been an attermatti
in more marketable has several curious features.
broomcorn
1916-1- 7
At
the
of
winter
at,
tho
ing
of
DAY FOR M0SQUER0
the
cataclysm.
will
a
wher?
shape
provide
place
the front, atop the boiler and
rate of 9,000.000 monthly.
President Wltron turned aside
and see, ahead of the smokestack, is car
congregate
In 1917 also there were produc- buyers may broomcorn
THREE ARE HURT
to
make
this
FOLK;
stress
of
war
listed
ried the feed water heater and from the
ed 2,340,000
shells, 110,000,000 samples of
of throttle, the latter admitting the region a national monument secthe
thus
acprocess
making
closo
'
ammunition
for
of
pieces
to Tba Journal. I
to tho ond to none In the world. While (Speel. Corresponrlence
tion, more than 100,000,000 kilo- marketing more simplified, with an steam from the super-heat- to
Mosquero, N. M., July 2. J. Cthe super- the country is so remote that the
Leading
ndvantnge to both buyer and seller cylinders.
was
grams of powder and more than
badly Injured Friday
have viewed Its Lloyd
is a
"dry pipe" from few white men who members
325,000,000 kilograms of other ex- Therefore the directors have taken heater
of the when a casing he was helping to
the center steam
this being wonders have been
plosives. At the same time 4,300 steps to finance this enterprise and the firat time such dome,
a well Blipped from
from
withdraw
the
educators
has society's expeditions,
trench mortars were manufactured push to a finish in time for th3 been carried outsidetransmission
will be told, It is easily accessible Its moorings, causing a lever to fly
boiler.
the
corn
crop
broom
of
the
same
and
the
year
handling
monthly,
during
A
brick arch from a sheltered hay christened in back and strike him under the
75,000,000 illuminating bombs and of 1922. Estimates for building ot lias "double refractory"
chin. The man was unconscious
been built in the firebox, a new honor of the society, and a
structures have been,
193,000,000 signal cartridges were necessary
for some time. Ho lost several
comso
It
to
calculated
aid
feature
some
will
place
day
durand
made by local contractors,
delivered.
teeth and suffered a lacerated Jaw.
as to give the maximum of roadway
bustion
automothe
of
within
the
compass
association
the
months
tho
week
after
the beginning ing
Five
past
The accident occurred at Splvey's
units from the fuel. The water bile tourist.
of hostilities, 1,200 guns were be- purchased a lot near the railroad heat
ranch.
for the boiler is heated by the
ing turned out daily, and later this on which they will erect a wares,
On the same day, Fructoso
steam and all water formfigure was Increased to 250,000 house in which to store the broom- ed from condensation is returned to
son
the
adopted
deMachine guns were
corn for the coming season, and
of Mrs. Vicenta Baca, was shot
monthly.
tender.
livered at the rate of 2,300 month- with buildings of their own will "on the New
through the abdomen and thumb
Typo of Supcr-hcatcin
middle
the
rate
of
at
thr
care
this
1916,
to
for
ly
fully prepared
What is described as an entirely
by a .22 caliber rifle he was cleanof 7,000 In the spring of 1917, and year's crop of their members.
new and original type of supering. No vital organs were struck
at the rate of 13,000 in fall of
G. It. Itandel. a prominent farm
a
to
calculated
heater,
higher
give
1917.
er of 10 miles northeast of here,
TO
to the steam
degree of super-heHeavy artillery numbered 1,640
was badly Jolted by a young bull
than ever before attained, is a part
batteries In 1918. For light artilot the engine's equipment. Superlie was aenornlng.
AND
of
lery the monthly
heated steam' furnishes the power
production
guns was 1,500 in 1916, 2.000 in
"
for operation of the air pump, the
OF
1917 and later the production was
SUN IS PLANNING AN
turbo generator for electric light
to
raised
3,000 monthly.
current, the feed water pump, inATTACK ON CANTON;
EN
Twenty million sand bags a
jector and automatic stoker. Even
month were required during the
shaking of the grates is done by Many of the Coal Diggers Are
SHOPKEEPERS MOVE
d
war, and approximately 500,000
steam
this
power.
steel helmets and gas masks were
OthTheir
Pressing of a push button blows
Jobs;
(lly The Annoeliited Pres.)
Quitting
OHIO the whistle, or starts the bell ringmanufactured every month.
Canton, July 2 (by the AssociatIt
Is
Follow
The army printed 1,800,000,000
ers
Tho
Suit,
May
ing.
"precision power reverse
A rumor that Dr. Sun
ed Press.)
maps during the war.
gear," Introduced for the first
deposed president of the
Believed.
In the summer of 1918, owing to
time, it is said, permits the driver
Canton government of China, inthe shortage of rubber and other Leaves the Gettysburg Bat- to reverse by power.
tends to attack this city and drive
Associated
The
Prcae.)
(By
The engineer faces instruments
materials the Germans had barely
out tho forces ot General
Chen
2.
tlefield Where He Saw constituting
Col.
Pat
Colo.,
Tueblo,
resembles
July
the
40,000 automobiles on all fronts,
what
C'hlung-Minwho ousted him
while the entente,
board
national
control
of
Hnmrock
and
the
a
power
plant.
big
guard from it, has caused many shops
according to
the Marines Maneuver; and from his seat csu roach any of are excellent
these statistics were using 200,000
organizers for the here to close and set afoot a huron the western front alone.
the
rls
without
controls
Auto.
necessary
By
No.
Traveling
United Mine Workers
13. U the ried movement of valuable mering. This, It Is held, leaves tho statement of Felix
chandise from tho native section of
secPogliano,
confree
for
and
fireman
engineer
(B; Tbe AiMoclnied Treta.)
city to Shameen, or foreign setAMERICANS AFFECTED
retary of the United Mine Workers the
En Route With President Hard- stant observation.
tlement.
locoThe
of
No.
the
2
tractive
District
who
that
the
15,
the
power
to
says
O.,
Marion,
ing
(by
BY MEXICAN LAND LAW
July
With 2,000 troops and six warBy action of the governo.' and Colonel
pounds.
Associated
President motive is 63,500
Press).
Dr. Sun still Is at Whampoa,
over means ot a "locomotive booster" Hamrock In sending troops Into ships,
spent
today
traveling
Harding
on
the river here today. He re(Bj The Amnrlnted Preen.)
and West Virginia this tractive power is increased 1 1,- - the northern coal fields is causing fused to discuss the
Pennsylvania
report that
Chihuahua City,
n
Chihuahua. hills on his way by automobile to 000 pounds. Despite the new fea many ot the
miners to
Mexico, July '2. About 200 Amer- Marion, O. Leaving early today tures the engine weighs 384,000 quit their Jobs. Secretary Pogliano he planned to attack his former
n
where pounds, a weight described as well believes that
miners In capital.
icans owning more than 10,000,000 the Gettysburg battlefield
acres of land will be affected by he was the guest last night of the within the specifications for road- the southern coal fields will follow
the example of those in the north- WOMAN KNOCKED DOWN
encamped there for their bed and bridge safety.
the new land law which has been marines
ern fields and quit work as a proannual maneuvers, with his party
approved by the state legislature. he went by automobile westward LUCIANO GONZALEZ
test against tho presence ot the BY AUTO AND BRUISED
can
own
in
Nobody
Chihuahua
to Chambersburg Pa., then swung
troops.
Last Friday night members of
more than 1,000 hectares of land Into northern Maryland and Ly
GIVES HIMSELF UP
East Las Vegas. N. M..
I- .at
arrived
the national guard stopped an or Maggie Rhodes, a daughterJuly
had
(about 2,300 acres) that is entirely
of Mary
under cultivation, the law pro- Cumberland. After luncheon there (Special rurreepnndenrr to Tbe Journal.) ganizer and representatives of the Rhodes, known to all Las Vegas,
vides. Nobody can own more than the presidential party continued Its'
East Las Vegas, N. 'SI., July 2.
State Federation of Labor from for half of the town could not keep
2,000 hectares of land that Is hall trlD with an inn near Unlontown, Luciano Gonzalez, who disappeared holding a meeting at Frederick. The hous' or rather office, without her
ot
destination.
as
hecmore
or
its
the
4,000
than
after
Pa.,
shooting
overnight
irrigated,
Immediately
captain of the unit, according to assistance each evening in the way
tares of dry farming land. Howhis brother, Emlllo, early Wednes- Pogliano, announced that no labor of dust pan and broom, had a narever, holders of the foregoing PARTY SPENT NIGHT
morning, came to this city and cr political meetings could be held row escape late last night when
IN THE MOUNTAINS day
amounts of farm land may hold as
a car driven by Mrs.'Btelnmeta ran
gave himself up to the police. in that district.
much as 40,000 hectares of grazing
the
Posses had been searching
"We cannot understand this ac- into her and knocked her down
lands.
Unlontown, Pa., July 2 (by the country around Pecos for the man. tion," said the secretary.
"The and the front wheels passed .over
Under the law. within the sixty Associated Press). President and The
guard her limbs. She sustained severe
shooting took place after an presence of the national
days from now (about September Mrs. Harding, en route to their argument
to seems to have had tho opposite ef- bruises and cuts, but It Is believed
owed
account
an
over
1) persons holding more than that home in Marlon, O., arrived late a man in Pecos had become heated fect.
n
Practically all
that her Injury Is not serious.
t
permitted by the law. must make today at a hotel In the mountains
his brother workers have quit. Colonel Ham-roc- k
a selection of what they desire to near here for an overnight stay. and Luciano ordered
were
and
In
which
Is
car
a
from
the
they
organizer
good
pretty
FORECAST.
keep, and the balance must be par- Tomorrow they will continue their
celed out under government super- automobile trip and expect to reach both Tiding. Emlllo did so, when we expect this will haven a similar
!. New
Denver, Colo., July
coa! Mexico:
Luciano fired three shots. , One effect on all other
vision .and offered for sale. Con- their destination by night.
Monday showers east and
tracts of sale must allow the purMost of today was spent travel- took effect. The preliminary hear- miners In the state. I have sent a central, fair extreme west portion:
chaser twenty years in which to ing up and down the mountam ing will not be held until there Is telegram to President A. J.
Tuesday partly cloudy, warmv
g
.
who Is at Washington,
east portion.
pay, under partial payment plan. slopes of southern Pennsylvania a change in the condition of Emlllo,
the
action
of
the
Arizona: Monday and Tuesday,
between who Is in a dangerous condition in
Interest must not exceed S per and northern Maryland
against
a Santa Fe. hospital.
state government,'1
.., Gettysburg and hero.
pent.
fair; littlo change ill temperature.

8ERLII ASPIRES

(By TV Aseorlnled i'rese.)

TO

SETTLEMENT

ON

(By The Amoclnted Tresi.)

Preee.)

STRIKE GAPS BEING
GRADUALLY FILLED,
OFFICIALS

BY

IX)RECAST.
Denver, Colo., July 1. New
Mexico: Sunday, fair west, unsetWALLACE REID FILMS
tled, possibly local showers east
portion; Monday, fair, somewhat
East Los Vegas, N. M July 2.
warmer east portion.
That the
done here and
Arizona:
Sunday and Monday, elsewhere advertising
of our land and cities
fair; warmer.
pays, is, proven from the following: Mrs. M. J. Woods received
LOCAL REPORT.
a letter from her daughter living
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
Manitoba, Canada, re-- c
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, in Brandon,
ntly In which Mrs. Plunkett tells
recorded by the university:
94 of having attended a picture show
Highest temperature
66 one evening featuring Wallace Reid
Lowest
28 and In which scenes of the Raton
Range.,
80 pass and the views around that part
Mean
96 of the country wer.' shown, and
Humidity at 6 a. in
63 later scenes of Albuquerque and the
Humidity at 6 p. m
0 surrotind'ng country,
which Mrs.
Precipitation
8
. . .
Plunkett said "looked mighty good
Wind velocity
North and 'oh, so natural." The people
Jiiroction of wind
Character of. (Jay,. .... Partly cloudy there enjoyed the vlewa also.

.........

Aimocinted

.

I
!

.

(11; Th

Detroit, July 2 (by the AssociatThe executive council
ed Press.)
of the United Brotherhood of the
Maintenance of Way Employes and
Railway Shop Laborers will meet
here tomorrow and decide whether
the 400,000 members of the craft
in the United States will be called
out on strike in protest against the
wage cut instituted by the United
States Railroad Labor board, t it
was announced here tonight by K.
V. arable, president of the organization. It previously had been announced the meeting would be held
in Chicago.
The executive committee, composed of the international officers
of the hrotherhood, will canvass
the strike vote recently cast by
members of the organization and
decide
whether the
definitely
strike for which the membership
is said to have voted overwhelmingly, will take place.
Mr. Grable
withheld a strike
order last Saturday pending the
tomorrow
of the executive
meeting
board yielding to the request of
the labor board to hold the strike
in abeyance, after being promised
by the board that If living costs
Increased the wages of maintenance men would be adjusted.
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SPRINGER OFFICERS
AFTER

MEXICAN REBELS

Quit Jobs.

UNIONISTS

FAIL

Surprising Declaration
Be Explained to the National Educational Association.

Executive Council Will Meet!
Today and Decide Wheth-

er 400,000 Workers Will
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SLBUQUER1(JUE MOtfNfNG JOORNSlT
CONDITIONS IN EAST AND SOUTH

'

PARTS OF STATE ENCOURAGING;
CROPS AND CATTLE ARE MOVING

Satisfactory Prices Offered for Wool, With
jlarge Clippings Ready for Market; Alfalfa
I Yield Is Heavy; Money Becoming More
v Plentiful; North Section Needs Rain.
2 Tteports from banks in various few tourists, weather dry, need
Irrigated land in good conparts of New Mexico lnmeare area rain.
needs moistdition. Native

tetter business tone. Cattle
move ami wool is
bpcrinninsr to
into the market nt a pood
nrice. In the southern and eastern
part of the state, alfalfa and other
of
hay crops are belnnr cut; much
market
it stored for
ing. Fruit and cotton crops In
sections are unusually good.
are becoming
Money conditions
easier.
!

Heporteil

ROSWF.M.
hy the llnnk of

grass
ure. Livestock doing well. Quite
a lot of early fruits such as apricots, peaches, plums, cherries and
garden truck being harvested, and
selling nt prices that are gratifycool nights,
ing. Warm days,
crops struggling with heat, but beon
to
put
ginning
growth.
C'JX)VIS.

Reported by First National bank:
Conditions
throughout Curry
county have never been better at
this season of the year for row
crops and cattle range.
We had several hails in May
which did some damage to the earthe damage
ly crops, but whore
was severe crops have been
and they are making splendid growth at this time.
Deposits in the local banks are
in the aggregate as heavy as they
were twelve months ago, which
we consider phenomenal on account of our farmers not getting
more than enough out of their 1921
crops to pay their running expenses, and most of them are making
a crop on borrowed money at this
time.
An optimistlo
feeling prevails.
Clovis, tho hub of Curry county,
is going forward at her usual
steady gait.

Com- -

merer.
Conditions in the Tlnswell district are improving steadily. Range
conditions are Rood and there has
.,,

been nome sales of steers, yearling
steers selling from 25 to 27
Wool is coming in daily: about a
million and a half pounds are now
The first wool sale is
in storage.
scheduled for July 3. From present indications there will he conAs soon as
siderable competition.
wool heglns to move money matters should ease up considerably.
Prospects for a fruit crop are good.
Alfalfa Is beginning to move at
fairly good prices.
i
ROSWKliTj.
Reported by First KUito Hank and
Trust Cotniwiiy.
'Conditions in ltoswell and the
fecos valley have shown some improvements in the last few months,
little de- although there has been
mand for breeding cattle. There
has been some demand for steers.
and we understand in the plains
ebuntrv east of ltoswell that
has been offered for steer calves
for fall delivery; however we have
hod no offers of this kind in Kos- ell. Our wether lambs have tieen
contracted at 10 cents, which is a
gTjod indication.
about 2,500,000
We will have
nnunds of wool In Koswell, and
our sale will take place on the
third of July. We look for quite
prices;
ah advance over
therefore the sheep business seems
basis.
sound
on
a
be
pretty
tp
We have good prospects for an
nlfaifa crop and cotton
crop,
apple
crop, and we feel that by fall conditions will have improved quite
materially.
The banks are not making any
naw loans at this time. However,
will be
i feel that this fall we
justified in taking on new
I'-I-

last-year'- s

CIMAIUROX.

by First National BnnU.
conditions are gradually
picking up with labor fully emof rain.
ployed. - Urgent need
Grass and crops suffering, and not
too much water in reservoirs.
Klectors authoriied the issuance
of $75,000 school district bonds for
modern Bchool building in Cimarron, by a vote of nearly three to
one.
Koported

POKTAIiKS.
Rank.
Reported by First National
Business conditions in lioosevelt
county show a markedlastimproveyear.
ment over this time
spring rains began about the first
of April, giving us early grass, and
buuu
were followed oy several
conditions
rains, making range we
beare
this
time
fine. Just at
ginning to need more rain.
There has been some cattle sales,
about 1,000 head of cows and
calves shipped out of here so far
this month; prices fair.
over on what
Shearing is about have
and the
we
sheep ranches contracted
and sold.
wool has been
of
immediate
vicinity
Im, the
water belt,
la the shallowof sweet
potathe irrigated crops
toes, onions and peanuts are growadvanced
well
are
and
ing nicely
dry
for this time of the year.of AH
broom
la,rid crops, consisting
corn, kaffir. milo maize and Indian corn, are up and in good
shape.
There has bean some 2,500 acres
if cotton
planted this spring, most
all, of which has a good stand and
Is 'growing nicely.
a good
Our farmers are shipping
which are
many hogs, prices of
In
banks
The
liolding up good.
our county are in good condition,
show a small
deposits of which this
year, and
steady Increase for continued
rainwith a reasonable
forward
look
fall, we confidently
to good business this fall.
AKTHUR F. JONES.
.
Cashier.
i,
Por-tale-

s.

'

'v

r

HOPE.

(By Xocl Ii. Johnson.)
Business at Hope for the week

ending June 30:
'Banking better than for several
Money loosening up to
weeks.

Corn doing well.
gome extent.
Cditon growing nicely. Alfalfa bebut very little deing harvested,
mand Just now for hay. About 3
been
per cent of the sheep have
sheared and wool stored in warehouses. Have been offered from
39 to 3G cents a pound, no sales
as yet. Some steers sold for $22.50
fu yearlings, others holding for
$?5. Retail and wholesale trade
slow. Collections good considering
afliount of money available. Very

brick was No. 7, and was by far
the largest and nicest produced so
far from these mines. Robertson
was in tho bank again yesterday
morning, being on his way to El
Paso with his son, who has just
arrived from Scranton, Pa., nn-- J
wilu
tioppeu on lor a uny wtui
his father. While here he advised
us that he has shut down his mill
for a few days, to do Some necessary repairs, and intends to start
operations again within the next
ten days, if his present plans work
out satisfactorily.
One of the largest shipments ot
steers In recent years from thU
country will be loaded out of hero
the last of this week. We understand they are going to Amarlllo.
Texas. In this bunch of 3,000
steers there are all ages, one's,
two's, three's, four's and perhaps
some five's, all in one brand, and
Hereof high grade, white-faceford quality,
coming from the
eastIn
the
located
Block ranch,
ern part of Lincoln county.
Range conditions over the county are reported In good shape generally from the recent rains.
Sheepmen ere shearing or have
sheared their wool. We anticipate
better conditions in business generally this year.
d

CHIGANFRUIT

BEST

01

RECOHO

Detroit,
July 2. The Michigan
fruit crop is one of the best on
record, the movement this year being the heaviest in the last decade,
men.
according to translocation
The berry crop also has been ex-

There is no substitute for It.
Save on other things If you
must, but do not stint yourself or your family, particularly your children, where milk
is concerned.
A menl of milk contains the
same nourishment as a meal
made up of meat and eggs,
supar and cereals, oil and fats,
with salt and water.
Milk contains the fuel needed by tho body. It contains the
lime so essential to building
bone. Children must have milk
adults should have at least
half a pint n, day.
But In milk there may lurk
dirt, disease and death. Tou
cannot tell good milk from
bad milk and there are only
these two kinds by looking at
It, by tasting it or smelling it.
But you can learn to protect
your family by securing the
new free booklet "All About
Milk."
Our Washington Information
Bureau will send a copy of this
booklet free to anyone who
fills out and malls the coupon
below, enclosing two cents in
for return
stamps
postage.
Write your name and address
clearly.

ceptional, they say, one line reporting 100 cars of strawberries han
dled as perishable freight in the
growing section from Holland City
to Michigan City, Ind. a distance
of 1U0 miles.
Tills figure would
be considerably swelled, it is point
ed out, by other shipments that
moved to the canneries direct, and
by express.
Advance estimates, based on the
figures of 19i!0, which also is designated by transportation men as a
"fruit year," makes it likely, it is
said, that from 12,000 to 13,000 refrigerator cars will be needed to
From
handle all fruit shipments.
Benton Harbor, the center of the
fruit belt, it is reported 9,050 cars
will be required for fruit, exclusive
of the late apple crop, and all fruit
prior to early apples.
Reports from Traverse City, In
the cherry belt, say the cherry crop
The movement is
will be normal.
T.UH.AN.
just starting, and will reach its
Kcportctl by iho Rank of
heighth in about two weeks.
Karly apples start moving about
Weather
very warm.
Crops the first of July, continuing until
needing rain.
Some trading in steers, other October and November.
The movement of peaches and
stock dull. Cattle are on the
and business outlook better. mend, the bulk of berries still is about a
month distant, shipments being due
to begin in August. The movement
DEXTER.
will continue through October.
Reported by Doxtor Stat Bank.
The Pecoa valley Is no
,,in
strong on the second cutting of hay SANTA FE DEFEATS LAS
In the vicinity of Dexter the
SCORE
yield
VEGAS BY 15-1- 2
aim in many cases so
heavy that It is difficult to handle.
HPCCIJkb OIBPATCH TO MORNING JOURNAL)
The weather for the nast two weak- Las Vegas, N. M July 2. In a
has been ideal for
up hay, game played In the rain here toand a fine quality tutting
la coming to
day Santa Fe beat Las Vegas 15 to
market.
12. Andres
Rivera, Santa Fe's
The farmers In this section are
shortstop, out of six times up, got
Planning to store a. Bond
..tin
on base each time on two singles.
of the second and third crops of a double, a
triple, a free pass and
hay. By doing this, they are able a fielder s choice and scored each
io gei a Detter price for it by the time.
Batteries: Santa Fe Weiss
orderly marketing plan. Most of and Griego; Las Vegas Griephan
the farmers have barns that will and Garrett.
hold from 150 to 300 tons of hay
and most of these barns will be
filled by fall.
The banks are being called
to furnish money to finance upon
this
hay storage. This is being arranged in various ways, and while
money matters are not as loose as
they might be. it seem at the present that this storage can be financed without a great deal of Inconvenience to the banks.
Cotton prospects in this
are fine. The rains have vicinity
been a
great factor in getting a good start
and it looks as though a good crop
is assured.
Many of our farmer
customers who left Texas to get
out of a cotton country are being
attracted again by the downy plant,
and those who have had experience
with cotton say that this is a cotton country.
Bank deposits have shown some
increase in the past two weeks. This
is due to the fact that the farm
products are moving and in a short
time the wool money will be coming in so that money matters should
Be
improve greatly within the next few
weeks.
Tl (TMCAUI.
Reported by First Niitlonal bunk:
VViule conditions
generally are
favorable, still the district is needrain.
Some
ing
parts of our trado
territory have had rains, while others are needing them rather badly
for growing crops.
We do not have definite
figures
at hand, but are of the opinion
that
tho wheat crop will not be more
thun 30 per cent of normal. For
this reason there will undoubtedly
be a much larger
of
row crops and beanB percentage
planted than
and
with a favorable seausually,
son,, the yield should be satisfactory.
The railroad business at present
is active, owing to the seasonal
movement of cantaloupes from
California and western Arizona.

The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, V. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamps for return postage on
a free copy of the Milk Booklet.
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To Clear Away

MJM

THE FIRST

SANTA FE

0

They Can't Beat Us

For Service. Quality and Prices

Duke City Cleaners

Skin Troubles

Phone

Roaptocltanss, Otntnwnt to seothflTftlenm to pew.

LAS

dr, 26a.

cMUOplea

of

0tlcr, Dtp. I,Maldo,

446.

1209 North

(SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNING JOURNAL)
In a way, the First National
Santa Fe, July 2. Th oua hun
C.
dredth dividend was paid Saturday bank Is the godfather for some 400
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
by tha First National bank at a or so banks, for when it opened its
REFRACTION
GLASS
PAINT
special meeting held at the bank- doors more than fifty years ago,
107 S. Fourth.
Phona 10B7.W
ing house. No other bank within there was no other national bank
CEMENT
PLASTER
400 miles of Santa Fe has such with four hundred miles of Santa
and it was ten years before the
a record as a dividend payer nd Fe
railroad reached this part. There
WINDOW SHADES!
as far as known, no other corpora- are
still customers with the bank
fiui.
Rollers and Shade
tion In this section has ont hun- who opened their accounts
more
Let us give you an
Cloth.
dred dividends to Its credit. The than fifty years ago, while In some
estimate.
dividend was Ibbs than 60 per cent Instances grand and
ANDERSON BROS.
have
of ths net earnings for tha past six accounts of original customers
423 North First Street
with the bank at the
Phone
months and amounted to 10 per present time.
10
cent
cent, this reoord of
per
having been maintained for years. The total divi
dends paid to date by the bank to
its stockholders aggregate the tidy
sum of one million, or seven times
tha capitalization of tha bank.
Little did Liuoien E. Maxwell and
his associates, when they organized
tha bank mora than fifty years
ago, realize that their venture
would prove such a consistent success from every point of view. In
It has always paid to buy International farm machinfact, tha first five years were hard
ery. It has been sold here for more than 20 years.
sledding and Maxwell sold out his
Interest. During these fifty year
are always available. Costly delays are elimiParts
there came panics, wars, hard
nated. At this season we call your particular attentimes, but the First National bank
has stood staunch, a financial Gibtion to McCormick and Deering mowers, rakes and
raltar, and when other banks even
binders. We invite you to our implement building.
in the big financial centers paid
man in charge is a practical farmer.
It
,The
coin.
and
scrip,
paid currency
President I A. Hughes, In his
report to the directors, gave the
facts and figures for the past six
months' business and showed that
It had been prosperous and profitable, reflecting Santa Fe's healthy
business conditions.
The
customary
bonus was voted, for the directors
and stockholders believe In sharing
their prosperity with the employes.
A handsome balance was carried
over Into the undivided profits

LUMBER

H. CARNES

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

q--

semi-annual- ly

Service That Satisfies

THESE ARE THE DAYS NEW MEXICO FARMERS ARE
THINKING AB0VT MOWERS, RAKES AND BINDERS

POST IN MEXICO

15

U

t

J

national parts from
us.
We are solo
distributors for International prod-duct- s
In this

II.
HAYES

t,

(By The Aunclated Pre.t.)
Chicago. July 2. William Tilden
II of Philadelphia, national tennis
champion, today defeated Walter
T. Hayes of Chicago, former Illinois state, champion, in the finals
in the men's singles of the Illinois
state tennis championship tournament. Tilden won without trouble
in three straight sets,
In the men's doubles Walter T.
Hayes and Alee Squair of Chicago
defeated Phil Bettens of San Francisco and Rov Coffin of Providence, It. I..

ST

;

mm

Inter-

Get genuine

WILLIAM TILDEN,
BEATS WALTER

We Furnish Complete
Threshing Outfits.

Remember

R aabe & Mauger

First and Copper

Phone 305

WE HAVE IT."

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

6.

2,

IQSC

O

u.a,

R. B. Creager.
B. B. Creager, wealthy banker of
Brownsville. Tex., and an intimate
friend of President Harding, is said
to be slated for the post of ambassador to ..Mexico. .. - -

up

Service is a significant term to anyone
d
Cords.
using Firestone
which
in
one
is
it has been
Mileage
way
most
The
new
exacting of
meaning.
given
the big taxicab and motorbus
companies and organizations using large
numbers of automobiles for their salesd
men have been won to Firestone
of
Cords by sheer proof
mileage
superiority.
Service, as Firestone users know it,
means greater dependability and uniformity
of performance as well. This is because
Firestone has adopted and held to such

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

Gum-Dippe-

tire-buye-

Get up early in the morning, fill a basket full of food, load the family in the car
and drive out to some cool, shady spot in
the mountains for a day's vacation. The
outing will benefit the entire family.

Wind Shield
1

isi

Glass-Lumb-

er

BALDKIDUE LCMREB CO.
South Flrat Street.
I'hone 402.

C.

HOES
AT SELLING OUT PRICES
AT THE

the Fourth.

Advance Potted Meat, Ys
Certified Vienna Sausage, 12 s
Advance Corned Beef,' Is
Advance Sliced Beef,
glass

.

.

11 Vic

GUM-DIPPE-

22c
36c

...35

STERLING BUTTER
Heinz Stuffed Oljves,
bottle
Heinz Queen Olives,
bottle
Sylmar Ripe Olives, small can
Sylmar Ripe Olives, pint can

air-ba-

gum-dippin-

Gum-Dippe-

36c
22c
17c
33c

CORDS

D

FABRIC

'.

.

'

--

,

"

1:

N. B. C. CAKES AND CRACKERS
Heinz Egyptian Mustard
Heinz Sweet Mixed Pickles, medium
Heinz Sweet Gherkins Pickles, medium.
Durkee'a Salad Dressing:
Small
.15c Medium ...32c Large

difficult but important processes as double
g
g
cure.
of cords and
Tire repairmen experts in tire constructionwill tell you that the Firestone carcass is the strongest and sturdiest ever built.
Firestone users by the thousands have voluntarily written us of their great satisfaction
with the extraordinary mileage they have
obtained.
You can forget your tires if you equip
d
Cords
your car with Firestone
will
the assurhave
on all four wheels. You
ance that you are getting the best and most
economical service that money can buy.

Mm

.k .8c
'.

Irestone Users

Most Miles per Dollar

sure and make all your purchases
today for we will be closed all day

..12c

.....

.37c
.37c

.....60c

DEL MONTE CANNED FRUITS

Kraft Pimiento Cheese, can
.13c
Kraft Chile Cheese, can
13c
Heinz Peanut Butter, medium
19c
Heinz Pork and Beans, medium
18c
Waxed Paper Plates
3y8c
Welch's Grape Juice:
Pint
33c Quart
65c 12 Gal. ..$1.05
,

a

MANUFACTURERS
SALE SHOE STORE

1

a

i.

r
flora Pbotofaplis

I

NORTH FIRST

SALE NOW GOING ON

rs

Gum-Dippe-

PICNIC DAY

CARRIZOZO.
Reported by Linooln State Bank.
Friday evening of last week, W.
G. Robertson, manager of the Helen
Rae group of mines, located about
16 miles east of Carrizozo, In Lincoln county, brought from the mine
a gold brick weighing 615 troy
ounces, valued at approximately
$8,500, which he turned over to this
bank for shipment to the United
States mint at Denver, Colo. This

Three Stores in Albuquerque
205 N.

Fourth

m.

semi-annu-

BANKER SLATED
FOR DIPLOMATIC

Com-uiuro-

GET YOUR

301

.v. . .

.

Rely on Cuticnra

100TH DIVIDED

MILK IS A
PERFECT FOOD

FREDERIC J. HASKIN,
Director.

CROP IS ONE OF

July 3, 1923,

406 West Central Avenue
330 N. Third St..
First St.
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1 0.994 milw oo
Ycllmr Cab in Chicago. By
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50 PERSONS REPORTED KILLED

S

PICKETING

ENGLISH HEIRESS
TO WED IN JULY

AND SEVERAL HUNDRED IIIJUR

IDEGUN. MILWHY

IH WRECK

DFFIGIrLS

mh

w0

(BY THK ASSOCIATED PRFSS.)

Atlantic City, N. J., July 3.

Fifty persons were re

ported killed and several hundred injured in the wreck
Union Officials Declare
of a Philadelphia & Reading train packed with vacaerations in That Line Will tionists at Winslow Junction, midway between Camden
Op- -;

Be Orderly and Legal; and this city early today. Seven cars of a
train
were reported to have gone over the railroad embankTrains Run on Time.
ment at Winslow Junction. The accident was said to
Railway officials Btate that pick- have been caused by a track washout due to the violent
eting has been begun by the strik- rain storm of last
night.
ing shop crafts, although it has
Summoned by telegraph and telephone calls for help
been understood that nothing of
the kind would be attempted be- over a radius of 20 miles, physicians, ambulance, police
fore July 4. Lawyers, asked for and tiremen equipped with relief outfits, lanterns and
an opinion, say that there is no torches were hastening to the scene. A relief train left
law against picketing if it is done here with scores of
doctors and nurses. Another had
off the railway property. There is
left Camden. Both trains will pick up additional rescue
a strict law against trespass, how
ever, they declare, that makes u workers along the route.
12-c-

--

-

roundhouse, numbering about 40
men, had agreed to quit in case
an effort was made to work strikebreakers. A number of "straw
bosses," it was stated last night,
have been imported and are at
work.

Officials at Work.
Reports from cities north ot
here are that the strike is almost
00 per cent. At Las Vegas Saturday night, according to the report,
Trainmaster II. R. McKee person
ally ran the engines to the round
house, and other officials assisted
him. Similar conditions are re
ported from Raton.
Precautions are being taken
against
depredations,
although
none are expected. Sheriff Tony
with the
jruz is
Santa Fe railway in nrovidine sDe
cial deputies to watch over railway
property, xne strike has brought
about no disorders.
Maintenance of way men here
are all at work. Representative
or tneir organization will hold a
jucciiiiK lonay in uctroit to discus
whether they will Join the walk
out. .
i rains were running on time
yesterday and last night, with
inrougn .trarric unusually heavy.
une union men claim that the
statements that 175 men are at
worn are erroneous, as many of
me men who are working were not
inciuaea in tne strike call.
--

TRAINS
ON

ARE RUNNING

SCHEDULE THROUGH
PUEBLO, IS REPORT

(By Ths AMOclntrd Frnn.)
Pueblo, Colo., July 2. Trains
on the. four railroads passing
through ruebTo are running on
schedule, according to announce
ment of the railroad officials.
The walkout of the 500 shopmen
employed by the railroads here
has scarcely been noticeable, It !s
said. The equipment is in such
excellent condition, say railroad
officials,' that it will be some
time before lack of repairs will

Interfere with the trains.
Sunday was a quiet day for
the strikers, most of whom took
HvnnlfiPA nf Rimdnv fnr visits tn
''the theaters, outings in the parks
or mountains.
No trouble of any sort has
been reported to the police

SPECTACULAR PENNANT CHASE
IN AMERICAN LEAGUE CIRCUIT

If

-

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
New York, July 2. With the
New York, Chicago and Detroit
New York Giants still having
are bunched close behind. Exthe National league race well In perts concede the Browns and the
hand, despite valiant but fruitless Yankees greater reserve power
efforts by St. Louis and Brook- for the drive down the stretch,
lyn to overtake, them, chief interest In the majors is centering but either of the other two weston the spectacular ,pcnnant hunt ern contenders, on present form,
in the American circuit In which hafi at least a fighting chance.
four contenders are battling
Closing the past week with an
old time burst of slugging, Babe
the top.
St. Louis Browns, who Ruth and his team mates gave
.The
have shown no sign of weakening further proof that they are recovunder the strain-opace setting, ering from a protracted slump.
held a lead of two and a half With a record of 11 won and 14
games today, but three other clubs lost on a disastrous trip around
the circuit, the Yankees braced
against Washington and Philadelphia and today scored their fourth
straight victory.
Chicago White Sox, with their
pitchers in rare form, proved the
sensation of the race, however,
running their winning streak to
eight games and displacing Detroit in third place.
Good pitching,
especially by
Walter Johnson, who hung up his

'

Miss Ed win Ashley,

Miss Edwina Ashley, England's
richest heiress, will wed Lord Louis
Mountbatten in July. The engago-men- t,
which was rumored when the
with the Prince
young nobleman-lefof Wales for his tour around the
world, has just been announced

f

U. P. WILL

CONDITION OF

ninety-sevent-

e

-

con-ditio-

urday, is as follows:
National.

been accepted.
Union leaders said today that
more men were out than yesterday.
Seattle railroad officials estimated
the. number of men out in Washington as 6.500.
The Southern Pacific railroad
headquarters here asserted today
that 5,219 of the company's 16,293
California, Oregon,
shopmen in
Nevada, Utah, Arizona- and New
Mexico were ot work- today, the
second day of the strike. This was
contradicted by union headquarters for the system, which declared
that the majority of the points' the
strike had been 100 per cent effective, and at no place less than
95 per cent.
Strike leaders In Oregon said the
number of men out was increasing.

Pittsburgh

Boston

Philadelphia

6
7
6
6
7
9
7

1 38 67
2
2
2

2

..7 2
American.
6
5

....

4
4

......

Chicago

6

6
6
6
6

65
24
36
27
47
22
29

7

98 7
55 S
61 3
72 11
97 12
60 9
65 9

P. W.L. R H.

St. Loul
New York

Detroit

P. W.L. R. H. B.

...
....
....
...

New York
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago

Washington
Cleveland
Boston

Philadelphia

...

4
6
7

..8

4
4
0

2 35 58
1

23 48

4

9 26
4
0 24 42

3
2
2
3

4 24 49 14
5 21 60
8
5 29 63 10

1J2

33

Tomorrow,
all day.

Per Cent Out.

Treat.)

the Fourth of July, the

Groce-Tot-

e

will be closed

Therefore, buy food supplies today for the home table as well
as for the holiday picnic spread.
There are three practical reasons why picnic and lunch goods,
as well as the daily home food supplies, can be bought to best
advantage at Rosenwald's Groce-TotFirst: Stocks are larger and varieties more extensive than anywhere else in town, thus permitting the widest choice of articles
and good brands.
is the very
Second: Everything purchased from the Groce-Tot- e
best the food markets of the world provide. Cheap foodstuffs
are often dangerous and are never satisfactory. Therefore,
second and third grade foods are never offered to our patrons.
carries only the best in quality
Third: Because the Groce-Tot- e
it is not to be concluded that prices are high, because exactly
the opposite is true. By reason of the fact that the Groce-Tot- e
has no expense for rent, insurance, management and the other
overhead charges that must be met by every exclusive grocery
store, it is possible to reduce our margin of profit to the very
minimum and that reduction is actually made on every article
sold. Our customers get the benefit and as a result the very
cost less money than
best grades of foods at the Groce-Tot- e
second and third grade food stuffs at other stores.
Because our customers are able to demonstrate to their complete
satisfaction every day the truth of the above statements, the
is growing every day and each
business of the Groce-Tot- e
month's volume surpasses the month before.
The proof of Rosenwald's Groce-Tot- e
market service and economy is found in the quality of the foods and the savings in the
e:

-

'

.

j

prices.
Meat Market, selling only prime products of the
The Groce.-Tot- e
best packers, U. S. government inspected, and kept under perfect
sanitation and refrigeration, is a convenience and an economy
that you will appreciate and continue to use when once you
have tried it.
Fresh meats, fresh fruits, fresh vegetables all food supply
stocks are most complete for today's marketing.

Money Market at Low Levels.
Despite flurries in call Aoney,
which carried the ratj ou the New
York stock exchange as high as
5
per cent, the money market
still holds at the low levels of the
The disturbance in call
year.
money, a form of accommodation
which is cxtromely
to
sensitive
temporary influences is attributed
to special demands connected with
the end of the first half year. The
best observers expect pronounced
ease again in July.
The uncertainty regarding soft
coal prices Is, meanwhile, producing corresponding doubts in related markets. Production of bitun
minous at
mines has
continued to grow but still fnlls
short of normal demand by at least

Changes Are Reported

(By The Asiodntcd

(By The ABcilated FrM.)
New York, July 2 (by the Associated Press.) While the usual
uncertainties of the season and a
few others of a special character
have dominated the country's markets during the last week, returns
from industrial centers continue
good. Steel production has maintained Its latest gains, railroad car
loadings have reached a new high
level for the year and reports from
a number of centers mention active
between
for labor
competition
makers of steel, automobiles and
on
the one
railroad equipmont
hand, and tho building trades on
the other.
Allowing for the coal strike,
which naturally affects the showing of railroads serving union
mines, the May earning statements
of the carriers testify to a further
gain In tho volume of traffic.
Seasonal Uncertainties.
uncerRegarding the seasonal
tainties, principally those relating
to the new crops, little in the way
of news has developed.
Fair
weather in the cotton belt Improved conditions somewhat and
took the edge off the. minor crop
scare of two weeks ago. It also
resulted in the cancellation of the
corresponding advance in prices.
Interest in the trade has centered
in tomorrow's
government crop
report, private estimates favoring
a condition In the neighborhood of
73 per cent.
Wheat prices stiffened slightly,
partly on reports of smaller sup-pi- les
of the cash
commodity
and partly on a disappointing
returns.
In
the course
threshing
of a faltering rally the July delivery reached the vicinity of 11.15
but the market was thin and un-

certain.

in the Strike of Railroad
Men in Six States; 95

shutout

Union Officials Say It Is Not
of
league career, was responsible for
In First Class Condition; an
improved showing by WashingRail Chiefs Take the Op- ton, while Cleveland, after taking
two from the Browns, proved easy
for the leaders, who made it four
posite Side.
straight today.
First division teams all disSan Francisco, Calif., July 2.
Railroad officials and union lead- played winning form In the Naers, who yesterday devoted them- tional loague, the Giants retainselves to conflicting statements as ing a lead of four and a half
to the number of shop workers games today after double victorwho had gone on strike from Pa- ies on the part ot both St. Louis
cific coast stato railroad shops, to- and Brooklyn, while the New
day let a hew angle enter their Yorkers-weridle.,
Cincinnati
the condition of the
controversy
kept fourth place
roads' motive
power and rolling by a slim margin today over
stock.
Pittsburgh and Chicago, despite
Union officials In a statement Is- a double setback at the hands
sued here, asserted that rolling of the Cardinals. The Pirates may
s
stock was "not in
brace as a result of a managerial
and said they expected the shift, George -- Gibson resigning
will
"railroads
great last week because ot the team's
experience
difficulty in moving trains" within disappointing, showing and bethirty days.
ing replaced by Bill McKechnle,
On the other hand, railroad of- his former assistant.
opthe
ficials in Spokane, taking
The Chicago. Cubs have slumpposite side of this new issue, de- ed as a result of erratic
clared equipment of the railroads whilo Philadelphia and pitching
Boston
wes in "excellent condition."
clubs In both circuits are
It was said offers had been made to keep out of last place.battling
to the roads centering at Spokane
The week's record in . each
to do repair work under contract, league games played,
won and
some of the offers coming from
together with runs, hits and
the east and some from local firms, lost,
of Satbut railroad officials said none had errors, including games
first-clas-

No
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LARAMIE

ROLLING STGCi

third straight
h

1

EFFORT TO" OPEN

DISPUTE OVER
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Steel Production Maintains!
Its Latest Gains; Some;
Centers Report Competition for Labor.

iiiiiiapt
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CHIEF INTEREST CENTERS IN

T HAULED

F

ar

imj'j

Illegal to go upon privaia
for picketing or any other purpose
Without the consent of the owner.
on
Union officials announced
the day the strike began that
there would be practically no picketing unless the railway should
ifiiDort strikebreakers.
They say that what picketing is
carried on will be done in an entirely orderly and lawful manner.
Their men are all Albuquerqueans,
and have the interests of the community as much at heart as ajjy
other citizens, they state.
' D. E. Barton, superintendent of
shops for the Santa Fe railway
here, Btated yesterday that 175
men are at work, and that they are
In the shops
all Albuquerqueans.
and yards it was reported laBt
were on
men
of
that
plenty
night
hand to take care of engines and
On Saturday night, it
equipment.
was stated, there was some disorder in handling engines and other
Some of the mem who
equipment.
quit have asked for their Jobs back,
according to Mr. Barton.
no
So far as could be learned,
strikebreakers are on the way or
have arrived here. There was a
report in circulation that the foremen in the Albuquerque shops and
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Denver,
Colo., July
changes were reported today in the
strike of railroad shopmen in ColoNew
rado, Wyomrng,
Mexico,
Montana and Arizona, according to
telegrams received by the Associated Press late today from correspondents In those states. Trains
are running on schedule with little
reAnthracite
inconvenience, according to these mains practically nil. output
reports. About 95 per cent of the
union shopmen are on strike in
ACCIDENTALLY WOUXDFTJ.
this territory.
El Paso, Texas, July 2. W. C
W. S. Patterson, head of the maMcNair.
Wait
retired soldtnr
chinists' union on the Atchison,
his friend Bert Ashley, sho
&
with
Santa
ing
Fe railroad,
Topeka
today. Ashley
headquarters at Albuquerque, N. shop proprietor,
M., issued a statement late today went to answer the telephone and
McNair
started for a drink of
saying: "Everything is holding
tight. I have heard of no changes, water. Heto stepped on a string
attached
a shotgun trigger
two
or
of
tho
three
that
except
men who remained in yesterday which had been set for burglers
and was wounded in both legs.
went out today." '
In Denver, police were stationed
at all the railroad shops. Men
BOY IS KILLKD.
who congregated
near the Bur2.
WilLoralne,
Tex.,
were
dispersed liam Lafever, 19, July
lington
shops
was
quietly when ordered to do so by of- killed and threo seriously instantly
ficers.
Picketing has been for- here Saturday, when a horse injured
ridden
bidden by the Denver city authori- by Foley
McGee
a race meet
ties. Other points in Colorado re- left the track andat Han
into the
At
ported conditions unchanged.
McGee, Sam Williams
the Roswell shops of the Rock spectators.
Lem
Fowler sustained Internal
Island road, near Colorado Springs, and
Their condition Is serileaders of the strikers announced injuries.
'
.
.
ous.
they expected to station pickets at
the shops and at tho railway staO. P. JSXIDER
tions in Colorado Springs tomorrow.
Springs, Colo., July 2.
O. P. Snider, 66, principal ownReports received In Cheyenne
from various Wyoming
points er ot the Cave of the Winds, died
along the Union Pacific line show- here today, after an illness of
ed only a few union men working. two years.
Everything was quiet. Union Pacific officials in Chevenne said one
night shift in the Cheyenne shops ployed In Cheyenne. Laramie reworked with a full force last night. ported the railroads were employTie force was composed of non- ing strikebreakers and expected to
union men who did not walk out make an effort to open the Larayesterday and strikebreakers em- - mie shops tomorrpw.
non-unio-

two-third- s.

,

ni

DIES.-Colora-

THIS WEEK ONLY

WeWfflPayYou

$3

do

FOR YOUR
OLD CARPET

FOR YOUR

OLD

SWEEPER

BROOM

With the Understanding That the Amount Will Be Used as Part
Payment on a
ELECTRIC
njl
OTPOIN VACUUM
CLEANER

PROBASCO'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS IN EIGHT REELS
4

DOLLAR
BALTIMORE
AT,
FIRE

MILLION

;

.oclnte(l Pma.) .
Baltimore,
July 2. Lightning
today struck the roof of one of the
several great grain elevators at the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad's terminals at Locust Point, and In a
few minutes the Immense structure
was in flames.
The fire spread rapidly, soon enveloping elevators B and C pier
fivei all of which were wrecked.
0
The elevators contained over
bushels of grain, which, with
sixty carloads of export tobacco
The
on the pier, was destroyed.
railroad company's loss in estimated at between
$3,200,000 and
$4,000,000. Several firemen were;
Injured,
(By The
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HAVBStEOTHS

This is the most astonishing vacuum cleaner
offei4 ever made in Albuquerque. Just bring
in your old broom and we will pay you $3.00
for it, or your old carpet sweeper and we will
pay you $5.00 for it, the amount to be used as
Hot Point
one
famous
on
of
the
part payment
Electric Vacuum Cleaners. Almost everyone
The Hot Point Vacuum
is acquainted with Hot Point Electric AppliCleaner is
ances. The suction of the Hot Point Electric
JI Vacuum is so powerful that it not only cleans
Light, but powerful
il the
Quiet, but efficient
rugs but also removes the dust from the
I
Simple, but durable
floor beneath. The Hot Point is very quiet
of
because
the
the
balance
of
Always ready
running,
perfect
Easy to handle
working parts. Don't delay. If you ever
thought of owning an Electric Vacuum Cleanand sold under a guaraner do it this week while the special offer is
tee that means something.
1

I
I

effective.

Raabe & Mauger

1P

Phone 305

First and Copper

quality

impossible to
duplicate.
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HE HAS SOMETHING
ON BALL; BATTERS

E RUTH

blue-blood-

CARDINALS TAKE
OF

DOUBLEHEADER

A

r&A

$?'.;

Drive
Circuit
Comes in the Eighth With
Two On, Philadelphia Is
Beaten, 9 to 3.

St. Louis Gains a Full Game

(Br Tha Ainclatcd 1'rrM.)
Now York, July 2. Returning
' home after a long road trip, New
York outslugged Philadelphia today and won, 9 to 3. Babe Ruth
, knocked out his fourth home run
in three games and his twelfth of
the season In the eighth inning wltU
two on bases. Clarence Walker of
the Athletics hit homers in his first
.two times at bat, giving him four
in his last two games and a total
of 17 for the season. Score:
rlilludeli hln.
AU. K. II. PO. A. E.
1
2
1
0
4
Young, lb
1
!)
3
0

Cincinnati, July 2. St. Louis
gained a full game on the Giants
by winning both halves of a
today
doublo-headfrom the Reds. In
the first game Keck was hit hard
in the first two innings and was
driven from the mound, while
Pfeffcr had only bad round. The
Cardinals won easily, 8 to 3. The
second game was a pitchers' battle, in which Pertica had Just a
shade the better of Luque, and St.
Louis won 2 to 1. Scores:
First game:
St. Louis.
AB. R.H. PO. A.E.

Bambino's

....
i
.... 40

.....

Walker, It
Miller, cf
JfcGowan, cf...
Galloway, ss...
Hauser, lb
Welch, rf
Dykes, Sb
.
Harris, p
xScheer
Jtoorc, p
Yarrlson, p

4

0
0
1
0

1

0

4

1

0

0
0
1
0

0

0
1

2

2
4
8
3

1
0

1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
2
2

.'

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0

0

O

32

3

9 24

9

u

New York,
AB.

Witt, cf
McNally, 3b
Kuth, If
Meusel, rf
Pipp, lb
Ward, 2b
Scott, ss
Hoffman, c
Hoyt, p

2

1

1

....

Total

0

2
4
8

....

xxJohnston

0
2
0

...

11.

6

1

B

1

3
4

1
1
1
1
1
2

.....
..... 8
,..--.5
6

2

J.

H. TO. A. E.
2
1

0
0

0
1

1

1

0
J

I

4
9
0

u

3 15
1
2
1
1
1
6

)

0
0
0

11 111

38
I" 27 15
Totals
x Batted for Harris in 7th.9
xx Batted for Yarrlson In th.
Score by innings:
100 100-

0

e

Two-bas-

Giants By Defeating
Cincinnati By Score of 8
to 3 and 2 to 1.
On

hits Pipp,

Three-bas- e
gcott, Welch, Ward.
,lt Hoyt. Home runs Walker, 1;
Pipp.
Ruth. Stolen bases Meusel,Double
Sacrifices Harris, Ward.
2.
Lcj1-iPipp. Scott and Pipp.
bases-N- ew
York, 10; VYAto&A-TjhiOff
balls
Hon,
6. Bases on
2.
off Harris, 4; off Moore, 1:
3; Harris,
Struck out By Hoyt,
Harris 8
Yarrlson. 1. Hits-- Oft
2 in 1 (none out In
off
Moore,
in 6;
B in 1.
Hit W
8th): off Yarrison,
Passed
(Miller).
Hoyt
By
pitcher
Losing pitcher-Har- ris.
balls Perkins.
a,

r

'

dor

CTevelnnd. 5; St. Tonls,

Bt. Louis, July 2. The Browns
" chalked
up their fourth
Wil- -'
victory over Cleveland today.
Hams' twentieth horns run scored
Sislcr and McManus ahead of him.
Wood also hit a homer with M;fn:
batted

The locals
nis on base.
Mails hard, while Kolp was effective in the pinches. Score:
Cleveland.
AB. K. H. TO. A. t.
0
0
5
T.mtAtnn. If
Wambsganss, 2b 5
Speaker, cf . . . . 65
Stephenson, 3b 3
Sewell, s
3
Mclnnis, lb
Wood, rf ....... 4
4
O'Neil, o
.. 0
Shinault, o
3
Malls, p
0
Edwards, p
0
Llndsey, p . . . . .

litfw
AH; u

P

J
,iV

u

k

fc

h

)

...

cf.....4
...
....

10

rf....4
0.....4
....
...

......

...

6-- 3.

up-hi-

ami

,-

nst

u

0

1
8
5 10 24
38
Totals
x Batted for Mails in eighth,
xx Ran for O'Neill in ninth.
St. Louis.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
4
1 0 0 0 0
Shorten, rf
1
6
3
0
1
4
Gerber, ss
0
3
3 10
4
2
Sisler, lb
McManus, 2b .. B 2 3 2 50 10
AMERICAN
4
6
Jacobson, cf
0
Z
0
2
1
4
Williams, If
St.
..
0
0
2
Louis
1
1
4
Severeid, o
1
0 New York .
0
S
2
0
Ellerbe, 3b
8
0
1
Chicago j. .
Kolp. p
Detroit . . .
36 9 14 27 16 2 Washington
Totals
Cleveland .
By innings:
000 100 040 5 Boston . . .
Cleveland
010 030 32x 9 Philadelphia
St. Louis
e
hits Sisler
Summary:
(2), Wambsganss, Speaker. Home
runs Williams and Wood. Stolen
base Sisler. Sacrifices, McManus,
Kolp, Williams and Sisler. Left on
base Cleveland, 8; St. Louis, 9.
Bases on balls Off Malls, 2: Kolp.
Struck out By
1. Edwards, 1.
Kolp, 2; Mails, 1. Hits Off MailH,
none in
13 in 7; Edwards,
Llndsey, 1 in

....

Johnston.

...
....

MCAGVE.
W
L.
.

.44

..42
..37
..36
..34
.

.32

..31

27

29

33
33
34

.529
.514
.486
.444
.437
.409

36

40
40
39

Two-baB-

DAYS

Detroit

Chicago

130 500 03012 15
6 12
320 000

....001

ESilLTS

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Boston,
Brooklyn,
Chicago, 6; Pittsburgh, 1.
St. Louis,
Cincinnati,
No other scheduled.

INDIAN SERVICE BUYS
HARDING'S PUREBREDS
(Sperlal Corretpnndrncc to The ioornnl.)
Mn.miprri. N. M.. July 2. That

Brooklyn V".'..
Summary:
1,1
i ..
i

M

'"'"-

TnVinutnn

n

and

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
New York, 9; Philadelphia,
Detroit. 12; Chicago, 6.
Boston, 2; Washington, 1.
St. Louis, 9; Cleveland, 6.

3.

ohell. Left on bases Boston, 7,
6. Bases on oaus vn
rBrooklyn, f Tort.lnir 9.: Vance, li
1.
Struck out By
Mammaux,
Lansing, 4; Vance. 2. Hits Off
u
(.none ouv iu i
Oeschger, t in
o t
r
nnA nut 1n fllxthl! Mam- Smith, 0 in 1
maux, 8 in 2
in
i.
wjm
Marquard,
..
S;

v.--

Winning

ntt.ch.6r

Vance, Losing pitcher Oesch
ger.
R. H. E.
Second game:
Boston . ....300 000 000 3 4 1
uax o
Brooklyn . . .uou iuz
find
MiOnlllnn
finwdv: Shrlver. Decatur. Cadore
and Hungllng,

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Chicago, 5; Pittsburgh, 1.
Louisville,
Columbus,
.Tiii
2. The Chicago
rhr-r,r3
Toledo,
Indianapolis,
tnriav Innlc an easv rame
(second game called
in ninth; r..,h.
In
which Alexan
from Pittsburgh
darkness).
a winning
der's
played
pitching
Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, factor.
R. H. 15.
a
St. Paul,
Kansas City, 4
000 100 000 1 7 8
4.
Pittsburgh
tsccona gamo called end of fifth).
1
Chicago .. . . .VBU uul uu
Batteries: Hamilton and Gooch;
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
New Orleans, Alexander and O'Farrell.
Birmingham,
4;

'

1.

.

a,

'

Tulsa-Wichit-

Journal

,

a,

(Vol-a-tilit-

rs

the readiness with which gasoline gives up its power)

y:

You needn't give way to the car
alongside
Your car needn't be sluggish in
getting out of traffic pinches.
All it needs is Texaco Gasoline.

""i"ss"sasi"sm

PtBEiS

OF.

(Special Carrmponarnee lo The Journal.'
Las Vegas, N. M., July 2. The

clans of southwestern range land
are gathering at Las Vegas for the
eighth annual cowboys' reunion
July 3, 4 and 6.
The metropolis of northern New
Mexico Is expecting and prepared
to entertain the largest crowd slnca
Roosevelt held the first reunion of
his Rough Riders at Las Vegas in
1899.
Already can be heard the
shrill yips of the buckaroo's, and
countless
Stetsons can
be seen bobbing up and down the
streets in every direction. Las Ve
gas has turned back the clock to
the old days when she was a "real- " wild and woolly town.
The official reunion parade will
start at 10 o'clock on the morning
of July 3 and promises to be the
peer of all reunion pageants held
;
in the past seven years.

Run it with Texaco Gasoline Save it with Texaco Motor Oil
lubricants and are distinguished
Texaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
by their clear, golden color. Light, medium, heavy and extra-heathey fit all can and all conditions. You will find them wherever you
see the Texaco red star.
vy

for-sho- re

Top-Notc-

h

Contcsnnts.

Thashow proper at Cowboy park
will take on the proportions of ?
race meet, with
good,
races forming the major portion of
the program. Leonard Stroud, king
of all rodeo performers, with hla
five sterling features, including
"Chief," the horse that Jumps ovet
an automobile filled with people,
is in the Meadow City waiting for

texaco mtor:oils

TEXACO GASOLINE
Tkt Tixat Company, V. S. A,

Ttxam

Pitnttnm Prtductt

From the Four Corners
of the Earth

TIRES
Now

at Surprising Prices. Ask

L L BLISS
Fifth and Central.

"

,

Phone 823

DEPERD OH YOUR

REALTOR'S JUDGMENT

-

"

HOME RUNS

,

A Realtor is, a real estate man affili--atethrough his local board, with the
National Association of Real Estate

d,

JAf

Boards.

major leagues
The home run
Chicago, July
record in the two major leagues
follows:
American.
Williams, St. Louis, 20; C. Walker, Philadelphia, 17; Ed Miller,
Philadelphia, 13; Hellmann, Detroit, 12! Ruth, New Tork, 12;
Falk, Chicago, .
National.
Hornsby. St. Louis, 18; Williams,
Philadelphia, 21; Wheat, Brooklyn,
9; Ainsmith, St. Louis, 8; Parkinson, Philadelphia, 8.
6:

8.

1.

'

To use the title "Realtor" a real estate
man must qualify to the conditions set
by the National Board.

2.

COAST LEAGUE.
Lo Angeles,
Portland,
Salt Lake,
Vernon, 14-Oakland,
Sacramento,
San Francisco,
Seattle,

ORTH, South', East and Westall Have some-- .
thing to tell you in the newspapers.
News columns give you items of interest in the
political financial and social worlds. Advertising columns
give you Information just as interesting, and even more
valuable to younews of the things that have to.'do with'
v
life.
your personal, every-'da- y
The advertisements sprea'd out for your inspection th'e
products of progressive manufacturers the country over,
the comforts and conveniences that play so large a
part in modern life. The wares of every progressive
merchant in town are laid attractively before you.
From your easy chair you read the offerings, compare
values, check the statements against your previous ex:
perience and then make your selections.
iThus you save time, money and th'e effort spent iri
useless "shopping around." And you gain in the satisfaction tliat comes from a purchase well ma'de. Keep up on'
'
,
the shopping news, j- -

N

"f

1.

Harding county has fine stock is
evidenced by the fact that William
superintendent of the
Light,
nanvon Indian school at Val
entine, Aril., after having men
searching in Arizona. Texas, ts.an- -'
Atlanta, 1; Mobile 4.
sas and other states for fancy
Little Rock, 6; Memphis, .
found
and
lust
came
here
NaHhvilie - Chattanooga,
stock,
post'
vihnt hA war lookinar for.
poned.
e
Mr. Light selected seventy-fivbead of registered wereioras irom
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Banntnr T. E. Mitchell of Albert.
Oklahoma City, 6; St. Joseph, 4
bulls
twentyand
Sioux City.
Denver,
taking fifty range snow-nn- it
ni-Des Moines-Omahlive Ot tne cnoicest
postponed;
Is on the ranch. Mr. Light was wpi grounds.
-- mil nloflKpri with his selections.
rain.
claiming: that they would be the
finest bulls taxen into Arizona mis
TILDILL0S DEFEATED
year, and that he selected them be-- ?
AanaA nf tha hlirh standard of the
fiY SANTA FE JUNIORS
cows In the herd. He said It was
over
tne line
a real treat to look
Santa Fe, July 2. Albuquerque
purebred Hereford stock at' the Tildillos lost to the Santa Ke Jun
rancn.
Mitchell
lors here this afternoon by the
score of 20 to 6 through inability
of the visitors to hit Ortiss eftec
Three double plays and
Advertise in the Morn-in- s tively.
spectacular catches by both short
were features. BUI Wood
"for best stops
stole home on Duran in the seV'
enth.
Batteries: Albuquerque
Duran, Valencia and Uuca; bantu
Results.
l' e. Ut ile and scnu,

la WiSIUR.

WEEK

Mlt-

2;

.

--

Kelly-Springfi- eld

".410 011 01
e
mv
T r h n t nn
Home

runFora. f&crlfices T. auGriffith.hu
Double piays
Mitchell.
.
.
,

III VEGAS;

i

1

mi

GROWDSTSTHER

On the Fourth if You Ride on

1

a.

'

turned to the Phils. Last June the
Giants got him in a trade.
Ho was booked for a utility role
this year until an injury to Ralph
Skippers and the failure of Bill
Cunningham to make the grade
caused McGraw to send Stengel
into center regularly.
Stengel is delivering with a bang.
More power to him.

a ri sen merann

n rvrra

U .151

d,

R0 LODD EXPLOSIONS

33 8 13 27 15
Total
x Batted for Q'Neil In eighth,
xx Batted for Cruise 'in ninth.
.
By Innings:
o
01 0 003 020

-

2;

2

Batteries: Oldham and Bacsler;
Hodge
Blankenshlp, Robertson,
and Yaryan.

1 14
I 1

3;

3.

0

k,

1

3.

Detroit, 12: C'liloaeo. 6.
Chicago, July 2. Detroit broke
Chicago's winning streak of eight
Ktraight games today when they
bunched hits off Robertson and
Hodge with bases on balls and er
rors, and won 12 to 6.
R. H. E.
Score:

MarMadam Schumann-Helngaret Messer, Charles Wakefield
Kleln-Smlvon
B.
Caflman; Dr. Rufus
James W. Foley. Miss Frieda
Peycke, Bishop Adna W. Leonard
and many others.
'Lvlnir so close to the semi-ari- d
reaches of the southwest Pacific
Palisades with lta natural beauty,
its iCw.1 location, the wonderful,
cool climate, offers a vacationing
spot of wonderful beauty and

r.era

8
4
0

Two-Das-

YESTER

3;

rf..

Wheat, If
B. Griffith. If..
Mvera. cf
Mitchell. ID
Olson, ss . ,
DeBerry, 'C
Pet. Vance, p .
.603 Mammaux, p
.568 Smith, p

.....

12

J10

2b

T. Griffith,

....

....

...

Use

1

Hundreds of people are 'flocking
to attend this big Chautauqua and
many of them live on the grounds
during the sessions. Every convenience for the comfort of guests
have been arranged for and the delightful site offers every conceivable outdoor Rport from surf bathing to mountain hiking.
The Chautauqua itself Is an exposition ol this country's greatest
names in music, literature, religion,
education and kindred subjects.
Names familiar in every household
are incorporated In their programs

se

....

...

xGardner ......
xxEvant .......

View From Grounds of the Pacific Palisadei Near
Los Angeles

...
....

X

.

...

svntems.

r

It is often remarked of Americans that they will travel to Europe in search of scenery, when on
every hand at home there la scenery far surpassing that of Europe.
CaKIornla is noted as a land o(
and one ot Its most beautU
beauty
0
2
0
4
1
3
Flack rf
7
0 ful spots in the Pacific palisades lo.
0
3
3
5
Smith, cf
3
0
0 cated a short distance from Los An1
0
Hornsby, 2b
4
0 1 3 0 0 geles on the coast.
If
Sehults,
'
On a wonderful plateau, a hun'
Fournler, lb ... 8 00 01 08 02 00
5
dred feet above sea level, and overStock, Sb
Toporcer, ss . , . 4 1 11 6 30 00 looking the broad expanse of rolling
'
1
0
4
;
4
Ainsmith, 0
Pacific, the 1,100 aorea of Pacific
S
1 2 0 1 0 pallsadps extends back into the very
Pfeffer, p
mountains, aften reaching an alti0 tude of more than a thousand feet.
8 11 27
9
35
Totals
Cincinnati
Shady dells, trinkling brooks, gnarlAB. R H. PO. A. E ed
oaxs and a thousand and one
1
0
1
0
5
t
?
Burns,
ft
of vegetation make It a
varieties
0
0
2
4
1
10
lb
Paubert.
veritable fairy land.
0
0
1
2
0
4
Duncan, if
In such a delightful setting Is lo0
1
1
Frank "Bullet" Miller.
Harper,
1
1
0 cated the auditorium and grounds
6
1
Frank "Bullet" Miller is rolng Wlngo,
4
0 2 0 6 1 of the Pacific Palisades ChautauBohne, 2b
ex0
0 qua, whose forthcoming session
3
0
0
4
neat guns in the box for the Bos- Cavency. ss
1
1 tends from July 11 to August 12,
3
2
0
4
ton Braves. He's goins so good, in Pinelll. 8b
0 0
0
0
0
0
fact, that the opposing batters havs Keck, p
0
0
0
0
0
2
complained repeatedly to the um- Markle, p
0
0
0
0
0
1
pires that he is doctoring the ball. xBressler
0
0 0
0
0
0
So far the umps have failed to find Schnell, p
0
0
0
0
0
1
nythingwrong with the spha.'v ha xxHargrave
Which makes it look as
hurls.
2
3 10 27 12
86
Totals
though the "stuff" he puts on the
x Batted for Markle In seventh.
ball with his arm and head is
xx Batted for Schnell in ninth.
enough without any dope.
By Innings:
240 200 0008
St. Louis
000 300 0003
Cincinnati
hits FourSummary: Two-banler, Flack, Pfeffer. Three-bas- e
Smith.
base
Stolen
hit Wing").
Sacrifices Hornsby, Schultz. Left
on bases ilt. Louis. 8; Cincinnati,
6.
Double plays Pfeffer to Toto Fournler; Daubert (unporcer
ar'
assisted). Bases on balls Off
off Markle. 3; off Schnell,
1:
Keck,
2. Struck out
By Pfeffer. 1: Keck,
NATIONAL MJAGCE,
BY NORMAN E. BROWN.
l; Markle 1; 1Schnell. 2. Hits 4 Off
in
Philadelphia at Boston.
Markle,
Into Ills own at last
6
in
Keck.
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
5
outSchnell. 1 in 2. Losing
Has come Casey Stengel,
Brooklyn at New York.
pitcher Keck.
favorite
and
clown
fielder,
popular
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
E.
R.
Second game:
0 in the big leagues for years.
8
St. Louis ....002 000 0002
1
8
AMERICAN LEAGUE
000
0001
After wandering about the Na...001
Cincinnati
Detroit at Chicago.
Batteries: Pertica and Clemons; tional league for years without
New York at Philadelphia.
Luque and Hargrave.
drawlry; due credit for his worth
as a player he has been acclaimed
Boston,
Brooklyn,
a real star by Giant players and
JOHN M'GWW
Brooklyn, July 2 Brooklyn won fans and appears
to be set to grab
R s
a
i both ends of a double header here
6 off some well earned glory.
today, beating Boston 8 to 6 and
After devoting three years in
to 3. The Dodgers batted Oeschger
spent
out of the box in the first Inning the minors which time he Mays-ville
of the first game and retained the with Kansas City, Kankakee,
broke
Aurora
and
ll
battle
Stengel
lead despite a hard
into the majors in 1912 with the
by the Braves. Scores;
Dodgers via the- draft route. The
First game:
Dodgers released him to Toronto
Boston.
MCS.
CCANT
AB. R. H. PO. A. IS. and that club let him go to Mont0
0
6
gomery. The Dodgers recalled him
Powell, Cf
3
0
4
0
the next season, however, and he
2b
liurhnrfl.
NATIONAIi LEAGrE.
0
7
5
became a regular outfielder.. He
W. L. Pet. Nixon. If
2 0
4
played good ball but because of
43
24
New York
.642 Cruise, rf
0
7
4
his propensity to act the clown and
30
40
.571 Holke, sslb
St. Louis
3
2
2
his general easy going way no one
40
32
.556 Ford,
Brooklyn
4
him very
considered
3b
seriously.
34
36
Cincinnati
.486 Kopf, o
3
When the Dodgers wanted Ward,
O'Neil,
33
35
.485
Pittsburgh
0
.
..
Mamaux
the Pifrom
Grimes
and
p
35
33
.485 Marquard, D
Chicago
u
rates In 1918 they offered Stengel
40
.885 Oeichser.
Philadelphia ......25
3
.
with Cutshaw for the trio and the
42
26
.382 Lansing, cP . .
Boston
1
deal went through.
Gowdy,
1
xXicholson .
This discouraged Stengel and he
1
.
failed to get going. To make mat' xxGIvson
ters worse the Pirates traded him
11 24 11 0 to
37
Totals
Philadelphia. He kicked at that,
Brooklyn.
team and went home to
A. E. quit the
. AB. R H. PO.
0 Kansas City. The lure of the game
0
2
2
Hlzh. 3b
him
got
though and he finally re
8--

.

than have been seen in the west Las Vegas on the morning of JW
since the days when she was a 3. carrvlns 1.000 delecrataa in tl,
F. F, F. highway convention hel
plumb young 'un.
DanceB will hold forth in the two here July 4 and 5,
Tha Chamber of Commafoo ha
largest halls of the city and high
class professional orohestras will listed all available rooms and J
furnish the music.
prepared to take care of the large
The band contest is expected to .possible crowd.
The town ha
been offtclall
attract a large number of musical organizations, all of which will turned over to the eowhnv hv th
mayor. Last cowboys' reunion no
participate In the parade.
a single arrest was made.
Road Convention,
Reduced rates are In errant hntl
The largest auto cavalcade ever
seen In the southwest will roll Into on tne Rock Island and Santa F

er

JODAY'S

-3
10?
001 003 I4x- -J

Philadelphia
New York
Summary:

rs

Top-noto-

8011

f illSJICTOilS

c

his "cue" tu "go on." No less thai)
horses are no
200
in Las Vegas entered In the races.
h
bronk riders and
from every part ot the
west are here, Among them mat
bs mentioned Shorty Kelso, Fred
Atkinson, Bill Baker, Salem CurBill" Williams and
tis, "Sk 5te.
Jim Massie.
costume
ball
The
cowboys'
cornel alive" July 4, and more silk
Bombreros
and
show
shirts,
chaps
will he on exhibition
that nignt

SAY "TOO MUCH"

1

12TH HOME

Perkins,

July 3, 1923
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That's why it la advisable to deal with
a real estate man permitted to use the
title "Realtor" in hia ads, on his window, etc.

Read the Advertisements Before You

Albuquerque

Real Estate Board
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Woman s Daily Magazine Page
MORE LONG SKIRT

PROOF FROM PARIS

FICIEHT K0!

Av fanner ran

thn nnnwer
to any question by writing The Al- uuquerque Aiumuis juuhiui auiui- malinn RlirAQIt. FrPflnrin .T. Hssklll.
Director, Washington, D. C. ThUoffer applies strictly to Informa-

By LAURA A. RIR8JJAN.

KEEPING CHEERFUIi IS TJIK sponsible for part of this Spartan
HOCSEllKEPEIi'S FIRST DUTY. effect, but as I turned away from
the little tin pictures I was so glad
The other day a reader ot this I lived In this age Instead of then!
column wrote to ask me If I For, today the smile and the songand the optimistic outlook are Wiithought she was Justified In neg- versal ideals, rather than a
lecting her dusting, now and then,
seriousness which amountin order to snatch a few minutes, ed almost to martyrdom In our an- between taking care of her baby
women find our happiness
and doing the cooking, for knit- in We
different places. Perhaps I find
ting and crocheting.
in snatching a few minutes, beit
Of course It should be every tween tasks, to sit at the piano and
housekeeper's earnest aim to keep play a new song; you may find it
her house dusted and clean. But in going to the movies; while our
there la a bigger aim still, to be neighbors
may find it In, oh, dozconsidered, and that la the aim to ens of different ways In watchwe
keep well. Without health,
ing a pretty doily grow under a
cannot be housekeepers at all.
crochet hook in reading a new
And, in striving to keep well, a novel in writing a long, newsy
happy heart Is our greatest aid. letter to a dear friend.
These
If
Any doctor will tell you this.
spots of pleasure In our day
we are unhappy, if we are worried, bright
us to work toa
for
make
goal
If we are longing for something we ward; and we Work more
eagerly
cannot have these leaden emo- and happily because
they are
tions keep us from properly di ahead.
gesting our food and getting
Let us not be ashamed of having
enough sleep.
a normal interest In something
Is
woman
who
So, the
really am- outside of our
Let
bitious to be a good housekeeper, us, instead, be housekeeping.
thankful that we
will first of all try to keep happy have that Interest to keep us
and cheerful.
She will pick up a and cheerful and, thereby, happy
healthy.
little joy along her daily path and
To be sure, thero will always be
thereby make herself more fit to plenty of folk who have Inherited
do her housekeeping tasks. Hard their ancestors' sternness and who
work must be balanced by diver- will not mind Informing us that
sion of some sort.
think our favorite pastime
Not long ago I looked at the they
frivolous.
But, then, with such
daguerreotypes of some dear folk critics, criticism has become a
who lived long ago but they were habit and they would still
disapg
such
folk! The Hps prove of us if we became perfect,
In the pictures were grimly set in wouldn't
they?
a straight line; the facial expres
So let us cling to our harmless
sions were iorDiaaing almost to a little Joys, Reader Friends, and be
point of disapproval.
Of courso
happy, human folk, who can
the poor photography of those just
combine smiles with our
early days might have been re- -

FASHION'S LATEST;
GOWNS THAT RADIATE
ELECTRICITY
GLOW
Electric evening dresses are now
This
being worn in New York.
style originated on the stage in
two recent musical comedies where
decorations such as pearls and
beads were charged with light, retaining it when the stage lights
were switched off. The chemical
substance used for luminous effects has also been found to be
applicable to fabrics, and In one
of the shows white satin Is thus
treated, so that when the stage
and house lights ase switched off,
the dresses appear like red, green
and yellow lights of great brilliance.
The manner In which the chemically treated gown Is charged with
light is this: The person wearing
it stands for about five minutes
before a stage appearance between
two flood lights of several thousand candle power Intensity, plac
ed at about five or six feet from
the wearer. The chemical substance which contains an lnfuslum
of radium retains its luminous
properties indefinitely.
STERILIZED RAZORS IJ W P
Skin infection
Is a danger
against which those who patronize
barbers are constantly on tho alert
and the sterilization of equipment
used Is consequently a matter of
large importance. Razors, particularly, require thorough cleansing
before being transferred from
on.
face to another: yet It Is known
that the steel, of which razors are
made is extremely temperamental,
and is likely to resent
some treatments for
which
are quite possible to other equipment. In a new electric
devised for this purpose, appliance
a thermostatic control prevents temperature rising above 375. degrees
which Is sufficient for sterilizing
the blades, but does not affect
their
temper. It operates on either direct or alternating current, accommodates 12 razors and la as convenient as It is effective.

r
I

ELECTRICAL

NOTES

.1
The first illumlnants, the volcanoes which lighted
man, set hinfa prodigal example
In spilling light, In throwing It
broadcast, In scattering it prodigally. When man first begun to
use artificial light, his only idea
of controlling it was to place
chunks of it in open vessels.
Torches and then candles were introduced. Then through the whale
men of the north came the lamp,
followed by kerosene Illumination.
But even with the discovery of gas
ic

A

Jt

quirer.)
Q. In playing golf have I a right
to bond the gross when I find my
ball in the rough? r. W.
A. You may bend or part the
grass only if it Is necessary for you
to do so in order to identify your
ball, and then only sufficiently to
enable you to make the Identifica-

Ki

f

tion.

i

are
Of what denomination
tho people who glvo tho Passion
K.
J.
i'lay at Oberammcrgau? J.
A. The Bavarian villagers who
give tbis celebrated Passion Play
are Roman Catholics.
Q.

i

I'

What percentage of the
to Canada is from the
United Stntcs? U. K. N.
A. Since the first of the year,
the United States has furnished
'
about half of the newcomers in
ire M
Canada. The total Is made up ot
4,628 British, 8,018 Americans, and
4,227 from other countries.
Q. Are trees more apt to foe
struck by lightning when It is raining? II. M. D.
A. During thunder showers trees
become drenched with rain. According to gome authorities, the
more thoroughly wet the tree is,
the less susceptible it becomes to
lightning stroke.
Q. What metal is absolutely
that can bo used for cooking utensils? P. h.
A. The bureau of standards says
and Incandescent lighting, light
was still spilled. It was scattered
s.
that no metal Is absolutely
BY ELOISE.
and prodigally wasted. Now the
Such ones as aluminum,
This afternoon frock from Paris tin and iron are
science of illumination has stu
sufficiently
died out a system of light control is merely further proof that skirts
for use in the manufacture
are
getting longer. Of course Paris of cooking utensils.
and direction, and you may with
little trouble find a shade or re- has had long skirts for two years
are gained
Q. Wlint privileges
flection which causes your light to and they are already beginning to when a Brutish subject is honored
uocome or tne utmost comfort and shorten theirs a bit but New York with knighthood? (J. T.
Is Just being affected by the longA. The conferring of knight-Practical hennfl-w J JA ...i.i
1L11UUX
er skirts. New lines for fall which hood in Great
that waste of light which
Britain doos not imis bad are
shown
the
being
by
leading ply any
ior oocn eyes and incomes.
other than the soclothing makers show wraps a cial one privilege
of precedence. A
good two inches longer than thOBe ranks next after a baronet. knight
Electric clea
Neiththe army of "White wings" on New of last season and all the newer er dignity nor title can be transYork streets in the near future. frocks show long side panels or mitted to the heirs.
draping.
This plan, urged by several
Q. Please
a recipe for chocThis frock made
the famous olate cream give
uumness leagues or the city, big
frosting for cake?
is Paquin Is designed by
for
afternoon
A.
D.
hijrhlv rernmrnpniiBd t...
wear. It is built along soft, full
A. Add fivo tablespoonfuls
physicians, as helpful In eliminat
of
so typical of the summer milk to one
cup granulated sugar.
ing uiscase-oearin- g
dust and cut- lines,
frocks.
is
melifted
out
It
of the
Place on fire and stir until It bolls.
ting the mortnlltv rnt
mists have figured out the possl- - diocre class by tfie pretty red em- Boil five minutes remove and add
u.v ravins or tnousancls of dollars broidered dots which adorn the flavoring.
Beat until thick and
anu also the saving of man neck, armholes, cuffs and even the creamy. Spread on cake and cover
thirty
side draplngs. Note the two tassels with thin
power, for other Jobs.
of beads which add a finishing chocolate. coating of melted bitter
touch.
Q. Were lotteries ever used for
SWEDISH GOVERNMENT
any public purpose in this country?
n.
a e.
PLANS AN
ELECTRIC ELECTIONS IN MEXICO
A. In the eighteenth century
FARM TO EXPERIMENT
CLAMP UD0N JUAREZ lotteries were extremely
popular In
America. Legislatures authorized
them for every species of public
(By The Atotatt9 VnwO
Stockholm, July 2. Government
El Paso, Tex., July 2. Congres- Improvement, for tho buildi
departments devoted to agricultural interests are planning the estab- sional elections held in Mexico to- churches and colleges, for the relishment of a model electric farm, day clamped the lid on Juarez. pair of losses to individuals by
Americans who wandered fire and otherwise; for
the purpose of which is to con- Thirsty
the Rio Grande found all i'mitfuia nan,
duct experiments in the use of elec- across
aner tne nreexample,
of
the
saloons
cafes in which was rebuilt by lottery in 1777. 1761,
and
trical farm machinery that farmers may learn the best methods of liquot- - is usually served idfcked up.
old is tho ice industry?
It had been announced that they M. V.F. now
T.
economically using this equipment.
be allowed to onen at 7 n
A. Probably the first Ice cut
In view of the fact that more than would
polls closed and and
d
of agricultural Sweden m. .when the
as an article of comwaited hopefully, but the merceshipped
is now electrified,
was sent in 1799 from New
farmers are tourists
authorities
to
decided
the
keep
York to Charleston, s. C, but the
keenly interested In machinery for city dry all
day.
real beginning of the industry
electric motive power.
came in 1805 when Frederick TuThe government
consefarm,
dor of Boston shipped a cargo of
quently, will be extremely busy BOY PERHAPS FATALLY
130 tons to the West Indies.
teaching farmers the elements of HURT IN A FALL OVER
The
electric science, that they may be
artificial ice business dates from
prepared to supplant the work of
CLIFF IN MOUNTAINS 1886, but did not become of comman and beast with the flexible
mercial importance until about
and powerful electric current.
1880.
It
(Bj Tho Aturtntril PreM.)
will be equipped with plows, harQ. What is the origin of the
Colo., July 2. William
Pueblo,
rows, seeders, harvesters, thresh- Marmaduke,
son of Dr. word boycott? V. Jj.
A. Captain Boycott was the Enging machines, motors of various C. V. Marmaduke of the Mlnnequa
sizes and for various purposes. hospital
agent of Lord Erne in Ireland
staff, was perhaps fatally lish
in
1881.
He incurred the ill will
Milking
machines,
when he fell over a cliff at
separators,
of
churns and other dairy equipment injured
the
tenants. As a result the popa
near
mountain
resort
Beulah,
Is to be electrified, while the work here, and suffered
two broken ulation for miles around refused
of the household will also be put arms and a fractured skull. Colo to deal with him in any way.
on a new and simplified electrical rado Fuel and Iron company surbasis.
SAX DIEGO WINS.
geons express fear that he may die,
San Diego. Calif., July 2. San
Diego's high school hnaoholl on.
of 1921, reassembled to meet a
WIZARDS OF ELECTRICAL WORLD MEETf
cnauenge sent by the West "tech"
team
of Cleveland, O., today deTALK OF ALLIGATORS AND OTHER PETS
feated the Cleveland
players in
the first game of the series, 8 to 0.
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is well to understand that
miserliness.
,
Unfortunately manv nersons do
u n d er- -

HE OH

thrift is not

not
stand this

KANSAS

deafly.
believe

'

They

that

the

thrifty
person is

READYFOR BOUT
Both

'Finish

Men

g h t fi sted,
narro w and
unprogressive.
There is even
a feeling entertained
by

1

Hard

Training; New Steel Ring
Is Installed in Arena at
Michigan City.
Bj the Associated PrMi.)
Michigan City. Ind., July 2 (ty
the Associated
Press). Benny
world's
Leonard,
lightweight
champion, and Rocky Kansas of
Buffalo, N. Y., three tlnjes challenger for the title, today ended
hard training' here in preparation
for their
championship
contest to be held in a huge outdoor arena here the fourth of
July under the auspices of the
Michigan City post of the American Legion.
Neither will do any more box.
Ing until they are called into the
Kansas already considers
ring.
himself fit and will do no more
work for fear of becoming stale
and endangering his speed.
Leonard is beginning to show
signs of being on edge. He wa
Irritable and had little to say today In contrast to his good humor of the previous two days.
He expects to weigh about 137
pounds or less at ringside Tuesday nfternoon.
The finishing touches were being added to the arena today.
The big bowl, with a seating
of 80.000, will be gaily
decorated with flags and holiday
bunting.
The new steel ring was installed this afternoon. It is of
the same type in which Jack
Dempsey knocked out Georges
Carpentier in Jersey City Just a
year ago.
The question of a referee re
mains
unsettled.
Floyd
promoter of the confavors
the selection of E. W.
test,
Dlckerson
of
Grand
Rapids.
Mich., but Manager Gibson of the
champion has not revealed hia
choice.
The third man in the
ring probably will be chosen tomorrow.
'

(Bi Tbe

A

PreM.)

wo-'at-

Memphis Tenn., July 2. Repre
sentative Manuel Herrlck of the
Eighth Oklahoma district, will hop
off from Memphis at 8 o'clock tomorrow morning for his airplane
flight to Perry, Okla., where he
will begin his campaign for re
election, making the trips from
town to town in his plane.

Representative Herrlck tonight
said with four candidates in the
field agatnRt him, and only a
month to make his campaign, he
"wanted speed' and had decided
on the airplane campaign rs the
quickest way to reach his

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

flBBk

Senator B I Ovra...
Robert Latham Owen, serving
his third term in the United States
senate from Oklahoma, probably
is the only member ot that body
with a strain of real American
blood in his veins. Owen's boast
of Scotch-Iris- h
and Indian ancestry. He has served as a lawyer,
banker and business man before
going into jjolitics. But for years
has been prominent in democratic
affairs. He's Blxty-foand married. His home is in Muskogee.

200

GDI

FFRS TO

PART CIPAT E
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TO
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Ideal vacation spot for chll-dren and adults. 1100 acres
of beautiful
palisades and

feres with bus- K summers
camps;
boating, V
iness, acts as a I sun uituung, mountain nut- - i
8. W. CTRAUS
tun, summer buuuui.
brake on the
x)i5 u
. Chautauqua
season opens J
wheels of Industry, and retards
progress.
entertaining, re- - J
All such opinion are based on Jl structive,
llglous. A pure, moral at
superficial observation and analy- I mosphere
for alL
House
sis. The thrifty man is not a Jl tents and other accommoda- J
miser. Quite to the contrary, ho
is aoie to buy well because he has J Write at once for particulars
the money with which to make the J and reservations.
right kind of purchases. In case
of sickness or accident he meets I ADDRESS
his bills promptly. He is quite
often the owner of property, inLOSAtiSCLU
cluding the home in which he re- i'40352HILLJT.
n.amMM.J0 m W mm mm "J
sides, and thus contributes to the
upbuilding of his community.
He is thrifty, not in the sense
of being close fisted, but in the
sense of being progressive and enAlkali in Shampoos
terprising.
I
Baa for Washing Hair
He gets along well in the world
and has something to look forward
Most soaps and prepared sham
to in the coming years. His thrift
is the elimination of waste, not poos contain too much alkali
Is very Injurious, as it drle
the pinching of nickels and dimes. which
the scalp and makes the hai'
Not enough general thought is brittle.
The best thing to use Is Mulsl
given to the subject of thrift. To
understand thoroughly its meaning fied cocoanut oil shampoo, to
and appreciate its value both to this is pure and entirely grease
tfie individual and to society is to less. It s very cheap and beat
anything else all to pieces. To
become an adherent to its
can get Mulsified at any dru
store, and a few ounces will lasl
the whole family for months.
c
Two or three teaapoonfuls
of Francis; Mulsified in .a cup or glass with
brother
Ouimet,
x
Reuben Bush and Frank
little warm water is all that ii
of Now Orleans and Jimmy required.
It makes an abund
ance of
Manion of St. Louis.
rich, creamy lathed
local
considered
is
cleanses
and rtnsel
Knepper
by
thoroughly,
players to be the strongest con out easily. The hair dries qulckl
tender for the title. His playing and evenly, and Is soft, fresi
in the enst in intercollegiate tour looking, bright fluffy wavy, an
nament has been of high order and easy to handle. Besides, it loosen
Von Elm was steadily off his game and takes out every particle o
in the
and finnls of the dust, dirt and dandruff. Be sum
western amateur tournament at your druggist gives you Mulsified

J

f

A

God-chau-

(Br Ttm moclt.
Omaha, Nob.. July E. Two hundred golfers of the territory west
of the Mississippi river will begin

Pr.)

the

PACIFIC PAL L5ADFS

I

thrift

ten-rou-

HERRICK WILL MAKE
CAMPAIGN IN PLANE

1

1

many that
Inter-

annual

twenty-secon- d

compe-

tition for the
Golf
association championship now held
Von
Salt
Elm
of
Lake
by George
City, at the Omaha Country club
Monday, July 10.
The country club course, one of
the shortest in the midwest, being
a scant 6,000 yards, is considered
by golfers as bPing one of the
hardest of the links that have 72
for par. Lying in a praotically
treelesB territory and except for
four holes over terrain that Is at
worst only rolling, the course Iwb
and
been trapped
extensively
severely penalizes any shot (that
mld-fafrom
green.
strays
Among better known players of
the section eligible to entrance who
will contest are: Von Elm, "Ruddy" Knepper, Sioux City: Lawrence
in
Bromfield, Denver, runner-u- p
the 1921 tournament; Bob McKee,
Des Moines, la., twice holder of
the title; Alex. Graham, Kansas
Jim Kennedy, Oklachampion;
homa champion;
Jimmy Ward,
medalist at Denver last year; Ray
lr

,

semi-fina-

ls

Kansas City.

WILLIAMS' 20TH HOMER.
Kenneth
Williams knocked out his twenseason
of
off
the
run
home
tieth
the delivery of Molls with two men
on base In the fifth inning of
game between Cleveland and
St. Louis.
St. Louis, Mo., July 2.'

RAGS

TOTED

We want good cfean cotton
rags, good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFICE.

HichlandPharmacy,
PHONE

30

IKE

WEST
ELECTRIC RANGES

WITH AUTOMATIC

A

CONTROL

For a Cool Kitchen
In the kitchen equipped with' the
'Automatic
Electric
.Westinghouse
Range there is coolness and comfort'
all summer long. This range uses its
heat for cooking. '

Women

"w

CD

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for
douche in treating catarrh, inflamor ulceration ot nose,
mation
throat tnd lhat caused by feminine
ills it
no equal. For ten years
the Lydia 1. Finknam Medlcuu Co.
has recommended Paxtina in their
private correspondence with women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say it
Is "worth its weight in gold." At
druggists, BOc. large box, or by mall.
The Pazton Toilet Co., Boston, Maes

Park Rapids, Minnesota. "I have
taken your medicine Lydia E. Pink- iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
compound
when I was a girl
for pains and before and after my
marriage. I now
have a sweet lit-

withouttchildren is a great

By S. W. STRAUS, President
American Society for Thrift.

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

Makes a Bright Spot in
Every Home. A Comfort
in Years to Come

The Westlnghonse Electric Automatic
Range, the "Range with the Clock." De
signed for your comfort and convenience,
to provide rcllnblo automatic' control, to
be economical and to make good food.

It starts the cooking at any moment, 'day or night, that you may
elect, whether you are there or not,
and its thermometer control is on the
watch" every minute to shut tlie current off at the exact moment that the
ovens reach the cooking temperature
designated.

Comfort and free'dom, economy and reliability, arc four of the goo'd
things about the "Range 'with' the Clock." Almost any reliable electric;
dealer and most electric light and power companies , will tell you many
'

lUiUltuuuiui

Sjifp

We're Giving
Away

'

5

500 Lb.
--

other interesting points about it.

Ice Coupon'

V

Books
.

We have too many
is
refrigerators. It to
worth something
our stock
reduce
quickly, so we have
arranged with Crystal Ice Co., to give
a 600 pound ice
coupon book away
with each refrigerator purchased while
stock is being

4

disap-

pointment to many women. Think of
women
the joy and comfort other
i
j ao .v.
nave
urov uiutucu
ui it..:.
uiejr tiun
older.
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound baa helped to bring great
happiness to many families by restoring women to health. Often the
"childless home is due to a run down
condition of the wife, which may be
helped by Lydia E. Pmkham's Vegetable Compound. It brought health
and happiness into the home of Mr?.
Johnson. Why not to yours?

f

Brut your dulil

J

SWEET LITTLE

tle baby boy and
will Bend yon bis
picture if you wish
to publish it. My
sisters also take
your medicine and
find it a great
help, and I recommend it to those
who suffer before their babies are
born." Mrs. 'Wm. Johnson. Box
156. Park Rapids, Minn.
To marry and arrive at middle age

u

LITTLE TALKS ON THRIFT

one-thir-

BABY BOY
.

oref

vlce'on legal, medical, and financial
matters.
It aoes noi anempi iu
settle domestlo tonbles, nor to undertake exhaustive research on any
subject. Write your question plainGive full name and
ly and briefly.
address ana enciosa iwo cein
stamps for return postage. All re.
piles are sent direct to the in

Joy-klUi-

stern-lookin-

Answers to Questions.

OUR NATIONAL
lEGlJTLATOR-- r

A DEMONSTRATION IS ALL YOU REED

-

Left to right, Dr. Charles P. Steinmets and Slgnor Guglielmp Marconi.
When electrical wkards meet they talk of anything but ahop. Dr.
Charles P. Steinmets and Signor Guglielmo Marconi are no exception
to the rule. When they met at the General Electric plant In Schenectady, N. Y, recently, the principal topic of discussion was the death of
Stemmeti'p petalligator and ths welfare f bjs pther'nets.
'
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Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

Phone 98

Page , Six.

7..

Albuquerque Forking Journal
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JOLKNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
SIDNEY M. WEIL,
D. A. MACPHERSON,
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NEWSFAPEIt

AN

fruitful Grape
merry with the fruitful gra pe
sadden' after none, or bitter. fruit."

"Better

Than

ha

--

MONDAY,

PROPERTY

July 3, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

.July

S.

FOOLISH QUESTION.
Dear Grape Nuts:
It is said that it takes a thousand gallons of
paint to cover the dome of the capitol at Washington. If this is true, how many thousand gallons does
it take to cover the faces of. the capital belles?
GRANDPA JAZZABOUT.

o o o
SOUNDS PLAUSIBLE.
(Zanesville, Ohio, Dispatch)
The furs were placed on the porch early In the
morning and the theft was discovered in the evening, which points to the fact that the theft was
committed some time during the day.
O

O

An Ohio paper observes
1922 folks with a lot of brains
about one or two hours a
tion time.
Yes, and New Mexico

O

that the Lord made some
they don't use more than
day and that not at elec-

has her quota.
o o o
The commissioners of Santa Fe county met the
n
After reading some of the testimony .in the
other day and seem to have decided that everything
case, we have reached the conclusion that if
was not light with the tax rolls. Anyhow they set one has anything to say, it should not be written.
o o o
themselves to the task of revising some of the valThere are a lot of people In the world who. do
uations as they appeared on the books and when
not care what an argument Is about so long as they
they completed their task the tax rolls had "been can get on the wrong
side of it.
fattened by thousands and tens of thousands of dolo o o
lars of property, according to the New Mexican.
MUSINGS OF A MOTOR COP.
One might think from perusing the names of
Hortense Magee la in hard luck,
All humbled is her pride,
some of the persons who had the valuation of their
She tried to pass a motor truck
property changed, that he was reading "Who's
side.
Upon the right-han- d
'
Who,' as the list comprises many men well known
Washington Star. I
the
state, lawyers. Judges, merchants
throughout
Oh, well, Hortense is wiser now,
and politicians.
For she has seen a light;
Some of the increases were: Value of house
Tou see she's learned she often can
raised from $1,400 to $2,400; value of a theater
Be wrong when she drives right.
Cincinnati Enquirer.
raised from $2,800 to $4,000; one man's lot raised
from $050 to $1,875 and his house from $1,750 to
into Court,
Hortense
took
They
poor
$2,700; automobile assessed at $750 was increased
Her case seemed almost lost
raised
to
house
from
to $1,350; another
$2,000
Until she made this strange report:
VALUES ADJUSTED.

Oben-chai-

Corner-Abo-

"

V1DA ES SUENO
Dos PasMos Journeys on
Quixote's Steed

"I

SHOP TALK

Dun

THOU SHALT NOT
Swedish Anthoress Writes
Commandment

I

to the Road Again,
From a flood of publishers' notes
by
on the desk we find that Fannie
's Passos. Doran.
"The Outcast." by Salrr. Lagerlof.
es
La vida
siieno this not only Hurst, author of "The Vertical
Translated from the Swedish by
M. Worster.
Iberian
the
mind, according City," is living in the home of Austypifies
"The Outcast." by Selma Lagor- to tne am nor, uui to tne reader ot trian peasants near Saalsburg, Austhis delightful descriptive tale ot tria, and delivers milk to the homes lof, a story which sustains the ex
"riosliisnlo
J nil n

meandering through ancieut Cas
tile, who is taken far away from
the sordid life and provincialism
of this city. The vivid word pictures ot Dos l'assos are clothed In
ii tense colors and the descriptions
of Cordova, Toledo and Madrid, especially, are alone worthy to Justify
the book. But mingled with abundant and excellent descriptive portraitures of the country side, buildings and habitants of Spain, Dos
Passes brings out many clear and
brilliant analyses of the mental
composition of the Spaniard, the
philosophy of the country and the
good and bad qualities of the population.
The descriptions are the work
ot a poet and many are portrayed
in skillful brevity.
The poetical
Dos Passos, however, does not bore
us with a sordid interpretation of
the industrial conditions in modern Spain, so unlike the multiple
interviews and opinions gleaned in
the daily press when one of our
"representative" Americans returned from Europe and all that remains in his mind Is the fact of
the disordered exchanges r.nd industrial chaos In that continent.
"Rosinante To the ,Road Again"
Is a truly exquisite bit of travel
description (which we recommend
to all nouveaux riche American
tourists to Europe whom one often
hears come forth with the brilliant remark, "The old U. S. A. for
This delightful interpreta
me.")
tion of Spain should aid them in
hidden
really appreciating the
charms of that ancient country.
many of whose allurements have
not been unsullied by modern prog
ress.
R. C.

-

children in her
Albert Bigelow
spare moments.
Paine vrites that he drove over
the French Alps recently in the automobile which figures in his book
"The Car That .Went Abroad." "1
was in the snow six inches deep,
great towering cliffs above and a
boiling torrent below, and a nar
row road. 1 was damned near
scared to death, but it was stupendous to look at." Mr. Paine goes
from Grenoble to Valence and then
plans to motor to Aries "to find
of

under-nourishe-

d

warmer weather."

After a th'ree months' tour of the
country, Joseph Hergesheimer, who
will follow "Cytherea" with J.ne
Bright Shawl," to be published next
fall, has Just returned to the quiet
of his West Chester, Pa., home.
Donn Byrne, author of "Messer
Marco Polo,"sailed for Europe re
cently with his wife, Dolly Byrne,
with Gilda Varesl of "En
ter Madame."
They say that John Golden of
fered to Bliss Carman the part of
Bill Jones in the No. 8 company
playing "Lightnin' " and that 'the
poet carried the Joke so far as to
learn the lines. We do not know
the answer to thi one.
The only local Newfoundland
contribution to war literature is
The First Five Hundred," recent
ly published, a copy of which has
been received in The Tribune office from the prime minister's office at St. John's, N. F.

"I had my paddles crossed."
Witter Synner writes the "BookColumbus Dispatch.
man" from Santa Fe as follows:
The commissioners, however, apparently did not
After three more weeks here, I
o o o
find that everything had been undervalued, as they
shall visit some of my "verse puHUSBAND.
TO
YOUR
HOW
HOLD
BOOK
ENDS
reduced an automobile from $370 to $130, a stock
pils" on the coast. Meanwhile I
"How to Hold Your Husband" is
of a I
shall continue finding new advenof furniture from $6,500 to $4,000, a house from series of articles written by a noted the title
h
tures in this most uncannily vivid
$3,600 to $2,500 and the furniture from $3,500 to actress. We don't know how they hold the critters
stories
Joseph Hergesheimer'a
of tho U. S. One travels
abroad, but in the United States the proper way is xutjal Cain," "Wild Oranges" and section
$2,50,0.
across
an apparently continuous
"The
a
to
seat
for
comfortable
in
Dark
Fleece"
herself
chair,
large
have
been
wifey
We are not attempting to pass upon the acts of
or in a porch swing. Then hubby should park him- brought out in new editions by Al reach of desert sagebrush, pinonsa
the commissioners and say whether they did the self on wifey's
suddenly Into the earth opens
lap and she should entwine her arms lien a. Knopf, each as a separate
great Gothic canyon, with the Rio
right thing. However, in view of the fact that they about him and kiss him affectionately on the check. volume, viie.se three stories were Grande
hidden in it. Similiarly one
made both Increases and decreases In valuations Of course, the modus operandi mny be reversed. originally published in one volume,
This is one method of
a Irusband which "Gold and iron." The text has been traverses a grey stretch of life
they seem to have been entirely honest in their en- never fails. It has also holding
mud houses, drowsy looking peoproved efficacious in the revised and the type reset.
deavors to place the property on the rolls at some- case of young girls, widows and even old maids in
ple suddenly one sees in an InThe French historian, George dian pueblo a dance, gravely, subwhere near Its actual value as they saw It, and as their quest for husbands.
Lenotre, whose history of the little limely beautiful, a hundred men in
o o o
the Increases are far in excess of the reductions, the
lost Dauphin, Louis XVII, was a long perfection of rhythm, bodily
valuation In Santa Fe county has been Increased
TROUBLE FOR PRO AGENTS.
ubhshed in this country
last and vocal, or in a Mexican village
There is more trouble ahead for the prohibition autumn by Doubludny, Page & Co.. at night a small chanting procesconsiderably.
enforcement officers.
The other day down In the has published a later book in Paris sion, lit only by a- - lantern or two
Mesilla valley the bees began to cut up capers. In- under tho title "The Impressarlo of and sequestered from onlookers, in
EQUAL CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS.
vestigation showed that some honey had fallen Into the French Revolution."
The "Im- which two men are lashing their
a pool of water, and the result was a mixture that presario" was Baton Jean do Batz. own
bent, gory backs with cactus
more
cent
10
The
bees
"the
alcohol.
tested
than
unknown"
of
per
ap
great
Gascony thongs, the constant cruel thwacks
The house of representatives has done a comwith the Basque name, a fanatic audible
had
hooch
of
the
and
parently
got
glori
even after the lantern
mendable thing In passing the woman's citizenship
ously rdunk. If reports are true the prohibition of- Royalist and yet an ardent mem- have moved out of sight toward a
and naturalization bill. It Is an important step in ficers have enough to do already without going on ber of the national convention. M. cross
hills.
t
in
the
the direction of removing some of the few remain- the trail of bees who imbibe too freely of liquid for Lenotre holds him responsible for
And there are artists here ga
of
the
Desmouline
Danton
bidden
fate,
the
amendment.
and
by
eighteenth
than
ing legal disadvantages under which women are
and sets him vp as the agent o? lore more paint brushes
o o o
burdened because of their sex.
and the wire puller of Chabot; trees. And in the midst ot signts
Pitt
However, we look for an increased demand for in short, as the impresario of the worthy of master recorders, Inter
The surprising thing Is, in view of the vote by
honey as soon ns the bootleggers learn about this greatest political drama known to preters, commentators, celebrants
which the measure went through 206 to 9 that it new
there is no end of paint for
style for making moonshine.
modern history.
The book has
o o o
has .taken so long to get action on it. Though It has
been translated into German-bE. paint's sake.
There are poets also: Alice sor
had the support of the American Association of
Personally, we decline to worry the least little Klarv.ill and published by Manz of
bin Henderson rapidly becoming a,
University women, the business and professional bit over whether our ancestors were monkeys. They Vienna.
a while ago, Vachel Lind-- ,
i native;
may have been. If so, we cannot help It now. The
women's clubs, the Council of Jewish Women, all
It has long been the custom, par- isav. off in the hills; two young
with us is: "Where do we go
absorbing
question
Yvon
Daughters of the American Revolution, General from here?"
ticularly in this country to con- sters, Maurice Lesemann and Sandtend that there were two Dostoie-vsky- s Winters; two weeks ago, Carl
o o o
Federation of Women's clubs, National League of
one preceding the years of burg slouching around on a horse,
Women Voters and the Women's Christian TemperBECAUSE, UNLIKE MOST GIRLS, WE BALK
exile In Siberia, the other' follow- with his leather cap pulled. down
AT CHANGING OUR NAME.
ance Union, It has taken eight years of effort to
ing that period of torture. Martin flatter than the desert; and, perHere's to the Fruitful Grape
Gran has published a critical study, haps for the summer, if I can find
persuade the house to look on the proposal favorBe it fruitful or nutty.
entitled "Dostoievskijs a mud house to contain and conhowever,
There is food for thought In its columns.
ably.
Uugitomsvaorker"
(Gydendal), in tent me and Corona, and if I conIts friends say it's great,
It puts foreign women and American women
which ho treats tho great Russian's tinue feeling myself in a Chinese
'
Rut I've a suggestion to make
married to foreigners on the same footing as men
to
life
the spring of 1850, and landscape among Chinese people,
up
not call it "The Vegetarian?"
to his own satisfaction
Jo the matter of cltiiensh as It Is right they should It's Why
friend.
a concoction of fruit, "nuts," Herbs and Roots! proves
exile
that
the
has no influence on your garrulous
American
O O o
be. Hereafter, if the bill becomes law, an
the
works
produced
Dostoievsky
MEN AND ROOSTERS.
woman will not lose her United States citizenship
during the last thirty years of his
I love to watch the rooster crow
life. Ho claims that "Poor Peoon wedding an alien unless she resides continuously
He's
so many men I know.
like
or
five
ple" (1 846), "Ghosts" ami other
years
for two years In her husband's country
Who brag and bluster, rant and shAit,
works of the young journalist and Wells Delves Into Psychoanalysis
In any other foreign country.
And beat their manly chests, wltho
novelist contain all the motifs later
nnd Other Tilings
The least damn thing to brag about.
On the other hand an alien woman resident In
to be continued In tho works that
' The Secret Place
of the Heart.
AmeriAnonymou
an
to
were
become
his
follow
desires
'to
who
imprisonment.
,the United States
It O. Wells. (Macmillan, 11.75.)
His thesis in short is that Dosa book
can citizen may become naturalized even If her hus.. ..
Wells
has
SOME PIG!
G.
produced
H.
toievsky's talents and nature were
have
band does not, while a foreign woman who marries
(From Luka, Miss., VIdette)
such that no event, however horri- which the Important criticles
work.
of
THREE PIGS AND A ble or reassuring, could change his decided is a brilliant piece
an American citizen will not automatically acquire FOR SALE SOW WITH
of
such,
gas tank. Phone 1803.
original plans or make a different He has written many
citizenship herself but will be required first to live
latest is "The Secret
his
but
course,
man
of
works
His
collected
him.
of
oath
WilIn the country a year ago and to take the
WEARING AUTOMOBILE GOGGLES MIGHT
constitute a spiritual unit. If so, Places of the Heart." Like
HELP SOME.
This last, perhaps, is favoring women
so much the worse for Dos- liam Allen White's novel, "In the
then
allegiance.
not
to be
A New Mexico state senator Is reported to have toievsky himself, while the peda- Heart of a Fool," it is
a little too much; it might be fairer to require that become
"incensed" when he learned that pupils in gogues who discuss the relative in- considered autobiographical.
should
man
go
American
an
the alien who marries
one school were
Of the book, the Philadelphia
taught how .to serve grape fluence of heredity and environas Is fruit. We don't being
blame him. Anybody can serve ment might Just as well adjourn North American says: "H. G. Wells
through the same process of naturalization
returns to the psychology of love
grape fruit. What we need is a thorough course of sine die in favor of heredity.
required of a foreign man.
instruction In the art of EATING grape fruit with...makes a substantial contribuout the Juice squirting In one's eyes and sprinkling
"We think 'Lips That Have Gone tion to an understanding of the
FARM CONVENIENCES.
the paper on the walls and celling of the dining Astray' the foulest novel that ever emotional fabric of this generation
of
room.
sustained brilliance
yet defiled the English tongue; and ...In
that in absolute filth its author can thought It is Mr. Wells' finest novel
Much has been said about making farm life more
The old fashioned mother who worried about her give any modern French writer six of recent years."
attractive by means of modern inventions In rapid husband running around after other women after and
beat him hollow!" The ParPlain Dealer
The Cleveland
communication and transportation and labor saving. she was dead, now has a daughter who worries thenon.
brands the book a "really brilliant
Fair Author (to her publisher, bit of drama the drama of the
The. trade record of the National City bank offers about her husband running around after other wompointing to above opinion of the quick and changing mind."
At the en while she is still living.
some interesting figures on the subject.
press quoted In his, advertisement
Certainly after quoting those Imh
of the telephones In
close of 1920 nearly
A French poetess has been sentenced to twenty of her novel): "And pray Mr. portant pronouncements, an obsermean
do
business
In
or
what
farm
on
in
you
by
were
farms
at
Shardson,
hard labor, after being convicted
years
scure critio might be entitled to
prison,
the country
on a charge of slaying her husband. We know a inserting this hideous notice?"
voice a few personal opinions.
vice. Farmers owned considerably more than
Publisher: "My dear Miss
lot of poets who ought to have a similar" sentence
When he finished his "Outline of
of the automobiles, not Including 139,000 mo- on
you must remember that History,"
Mr. Wells apparently
general principles.
30
for
More
than
per
tractors.
a
246,000
we've
price
and
large
you
tor trucks
paid
O. O o
had some' footnotes on Stonehenge
out
at
it
and
brought
book,
autos.
use
OVERHEARD
IN
your
THE GARDEN.
and Avebury which had been
cent of the reporting farms
Cucumber "Will you elope with me?"
great expense and we naturally
crowded out of the volume. They
The census figures on farm implements and
Mr.
it!"
From
-sell
Tomato "I cantaloupe with you; I've nothing to wish to
were interesting bits of matter and
as great
times
three
value
total
a
Modern
show
of
EngPunch's
wear."
machinery
History
Mr. Wells had a collection of ab1900
in
as
much
as
times
five
land
(Stokes).
Cucumber "Oh, Honey Dew!"
as 10 years before,
sorbing theories to accompany the
Is
A
1890.
in
sidelight
and seven times as great as
contributed facts.
has
Bertrand
Luclen
CAN
IT!
The wave of
psychoanalysis
the fact that the value of horses on farms showed
an article to the Revue des
A canner one morning quite canny,
made it probable that a novel uswhile
in
decade
cent
last
Goethe's
on
in
the
14
"Faust,"
of
per
a decrease
Was heard to remark to his granny,
be an assured
would
that
theme
ing
which the assertion is made that success.
"A canner can can anything that he can,
So Mr. Wells gathered
nil other farm animals showed an increase, sheep
he was
a
was
man,
Goethe
though
148
and
But
a
can
canner
swine
a
can
can't
can,
he?"
the bits of English history
70 per cent, poultry 141, cattle 143,
a German man, and consequently together
is nothing but the crowded out of his "Outline,"
goats 184 per cent.
"The ostrich sees very little," said an ornitholo- his
of spiritual atrocities. thought long and deeply on the
gist in the course of a lecture. "On the other hand, usual display
the standing of the question of fuel, gave the whole
for
not
it
Were
it
digests everything."
moirazlna In which the critique ap matter a settling of psychoanalysis,
REDUCING THE WAR DEBT.
on
a
the
front seat chirped,
"Whereupon
girl
be worth no and presto, he had a best seller.
sotto voce to her chum: "Gee! What an ideal hus- pears it would not
The book is brilliantly written.
tice. The stuoy renuers a w
' The .total of liberty Loan and Victory
bond band an ostrich would make."
Few lectures of Its length- would
to letters and politics.
disservice
hold a reader's) attention. It grips
issues during the war was approximately
WHAT'S YOUR HURRY?
It was calculated that if paid off at the
One of the most absorbing of the the Imagination and' fascinates the
A speeding autolst was haled before
In
intellect by pleading probings into
Judge Roddy tales of the great astronomers
rate of a billion a yeur we might be free by 1947. the other day and fined $15. The culprit
and
pulled a
psychology
Noves' "Watchers of the anthropology,
inThis without counting on any payments on the roll of bills from his pocket, peeled off three tens Alfred
even the present-da- y
of
Galileo,
is
that
problem of
(Stokes)
Sky"
In 1630 the conservation of the fuel supply.
of the telescope.
$11,000,000,000 Europe owes this country, a large and handed them to the Judge.to
the man who was ventor
"Here," the Justice called
setting forth But is It a novel T
portion of which it has been recognized is unlikely making a hasty exit from the courtroom, "There is he wrote a treatise
that the
Sir Richmond Is a man with-the Copernican theory
ever to be paid.
$30 here."
is not the fixed center of the phobia, but his aspirations are
"I know it," said the autolst. I'm going out of earth
sun,
the
moves
about
It Is only, three years since the Victory bond
with such striking force
but
presented,
universe
town faster than I came in."
and for this hersy he was speed- that no reader can fall to become
Issue, May, 1919, and the latest figures Indicate that this
tremendously interested In
ily summoned before the Inquisi($5,000,000,000 of our war debt) has already been
Daisy Doollttle horrified her mother the other tion. There is an old story that
Dr. r Martineau's fine
wiped out. There is now outstanding only about day when she came downstairs dressed like her the aged Galileo, threatened with fancies pale beside - the prabtical
117,600,000,000 of the nearly $26,000,000,000 issued. grandmother.
horrible tortures, recanted and schemes of Sir Richmond, which
he supports with his dynamic will.
then whispered under his breath,
JBut against this over eight billions reduction the
a
local grocer in his water- "But, nevertheless, it does move.
Sign displayed by
Mr. Wells has carefully drawn
Is
this
treasury has out notes and certificates amounting melon department:
that
clear
the other characters In the book
Mr Noyes makes
"I'M THE ONLY SWEETIE YOU DA HE TAKE now considered. a fiction, but his to make Sir Richmond the more
to $3,600,000,000, so that the net reduction in our
of rare
He has talked enterwar debt has been $5,000,000,000, oralmost twice HOME TO YOUR WIFE."
story of the true Incident is
historical towering. on Illicit love affairs. His
vividness and genuine
tainingly
as muc has originally calculated likely in the three
Our guess Is that the monster Jawbone found interest.
history lessons are easy to take,
years. This is so much better than expected that near Roy a few days ago belonged to some politician.
even In the large doses.
M.. July 2
V.
financial
to
the
federal
Las
East
be
Vegas,
will
given
If you want the sands in youi1
freely
credit
for
selected
Many a poor fish has been caught in a hammock Five ludges have been
mind to run the other wny for a
management.
hero
on dry land.
to
be
held,
the band contest
time, read "The Secret Places of
They the Heart," -- not as a novel but as
$
during the Cowboy's reunion.
Badg-Ir-A household magazine says If you soak a toothL.
"
D.
are
Mondcll
Strass,
Frank
congressmen
are
says
Mrs.
an Interesting attempt to combine
Representative
Miss WbctHel. Harry Arble and a
scientific
Hut in a campaign year that wil get brush in water over night It will prevent Hie hairs
nmgnstlne
tmdorpnid.
from coming out. The same remedy might apply K. W, Scott.
The prizes offered articles in a single coherent volthe soft pedal in their speeches,
to bald heads.
ume,
aggregate $800.
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$4,000.
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Writers and New Volumes
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Russo-Frenc-

Miss La
of
cellent
opinion
gerlof's work won- by her "Gosta
Berllng," is essentially a series of
incidents suggestive of
dramatic
Like the old
old Greek tragedy.
Greek dramas the story has the ele
ment of fate running throughout it,
Invincible, recurring,
triumphant
However, Miss Lagerlof has used
to
theme
fatalistic
this
bring out
the Inherent beauty, strength and
courage in human nature.
Based upon the commandment
"Thou shalt not kill," 'SThe Out
cast" is the Btory of a man who is
living under the curse of having
eaten human flesh, even though
the act occurred when he was half
crazed with starvation while marooned in the Arctic. This curse
follows him persistently until, in
Dast middle age. he is able to live
it down. The very fact that he
has triumphed is the cause of his
death.
The story Is exceptionally well
written. Miss Lagerlof uses short
sentences and writes descriptions
which, in few words, seem to touch
vital points. One forgets that he is
reading a book and feels himself
to be an observer of the life span
of so many human creatures very
Ilka himself In emotions, passions
and points of sensitiveness.
The theme or tne siory
tho treatment of the
is modern, but the story has
a dignity ana a
ucui.j oi.....v..
oui
is entirely lacking in most: m.
is.
E.
modern fiction.
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Live.tock

ROOM AND BOARD.
WoTTTysel""" PhogrYsL
603 Waut Copper.
i''re,h mttutl cuvim.
F9',BA'-'BOARD,
Apply TABLE
single meals served!
.112 North Tetrth.
RENT Glassed-i- n
U.Vli"K PASTURED hy the month FOR
porch. with
h ard
114 North Marie.
"
FOP. SALE Diirh.n..u...
ROOM with sleoplng porch and board;
I.O. J; giving four gallons
gentlemen only. Phone 1679-milk, fijo
pnone ilns-ROOM AND BOARD.?35
per month!
...
. .
for
611 south Br.iirdway.
"ck,
wuuureu, snort-mure- d
li- - I .
'
lw yiar.. Phone t.A.NVAS
with board.
Sleeping porch,
- t v fe,mfle' iNortn
$10 per week
Virginia.
1207 East Central.
ROOM AND BOARD with glassed
sick. 1027 Forrester.
.
"cti lmo, cntiiia 1925-BOARD
uuoa home cooking, ratea by
FOR SALE Flr.t-clamilk
Holstetn
mem
the
or
week.
Mrs. Knight, cor..
..... ii k..,a Kuiionv
COW. CtV Tia thlA
tinA uutj-na......
ner Broadway and Gold.
of milk a day. MO North
Hn,.H...
FOH SALE
Six head 'work horsee and FOB. RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
Mrs. w. H. Reed, phona
... .oiB ui narness ana 122H-J-convalescents.
.
406 South Walter,
Ford touring, Btudebaker road- wagon.
FOH BENT Porch and room, with
good
fur convalescent. $40 per month
VOK SALE
July S, two ""carloads of 925board,
.
P.iuth Walter, phone 1428-BOA HD, room and sleeping
1,200 to 1.500 pounda.
Albuquerque Horse GOOD
wun two single oeus; highlands; porch
nrai Biinet ana Mountain
pri- road
"
ii"Mie.
r.HBi c liver.
FOR SALE Horses and mares; 1 have'
'OI!
BENT Nicely fuinlBhed front room
iust arrived with fifty head of good
with hnnrrl
nlrahla fn n. n
,wu..a x.u,u.aMU u,avB auu iimres, welglit
'
018 West Fruit.
from 1,000 to 1,500 pounds; some broke Phone 1473-W- .
iu vuih auu euiue unuroKe;
can sell FOR BENT Large front room anoT
..., au, .... iia.o bv'vu
E..A...t
Blepnlnir tinrfh u;lth h.,ur
supply OI
second-han- d
wagons and government new Hurl m..ri.rn fat tin ,w,
Mn.U
m jiumg,
harness. This stuff will be at Grande or phone 14S3-n.own laru, aiu riunn uroauway. Until SPECIAL summer rates.
$05
per
sold.
month;
See Scott Rldenour. phone 1658-excellent board.
private room with
sleeping porch and tray service. St.
FOR SALE Furniture
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491.
FOR SALE
d
Davenport, In MRS. CAUL BE HI 3 LUND, privat 9 sana
muioerry veiuur.
ill Houtn Edith.
ttiv cMiuin cuiin street; accom-needin- g
FOR SALE Large oak dresser, kitchen modatlon for two 8nd patients
tame ana No. 7 cook stove. 522 west special nurse care, $30 per week or $100
vvi monin; also accommodation for two
Lead, phone 2001-senuemen patients In anneit, needing
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster general nurse
care; tray service
rnone 013-or 203S-Ervin
ing.
ineais; also special diet.
13B5-Bedding Company.

sii.ETi,r:i.

r.

FOR
SALE
Used
furniture: Din
bed.
ing table. 111.75: chairs. 11.75:
19.00: single bed, spring mattress. SI8.75:
chiffonier, IIA.OO; Ivory dressing table. FOK SA LK
$18.50; mahogany rocker, $5.60; wicker
chair, $14.00: wicker rocn-- r. $3.75; leath- FOH QUICK
er rocker, $7.60, Call et American Fur-

BUSINESS CHANCES

niture Company,

82S

South Second.

DRESSMAKING

For Little Ones
By Howard B. Qarts.

Copyright, mi. M McOlure
Newspaper ByndlcaW.
L'NCLE WK5GILY AND JIMSUE'S
KOCKET.

"What's tho matter, Jlmmle?"
asked Undo Wiggily one day as
the bunny gentleman rabbit hopped past where the duck was paddling his yellow webbed feet in a
puddle of water. "What's the matter?"
It was no wonder Uncle Wiggily
asked this, for there was such a
sad, squr, glum look on Jimmle's
face, especially ground his flat
beak that if you had seen him you
would have said he never, never
knew how to smile.
"Mntter?" quacked Jimmie the
duck. , "Lota is the matter! frothing is any fun! I don't care, anyhow!"
Now whenever Jlmmle or any of
the animal boys or girls talked in
this way, Uncle Wiggily knew
no
something was the trouh.'e,
matter how often he was told there
wasn't.
"Why you might to be real Jolly
this morning." went on Vie bunny
uncle. "Tomorrow is the Fourth
"
of July and
"That's Just it!" quacked Jlmmle,
Interrupting his rabbit uncle and
then, feeling a bit ashamed the boy
lwv

.

-

J

'

Lots is tKe matter," quacked

duck

c&mntia tKe

duck said: "I beg your pardon for
not waiting until you had finished,
Uncle Wiggily, but I er now I
"Oh, that's all right," chuckled
the bunny, good naturedly, twinkling his nose. "What were you
going to say, Jlmmle?"
"I was going to say what's the
good of Fourth of July, when you
can't shoot any firecrackers or
have torpedoes, or Roman candles

First-clas-

shoe shop.''

s

tare journal.
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roomlnit
...ur,s; iwtwm1zi5'j South Second
FUHNISHED "bungalow and good going
uua,ca, jjnue si.vuv, Aaareai Factory,
ire Journal.
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Bedtime Stories

with Board
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day or at kind of business.
Fe, phone FOR SALE Crlspetto
popcorn outfit
1430-complete; good proposition for live man.
r irsi.
PLEATING, accordion, side and box; , ... i o mi
mall orders. N. Crane, 215 North WANTED To buy a bakery, . In good,
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814.
live town; give full particulars In first
letter. tN)Stufflce box 872, Katon, N. M.
eral
FOR RENT Miscellaneous Fi5k "saYe
stock-genClean
FOH BENT Piano, excellent condition.
good cash trade; a growing
buslnea. and a money maker.
Phone 1804-W.
M.
FOB RENT Sewing machine, in good aicnennr. jemez wprl ngs.
1343-SMALL
saw mill and timber
condition. Call
on railroad, for sole, lease, letproposition,
on share
or will consider a partner.
J. F. Bran-soWANTED Real Estate
1239 North Seventh, Albuquerque.
IF YOU have buHinBS property tor sale, FOR SA LIS Grocery
sioros, merchandise!
list It with McMIIUnn
Wood.
candy-so- ft
drink and other hlgh-clabusiness propositions not advertised locally. Boberts-TurnCo.. 211
'
set fire to your hollow stump bung- West Quid.
FOR SALE Only garage and filling sta.
alow!"
n-- t
BW UeZ- iuvyi, ,ii IBIUOO
"Not the kind of skyrocket I'm tco,. uon , national
highway; modern and
going to make for Jimmie!" laughrour-rooi- n
imiiiiy
ed the bunny. "It will be a very modern homo vua.imi,
In
connection, highly
safe one."
business equipment,
furnished;
stock,
lease on
"I hope so!" murmured Nurse furniture. forwith four-yegoes
$,000 cash; must sell ImJane, and she looked at the rabbit ill.
mediately account of sickness; uh phone
in a funny manner.
Roberts-Turner
Information.
Co., 211
WANTED Sewing, by the
home. 619 East Santa

OOO

OOO

SA

V

THEORIES

OOO

FOR SALE
FOR

Jimmie, the duck, told the other
animal boys and girls that Uncle
Wiggily had promised him a skyrocket, and Jimmie invited all his
friends to come with him to the
bunny's hollow stump bungalow
that evening.
"But I thought we Weren't' to
have any fireworks?" bleated Blllie
Wagtail, the goat.
"This kind will do no harm, and
you can make them for yourselves,

Wert

,

Gold

WAN TED
WAM'i:d
WANTED
ll!4R.

Position

Phone
Housework by tha day. Phona
Wanning.

j

WASHING

co'incs.

DONE

unil

at home. Special fini

13'Ja--

WANTED

Work by the hour.
Phoii
niier d:.iu p. m.
Position as
truck
driver.
Phone 1518-1ask for Gilbert.
boys!" said Uncle Wiggily. "Here
GEXKHAf. REPAIR nriinv.
Is your skyrocket, Jimmie. It is REPAIR anything, B13-ask for W. F.
also something like a Roman can- BOUSE cleaning, floor waxing, la"w
dle, for you hold it in. your foot
a" J. w, Lowe, phone 14.10-n- .
to shoot it."
He gave the boy GOOD LAUNDRESS, white, would llko
few washing; will call.
duck a large stick. Jimmie held
1010 South
WANTED

it pointed up and away from him Walter
and twirled it in the darkness of GOOD
few

the night.
All at once a stream of brightly
lighted balls shot out of the stick,
which was hollow. Then came a
stream of fire which sparkled and
twinkled.
"Oh! Ah! How lovely!" cried
the animal children.
Some of tho sparks fell near
Baby Bunty.
"Why, they're lightning bugs!"
cried the llttlo rabbit girl.
"Yes," laughed Uncle Wiggily;
"I made Jimmle's skyrocket-Roman
candle from a hollow stick
filled with lightning bug fireflies.
When he Jiggled the utlck the lightning bugs flew out. That's the
safest kind of fireworks for Fourth
of July."
"Oh, let's all make some," barked Jackie Bow Wow. And they
did. So on Fourth of July night
if you had been in Animal
would have seen the boys andIand,
girls
twirling hollow stocks out of which
flew streams of kind lightning
bugs
who were glad to help celebrate.
And not a fire was started and no
one was burned and every one had
ice cream and cake for supper.
So that's all now, if you
But If the umbrella doesn't please.
to
hide in the clothes basket totry
keep
the gold fish from splashing water
on it, I'll tell you nrixt about Uncle
Wiggily and Billle's burns.

or sky rockets or anything? What's
the good?" quacked Jlmmle.
"Oh, ho! That's the trouble Is
Little Benny's Note Book
it?" asked Uncle Wiggily, as he
winked one eye Jolly like. "But
you know, Jlmmle, your father and
Mr. Perkins came to see my Bimother and the daddies and mothers of all the other animal boys ster Oladdia yestldday after suppir,
and girls thought it best not to bringing a wire box all tied
with rlbbin, and he put it
let you have firecrackers and other things that might burn you or on top of the piano and sat down
blow you up for Fourth of July. and started to wait for Gladdls to
They said you could have picnics come down, me standing there
In the woods, play games and have watching him and wishing I could
Ice cream and cake and
"
think of some good way how to
"Excuse me for interrupting you start tawklng about the box of
again," quacked Jlmmle, a. little candy so Mr. Perkins would have
more politely than at first, "but a good chance to give me some beon Fourth of July you want to fore Gladdls came down, and I
make bang-ban- g
noises, or shoot sed.'DId you know I was a grate
off fireworks."
detecktive, Mr. Perkins? .
No, were you? I meen are you?
"Yes, I know it used to be done,"
said Uncle Wiggily.
"But they sed Mr. Perkins.
Yes sir, I bet I can tell you wat
aren't doing it now, In the best
society. However, if you want to kind of candy .is in that box Jest
make a noise why don't you rattle by smelling the outside, I sed.
a stick on the fence, or crack two
Well if you do I" give you your
stones together."
choice of eny six pieces, Mr. Per"That isn't any fun!" grumbled kins sed, and I sed, All rite, thats
Jlmmle.
"I don't care so much a bargain. And I went and smelt the outside
about the noise, but I would like
some fireworks, a rocket or some- of the box, smelling like some
grate
kind, and I sed, Chocklits with
thing like that."
Uncle Wiggily thought for a mo- wine and stuff inside.
ment, twinkled his pink nose and
Rong, Mr. Perkins sed. tand T
then said:
sed, Chocklits with nuts and stuff
"If I made a skyrocket for you, Inside.
would that cause you to feel
Jest as rong, Mr. Perkins sed,
r,
Jlmmle?"
and I sed, All kinds of mixtures
"It ' sure would !" quacked the mixed, and he sed, More rong if
boy duck. "If I could see some possible. andJ sed, Diffrent color
fireworks tonight I'd enjoy the bon bons.
i
plcnlo we're going to have tomorTotally Incorreck, Mr. Perkins
row, which is the Fourth."
sed, Me thinking. G wizz, thats all
"All right." laughed Uncle Wig- the kinds there Is.
Wich Jest then Gladdls came In
gily. "You shall have a skyrocket
and saw the box on the pianosay-ing- ,
tonight."
O, you got me that French
"Hurray!" cried Jlmmle, an he
splashed Into the duck pond and soap, dident you?
I think that
was
began swimming around.
perfeckly lovely of you, she
"Now, Uncle Wiggily, see here!" sed.
exclaimed Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuz-zMe thinking, Aw' heck
nlte.
who was coming home from And I started to wawk outgood
dlakust-d- ,
the four, and seven cent store, and
Mr. Perkins calling after me.
had passed the bunny In time to Wats the matter, Benny,
enything
hoar what he said. "You know you rong? '
Me not giving him the sadisfac-tio- n
shouldn't hayf promised Jimmlo
& skyrocket!
of answering him.
It may burn him or
-

.

hap-pie-

.

y,

i.

.

Walter.

lia

LAUNDRESS,

washings;

white, would-iwin cbji. jom gouin

WANTED

Stenographic position, by experienced stenographer. Addres
C,
carp Journal.
WANTED
Position as nurse and
n;
willing to go anywhere; can
furnish best of city references.
Miss
Baker, phone 1130-nop North Second.
?OUN(i SALESMAN of pep, personality
and experience, wants
can
furnish car; any good lineposition;
considered.
O. B. Hitchcock,
Angelu Hotel, Albuquerque.
WANTED
Pupils for prlvato tutoring,
high school and elementary subjects,
by man holding teachers' certificate, and
In perfect health.
Write to K. W.
1310 North Eighth.
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER and col- lector, with lx
experience, desire position with years'
reliable
can do
all around offlo work withfirm;
rare. Address Box 91, care of Journal.

c

LOST AND FOUND
LOST

.Small

SnntrPe'"1"'1'

nijsed

'r

female" Scotch "ioi'iia
728
reward'
Eaat

LOST Lady's
silver Water-masterling
fountain pen. between
and y. w. C. A. Phone 424. University
Un r7TJune 2'i catcher flove, near St.
cl"wcn: 'h"3er please
return to
parsonage, 300 South; Sixth

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE.
Last Will and. Testament of Ru- perta Rubi, Deceased.
To Manuel Antonio P. de
Pndilla.
Pajarlto, New Mexloo; Perlta P
de Chavez, Pajarito, N. M., and
to All Others to Whom It
May
Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Ruperta Ilubl. deceased, late ot
the County of Bernalillo
and State
of New Mexico, was
and
read in the Probate produced
court of the
County of New Mexico, State of
New Mexico, on the seventh
day of
June- 1922. and the
day of the
of
sald
Last
a"esed
Will
Prvlrg
and Testament was thereupon fixed
for Monday, the third
day of
A.. D. 1922.
at 10 o'clock In July,
the
forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this ninth
day of
June, A, D. 1922.
(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
County Clerk.
NOTICE.
No.

the Psobate Court, State of New
Mexlnn Conntv tf Pn,.nn'iiln
In the Matter of the Last Will "and
.testament or Abraham O. Shor-tl- e,
Deceased.
i
To Alice- - M. Shortle, Executrix;
Alice M. Shortle, Margaret Bell
Shortle, Alice Mitchell Shortle,
Sarah Wright
James
Shortle,
Samuel Shortle, ant" to Whom It
May Concern:
You are hereby notified that on
the eighth day of June, 1922, there
was filed In the Probate Court of
Bernalillo county Jv'ew Mexico, a
document purporting to be the last
will and testament of Ahrnhnm a
Shortle. deceased, and that the eald'
matter has been set for hearing be- lore tne saiu coun nt the hour of
10 o'clock a. m. on
Thursday. July
13, 1922. at which time any person
interested - mnv Annan
nr.
cause why the said alleged last will
and testament should not be de
clared to De valid and admitted to
In

-

..

nrrthntA.

i Jit
Witness myr hnni
vj an.i
VI
"... .v..
l, ncai
saia court on tnig the tenth
of
day
june. J 9...
FRED CROIJOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of the lvobate Court
of Bernalillo County, New
Mexico, . -

i

July 3, 1922.
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KINGSBURY'S KOLUMN
A

MTTLE PEACH.

HOV

It's a new two room frame
vith large sleeping
cottage
porch located In north end of
town. Has cement foundation,
and Is plastered and wired.
Water In kitchen and ditch
water for garden. Yard is nicely fenced and has several sheds
for chickens, rabbits, fuel. etc.
Lot is 50x148. The neatest little
home in city for $1,850; on
terms.
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By George McMamu
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FOR SALE

house. wn fur
nished, Now York avenue; $50
per month.
A number of furnished house
in the Highland.-!- , will bo glad
to show them to von.
i on hma;
Just completed a
house with fine sleeping porch
Areola
heating system, o.'tk
floors throughout, on a flf.y.
foot comer lot, North Twelfth
street; $5,000. Oood terms
A number of fine horn s In
the Fourth ward for sale
HEADQUARTERS
FOU UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS
LOTH,
$10.00
down and $10.00 per
month.
Would you lose any money If
your furniture or house were
to burn? If ymtr car were
A

'

JbUT t DON'T
KNOW 'ANYTHING
ABOOT VAtHltH 0

four-roo-

We have a number of Inquiries
for houses for rent. LIST
YOUR HOUSES FOR RENT
WITH US.
LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, good
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat tha land-lor- d
on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS,
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.
D.
Real
210 W.

"

"

J.

KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
Gold.
Phone 007--

DO YOU WANT

FOK SALE
SEEKERS: It will
be to your interest to see us
before purchasing a home as
we have the largest
list in the city. We guarantee a
square deal to both buyer and
seller. We do business wide
open without a mask. We do
not have to be GUIDED to do
business right.
ROBERTS-TURNE- R
CO,
318 W. Gold.

Phono 407.

L00KI

WE

HERE

ARE

at

iNrw Fcaturk Ssnviet, Inc.

M00 Five-roowhite stucco bungalow, modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot. fine
location; Fourth ward.
$4,000 Eight-roopebble
desired dwelling, bath, etc.; also two-rooadobe in rear, lot 75x142; Third
ward, close In.
Some good buys in Central avenue business property.
4,600 B fx room white
stucco frame
bungalow, mudern, oak floors, bullt-f- n
features, garage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward.

Owner Moved to Denver
INCOME PROPERTY
FOR SALE, $5,000
Eight-roobrick and frame;
is nicely
three
furnished;

porches, bath, sidewalks, trees,
garage. One apartment Is rented for $60; the other rents for
$30.
Good neighborhood and
only five blocks from Central
avenue.

Dieckmann

Co.

Realty

"A

LITTLE HOME"

oak
glass
porch,
sleeping
floors and built In features,
nice lawn and shade trees,
good price, and good terms.
A. Ti. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Loans and

BUSINESS
FOR SALE

of the best paying businesses
In the city ,ln a good, close-i- n
location with cheap rent.
Terms will allow business to
pay for Itself. See us for an
appointment.
,

Franklin & Company,

233

156.

W, Gold.

Realtors.

224 West Gold Ave.

A GOOD BUY
Almost new Las Vegas pressed
Fire, Accident, Automilille assurance, brick, five rooms and sleeping
Surety Boi Is, Loans.
porch, screened front and back
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
hardwood
floors, gas
telephone 6T. porches,
and a big basement on a lot 60.x
142. The price is only $4,700 with
good terms. See
For Sale, University

Phone

57.

m

J.

As Long As
FOR SALE
New house, three rooms and
porch. Fifty foot lot, close In
on North Fourth street. Will
take car and some cash, rest

g,

Per Load

$10.00
A

It Lasts

Better

Grade $16.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call

with Wagon

Land
Lumber Co.

McKinley

L

Albuquerque,

HELP WANTED

Dwelling,

housed
"KKv"N.'iji'urlIL"he'1 '""-rooFOR RENT New modern three-rooFourth
apartment; reasonable rent. 411 West FOR SENT Four-roounfurnished cot-taeSanta Fa.
913 North Second.
Three-rooFOR
RENT
furnished FOR RENT Two-roofurnished
apartment, sleeping porch and bath.
with porch. lOL'U South WHlter. house,
6"r South Arno,
rurnljlred new four.
"'oeiy
FOR RENT Modern three and four-rooV
room
a
at 610 South Hih
apartments, with bath; furnished. l'IVB-roo- n
314 West Coal.
furnished house;
.... i i i
j ivesi mate, Phono 1380-FOR RENT Three-roomodern, nicely FOR ..it.
RENT
Furnished
furnished, apartment; very reasonable.
hou.
uums ana sleeping
423 West Santa Fe.
porch.
FOR RENT
Two furnished rooms, for " mi;r.
light housekeeping; adults; no sick. FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house!
724 Soulh Second.
""""" sn 6ou,h Arno- phSTUi.'.RTwo-rooFOR RENT
furnished
ment with sleeping porch and apartbath. FOR RENT Furnished four-roobrick
801 South Walter,
oiSUvSa 'iwi two .lar,fe
phone J 400-Inquire
Second
FOR
RENT AparFments and houses,
four-rooRENT Modern
furnished or not. Phone 162J-home
J, FOR
With two sleeping
A. Hammond, 824 East Silver.
porches; summer
rates.
2128-Phone
FOR RENT Furnished modern outside
bath.
apartment; private
Averlll FOR RENT Small house, newly painted
Apartments, SOS 'i North Second.
..'J.1, J,ap"e; on North Eighth, fall
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
three rooms and private bath.
216 14 FOR RENT Hotfst., an Kinds; furnished
..... ui.iurnn.nea. mcmii ion aV Wood.
North Second, Albuquerque Hotel.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment and Kealtnrs. 20 West Gold.
garage. In exchange
for board for F.?..RJ5!iT H"usc and apartments,
furnished of not. Phone 1622-young man. Call at once. 1B90-J.
A. Hammond. 824 Fn.t
two-roomi,...
FOR RENT Nice
housekeeping apartment, close In; no sick; no TO RENT Five-roomodern home,
with gas and garage. Phone 1462-children. 622 West Lead, phone 2001-701 West New York.
FOR RENT Two rooms and bath, fur.
nlshed for light housekeeping, porch FOR RENT-Flve-r- oom
brick house. lara-ana trees, nrst floor, reasonable.
70
arag
APPiy at
701
V
North Third.
"

P"h.

RENT Two-roofurnished apart
ment; hot and cold water, lights and
rent
421 Vi
reasonable.
phone paid;
rouin reroaqway.
FOR RENT Three-roohot and cold
apartment; modern;
water. 611 South Arno. Inquire 116
west Bllver, phone 878.
FOR RENT One large and one small
apartment, furnished
completely for
115
housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
North Seventh, phone 814.
RENT Three-roo, FOR
apartment with shower bath adjoining;
also disappearing bed. Apply between 4
and a p. m., too South Walter.
LINCOLN APARTMENTS,
newly furnished, two and three-rooapartments,
hot and cold water; cool and close In.
313 Mouth Third, phone 914-FOR RENT Three large, cool rooms and
glaased sleeping porch, bath adjoining.
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat
and clean; desirable summer location.
616 West Coal.
FOR RENT Modern four-rooapart
ment, newly decorated, oak floors, fine
shade, excellent location, near McClel-la- n
park, vary reasonable. 411 West Marble, phone 1462-FOR RENT Fu nistied apartments, convenient to eanatorlume; four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car Una, Call 1321 East Central,
or see McMllllon A Wood, shone 848.
FOR RENT July and August, nicely
modern apartment,
furnished four-roooak floors, newly decorated, large porches,
fine shade, excellent location near
park, 411 West Marble, phone
FOK

1462--

1002
APARTMENTB
WASHINGTON
West Central; location one of the
"beauty apots" of Albuquerque; every
apartment has private bath, electrlo range
and all modern conveniences. Pbons 83.
J. D. EAKIN. proprietor.
JENKINS APARTMENTS 708 East Cencompletely
tral; new, unfurnished,
sleeping porch, primodern; glaased-l- n
vate gront porches, gas, garages, laundry.
Heat, hot and cold water, furnished;
close In; excellent location.

CARPENTERING
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
All kinds of work. Phone 1878-P. V. McCAFFREY, plumbing and heatPhone
ing repair work a specialty.
1870-.
Also
FA1NTINO AND KALSOMININO
roof painting. Call . Mr. Isidore Qarcla,
after 6 or pnone iaa-jI WILL ESTIMATE all or any part oi
your work; I make a specialty ot lathing and shingling. W. M. Conver, phone
2416-J- i.

vjv

"i

JJIIUIISJ

J1t)Z--

iiii.Mi
two rooms and
two sleeping cottage,
furnished or un-f- u
ml shed. 413 porches,
South Broadway
FOR HUNT 108 South Arno. Tnlir 1
seven rooms and bath, large basement.
hot water heat.
ifizs-run xtu, NT he vera modern furnished
cottages; rent 825, 30 and 185; on car
line, Annly at 1218 South hmii.
FOR RENT Completely furnished, three
room cottage, sleeping porch, near University car line. Phone 1478-FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house.
with sleeping porches; modern; 830
per month. Call at 70S Enst Santa F.
LIST your vaoant houses witn the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
service. 207 West Gold, phone
7.
FOR RENT Modern brick aeven-roohouse, furnished suitable for boarders
or nome. iib North Maple, phone 2272-.1UUI
I.. U FOR RRNTPnmntallu iuiiiibiicu
room house with three screened porches.
Phona 1439-or inquire 1204 East
FOR RENT Five-roomodern
with garage, at 1001 North Fourth,house,
40;
water paid. Inquire at 813 West
FOR RENT

Four-roomodern, furnish-e- d
with two porches, basement.
East Copper,
Inquire 210 North
Cedar.
.
Fo;-RENT Four-romodern and furnished; large bungalow, porch;
Just what you want; nearsleeping
car line and
grocery. Phone 354-FOR RENT OR BALE July 1, five-roomodern house, near shop, garage,
shade trees, partly furnished, rent 130.
Inquire 608 New York.
FOR RENT Furnished two and three-roo- m
houses, East Pacific; three-roomodern furnished house East Santa Fe.
Apply 613 East Pacific.
FOR RENT Three-roo- m
furnished cottage, bath and sleeping porch. Phone
ibi-call for keys at 1624 East Cen
tral, netween nine and twelve
FOR RENT Five-roopartly furnished
1AK
bunealow. a,nln
nnrph
month, clos In; only responsible people
cc uppiy. r. r xnctjannas orilc.
FOR RENT Two five-roofurnished
214 and 218 North Maple;
Dungaiows,
in rent until Bentember at 835 ner
u at 724 East Central.
montn. fiease
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, rjertlv
furnished alasand-l- n
alennlnor nnrnh.
hot and cold water, garage, nic plac
for chickens, 23, water paid. Inquire
soutn itign.
FOR RENT Furnished new stucco bungalow, with; all modern conveniences;
gas, hot water, glassed in sleeping porch;
will give lease If wanted; reasonable.
808 South Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished
new
modern
StUCCO bungalow, with elluml tn iImii.
Ing porch and all conveniences; gas, hot
water; will give leas If wanted; reaaon-abladults; July 1. Inquire 801 South
uoitrr.
FOR RENT 313 West McKinley avenue,
new three-roohouse; larg servlc
porob, back sleeping porch, large pantry,
to Fourth street:
large shed, close
pleasantly located.
Asnly 1512 North

1201

house,

We can resurface
FLOOR SANDING
your old floors and make them Ilk
new and make your new flnore perfect
Phone 2070-LET me figure your new house or reguaranpairs; reasonable prlcea; work
B.
teed; estimates free. Call 1766-614
John.
E. Johnson.
and
.TOB
ODD
carpentering
WE
house building, reasonable!! investigate
our low prioes; estimates free. Phone
23DII-J. F. MUKen. ma iaie.
First.I WANT you to Investigate my low jirlcea
on any kind of a building proposition FOR
RENT Five-roounfurnished
ylieve tn view. A. E. Palmer. Bungalfrsme dwelling, at 418 West Atlantlo.
ow1 Bunder, bm 41. olty. Pt"ie 174S-Five-roo130.
modern furnished bungalow, elegantly furnished, at 720 West
PERSONAL
coal, so. city Realty Co.. 207 West
S FIELD, watch,
clock and Gold, phone 47.
JWBRAwork.
Second.
US
South
jewelry
TYPEWRITERS
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlshed and upholstered; overstuffed rockers, chairs TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled
work
Ribbon
all
tn
and
made
fur every ma
order;
rrpalred.
and divans
Us- Upholstering chine.
fltapletos's
Albuquerque
Typewriter
gusruuteed.
J
XiS
soon
,M-ebatjsjy

t0

ou.t.?ur,

lai
FOR SALE MiacelUneoui
FIHEMun, 13HAKEMEN, beginners ilio'. FOR BALE
Pluno, cheap. Phone 1551-W- ?
later K50. No strike.
Railway, care ciEJUUEndPeaches.
Morning Journal.
rh. 2408-Jj- '.
N
1'OH
SALE Old violin. Call 1347-TLD Man 45 to 60 years, to cook
VV,A
for two men and do chores;
jnorinilgs.
good wages
FOR SALE Double set work harness.
!2Lfj25tt.:aU405JVepper.
a i ionn i ntru.
CONCRETE form carpenters, teamsters
and aborers; good wages; transports- - TRV BODDri MlLKi BEST IN
TOWN,
tlon Albuquerque to job. Employment
agency, 110 South Third.
FOR SALE Cunarv l.lrrta .m.r. ft ,..
WANTED
17.
100 North Edith.
Blacksmith for our
camp, fifteen miles southwest oflogging FOR SALE Fireworks
galore, at Mann's
staff; wages 16.76 per day. no chargeFlagfor
iau more, um l ow It.
lodging, meal 11 per day. Address Arlio-n- a
Lumber and Timber Company, Fiag-staf- f. FOR SALE A bargain; two 4x6 Navajo
13 Kortti second.
Ariaona.
Ladles' bicycle In good conWANT agents to sell the best health and FOR SALE
dition. 810 North Sixteenth.
accident Insurance In the world for
the money.
ROOFlNa
Largest
of Its
kind In America. Live company
EXPERT
J
agents make big
Roberts-Turner
money.
Co., stats agents, FOR SALE Standard
c'wTnK
Rotary
218 West Gold,
Albuquerque, N. M
machine, almost nv ai v...,i.
ond.
Femuie.
e
Nurse maid. Apply Mrs. It FOR SALE
coal
withwaij,li
E. Putney. 1105 Weet rVntrnl
.,,
out water front wit! oil range,
South
Edith.
WANTED
Girl to do housework and
cooking; go home nights. 112 Columbia, FOR SALE Good upright piano, cheap
for cash. Call Immediately at 214
k'ii.w inau-n- .
WANTED Girl to work In lunch room; West Gold.
sman, live town; thirty dollars and FOR SALE
0
Winchester repealing
worn. Address Frost's Cafe,
ouiu; ciean
v'ievi conuuion.
Mi, North
Estancla, New Mexico.
eighth.
FOR SALE Edison
Mule and Female.
phonograph, $50
cash; good terms to right party. 218
WANTED
Cook, man or woman, for the South
Broadway.
ipper
Apply this office.
OR HALE Three bolts green
burlap,
rnurAnu xor a superior im tun i,
SUit&blA
fri. InlAPlm.
A.,,1. Lifll-du- al
attending cur Summer Sessions,
care journal.
instruction; rapid progress.
la! summer rate.
Western School Cor 20 POUNDS cherries, postpaid to Albu- v. 1', VVOOQ, DOX 3i!3,
muc.muo, ,..id,
secretaries
Phone 801-Farmlngton. New Mexico.
FOR SALE
ORDEa CHERRIES and raspberries In
uvuuee.
blossom Hanch, 209
FOR HALE Two-rooiwo
oot'ngu,
mi jimnoun, pnone JU32-porcnes. Hatton's Store, phono 2418-Jall
TYPEWRITERS,
makes. (15 and up;
FOR SALE Three-roomodern furnishv"m. fwuutiuerquB lypewruer
ed house; garage,
e.
i,
lot, 8500 o.uuaiiKBi
me
count
rourtn.
down, 8.10 per month.
1308 South Arno.
FOR SALE Heavy black enamel porch
1600 CASH, balance like rent, buys almost new furnished modern four-roo710 West Lead.
g:oodcondltlon,
home, conveniently located. Phone 1582-FOR SALE Springfield '"rlfliTiood con- FOR SALE Three tine wumes. East Cenw.uuii, ta.Du; aouoie Darrel shotgun,
tral, East Bllver and University 115.
C, P. Brown. Ill South Seventh.
Heights. J. a. Hammond. 824 East Silver.
8AI E Used
FOR
-l
and
tractors,
Four-rooSALE
and bath, frame,
Fol
with gang pliws
Hardware
close in highlands, 82,500; easy terms.
A Company.
Korber
Department,
J.
Room 15, First National Bunk building.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot
FOR SALE OR RENT Modern five-rootage cneeae; also fresh milk In gallon
and bath, good location, close In; priced lots.
Swavne'a Dnlrv. nhnnn iqir-to sell; owner leaving city. 1932-FOR SALE Pianos and player pianos;
401 West Lead.
pre-wvaluei. Phone 106. Geo. P.
FOR SALE Ly ownei, suouroan home,
.....a.u tmuu y,u an coum waiter.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
FOR
SALE Standard make ueed player
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post-offic- e
planoa. In A- -l condition; will sell at
box 213,
clj.
OH SeSV nsvmen,
nlan Phnna
FOR BALE Just completed fin large bargain
'
149W.
four-roomodern pressed brick house;
n
FOR
SALE
One
stroke
beautiful location in highlands.
Prloe
Wayne gas pump, at a
also
very reasonable; terms. Phone 198'8-one chain hoist, one and bargain;
one-ha- lf
ton.
FOR BALE At sacrifice, owner leaving iva eoutn wecona.
must
sell
five
in
state;
days:
SALE
FOI
Black currents for making
frame and four-rooframe, both new; on
Jellies. Dies, nreserves and 1ma. Rnt- full sized lot. Call mornings, 1609 North
n Ranch, phone 2417-Rto i
from
Third.
18 to 1 and I to 9 nights.
FOR SALE New norues by owner; one morning,
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
824 West Gold; one
tour-rooprevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
110 North Maple; on
110
North Maple; terms. Call 121 West 611- - irouoies, si. rianter Arch Suooorts. Thns.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
er, phone H49-ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
FOR BALE By owner,
house, neat and clean; water r lOD for all kinds of roofs, Jl per gallon.
The Manzano Co.. 110 Rouih
and electrlo lights, chicken house and
wood shed. 1308 Virginia boulevard. Call Walnut, phone 1834-Try a built up
root; win last as lone; as the building,
at 1028 North Sixth, phone 1660-SALE
TOR
steel
28 PER CENT INVESTMENT
couch, three-quartBargain,
Two small
mattress to fit, canvas reclining
house on corner lot, 80x142; 8260 good
roll-to- o
chair,
coal
water
desk,
range,
furniture; lights and water; brings In
136 per month; must be sold at once. front, new grates. 110 Stanford, University
Price $1,600;
Phone owner, neignis
terms.
171S-USEJ EFFECTO AUTO TCr and seat
dressing. Effeoto Auto Enamel, Vale-Pa- r.
bunFOR SALE By owner, five-rooValspsr Enamel on automobiles.
two
and
galow, modern except heat,
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Pslnt.
one-ha- lf
blocks from Robinson park; Floor
Roof Paint and Cement, SatPaint
trees
east
terms.
and flowers;
lawn,
front;
assured. Thos. F. Keleher LeatAmerican neighborhood. Phone isfaction
Strictly
her. 401 We
Centru rbone 10E7-17H-W- .
Mann), show
(By Ohas.
fur- FOR SALE
FOR SALE By owner, two-roocases,
scales, copying
press, Oliver
nished cottage with glassed sleeping
Dalton
three
typewriter,
machine,
adding
porch and screened front porch city H, P. electrlo motor, four H. P.
gasoline
water, electrlo lights; lot 25x14!; leaving
coffee
engine,
machine,
sanitary
slicing
for
sale.
and
will
jrlfice
quick
city
mill, twelve-liggasoline system, two
1811 South Walter.
nox springs ana two cows.
FOR 8 ALE Well-bui- lt
by
practioal
ELECTRIC HOT PLATES, TWO
builder, $675 cash, or best offer, buys
BURNERS, FOR ALL KINDS OF
and glassed-l- n
sleeping poroh. COOKING.
ECONOMICAL
AND SERVElectrlo and city water. The best In ICEABLE.
LOWEST PRICE EVER
town for
Palmer, 1122 KNOWN ON ELECTRIC STOVE. SAT1768-South High, phone
ISFACTION GUARANTEED, PHONE
,
FOR FREE! DEMONSTRATION.
FOR SALE Direct from owner, beauti- m-RGEO.
C.
ALBRIGHT, DISTRIBUTOR
ful five-roobrick
bungalow. 111 HARVARD
pressed
AVENUE.
Just completed ; hardwood floors throughall
nook
and
fire
breakfast
out;
place;
WANTED Houses
built-i- n
location. Til
features; good
West Lead. Inquire lira. Fred Llnde-ma701 Bout
Third.
IF YOU want to sell that house or lot,
MONEY TO LOAN
list It with J. E. Gome, real estate,
110
West Silver, phona 477; we get the
TO LOAN On witches, diaalUNUy
monds, guns and everything valuable cash
B.
Mr.
Marcus. Ill South First.
WANTED House, have about $150 tn
modern home, close
pay on four-rooMONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watobes
Address Box 100.
and good Juwelry; liberal, reliable, con- In; 20 per month.
care
Journal.
fidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 101 N. 1st,
or five-rooWANTED
To
rent
four
HONEY TO LOAN on olose-l- n
prop-ertcity
furnished nouser or apartment with
first nortgagea. McMllllon
n
glasscd-lfor
to
tlx months
porch,
deeping
West Oold.
Wood,
Insurance, real or
longer. Address Box X., care Journal
estate.
WANTED 11,000 to us In a live bust-nes- s
FOR RENT Pasture
her In ettyi can pay back In
Excellent pasture for dairy
monthly payments if wanted. Address
?
;
lA.iicl5' . opt A, W, jeegan, lUI-Bf- cl

wh'iMlil--

Houes

'

Jarl

fSrreS

Realtor.

W. Gold

R

Phono 410.

modern five room home In
Heights. Hardwood floors, heating plant, garago. Close to car
line, $4,750. Terms.
New five room home, Helshts.
Bath, hardwood floors, $2,950.
Part cash.
Six room brick, Highlands. Bath,
sleeping porch, garage. Corner
lot, $4,700. Terms.
Five room brick, close in, Highlands, Furnace, full lot, cast
front, shade, $5,500. Easy terms.
McMILMON & WOOD,
Henltors.
200 W. Gold. Insurance. Loans.

BUS-

AND

FOR SALE

In north part, Fourth
ward,
good
frame
double floors, and built-i- n house,
features, young shade and fruit
trees, big garden lot, price
$200 cash and
$20 a
month.
Two - room and front
porch
Jiouse, north part Fourth ward,
atffo garden lot. Price $1,000.
half cash and $20 a month.
1'oiir-rooand sleeping porch.
house- two-roo-

$1,-00- 0;

FOR BALE
2HfL!l!i'ILi.--

i'OR

llu.lson speedster,

excellent

brgaln, phone 1488-M- .
OR TRADE "OklsmobllVT1
our. 614 South Hroadway.

'"r rorn

C,

M.

Office Rooms

FOR SALE

FORRENT

BARBER

EXPERT ItAMATOH REPAIRING.
PHONE, 711-J- .
O.
Sheet Metal Works, 217 North Third.
6
i'OH riALE
Uulok touring car;
first-clae- s
condition. Eond-Dlllo- n
Co.
city.
FOR RENT Room
FOR SALE Sunie extra moa used cars;
easy terms. Alclntoih Auto Co.. Ill FOR
RENT Furnished room. Z2i South
West Copper.
bevenlh, phone
6
I'Olt fcAl.U
Lluhk Bulnlj- - ian.i
FOR HUNT Pleasant rurnlshed room
Ntuiltbakcr,
1260; tlve- 124 South Walter.
tJ"lge. 118 West Oold.
UENT
Furnished rooms; no chll
k'OH SALE Classiest triple
in FOH
speedster
dren. 110 South Walnut
iown or win trade Xor touring cai. Ap.
ply Mann's Gardens.
FLKMHIIED nioilern rooms; no sick;
children. 414 Went Sliver.
lOil SAI.FJ White truck and Oldsnin.
bile truck, bull)
s
ton bar. rOtt IthN'i' Furnished room and sleep
frnins. Cooper Motor Co.
ing porcn. 32.1 Kouth Third.
liitlNC. your automobile, blacksmith, and FOR RENT Airy, well furnished sleep.
Ing rooms.
lu:6 West Central.
work to 1004 East street
general
repair
r csn fix anything. Gordon Hollowav.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished.
uu bAI.E ford speedster, reborcd
private oatn. U'li West Roma.
block, new radiator, completely overFOR RENT Furnished
room
with
hauled, good rubber, cheap; terms. Write
Kltrnenette. 41b North Second.
nox 374.
FOR HUNT Neatly furnished sleeping
GET CAR HAPPY
room, close In. 817 South Third.
19! GRANT, good condition, seven tires,
FOR RENT Room
and porch, near
new battery;
1224
bargain
price.
uuarning nottse. 2Q3 North Edith.
North Second, phone 1727-FOR SALE Dodge Brothers touring car. FOR RENT One furnished roomforgerT
tleman; also garage. 704 West Coal.
renewed; Ford light truck and Bulck
light
touring car; good buys. J. Kor- - cult KI'.M Iwo furnished rooms for
otr At Co., Dodge Brothers' Dealers,
light housekeeping. 517 West silver.
pnone itta.
HUNT Pleasant
FOR
housekeeping
FOR 8ALE Auto parts to one hundred
rooms, near sanatorium. Phone 1328-different makes and model cars; largest FOR RENT Two large airy front rooms
stock of used parts In southwest
Auto
end porch; all modern. 208 South Arno.
salvage Co., 215 West San Antonio street. null RiL.M Rooms for
light housekeop- El I'aso, Texas.
lng. 2 18 South Walter. Ph one W7 - J .
FOR SALE OR TRADE For a good
aiean
RENT
FOR
Nice,
sleeping and
roadster or speedster, a five passenger
housekeeping rooms. 121$ North Third.
ngnt sir private family touring car; used
room with ur
very little; in excellent condition and up FOR RENT Furnished
without housekeeping. 512 North Sec
to date; over 20 miles per gal, of gasoline; can be seen at 801 North Third on a.
street. Make me an offer.
FOR RENT
Two
furnished rooms for
FOR SALE Ford, recent model, with
light housekeeping; no sick. 422 West
d
mountain
extras;
gears, Iron.
shock absorbers,
Wilmo FOR RENT Furnished room in private
speedometer,
manifold and gas saver, cut out, large
home; no sick. 703 West Slate, phone
tire
rack, canteen, ,foot 1815-steering wheel,
throttle. Ignition lock, trunk rack; a buy FO.'l RKNT Nice,
clean apartments,
for a hard July 4 fishing trip. South
West
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211
west Motor Company.
Central.
AUTO WRECKING CO.
ALBUQUERQUB
Three room with sleeping
full RENTfurnished
New and Used
for housekeeping,
porch;
REPLACEMENT PARTS
loo North Edith.
In Stock for All Cars:
ALL parts tested before leaving shop, FOR II15NT Two rooms with sleeping
porch, furnished for housekeeping. 701
Radiators, electrical parta, tops, bodies,
lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, etc. East Santa Fe.
Parts carried for 22 makes of oara. New FOR RENT Nice oui-eia- e
sleeping
216 Vs
axles, drive shufts, pinion and ring gears
looms.
Hotel,
Albuquerque
carried for all cars. Keep us In mind. North Second,
NEW MEX1C0'8 OLDEST WRECKING FOR RENT
two
small modFurnished,
HOU8&
ern housekeeping rooms; no sick; no
Phone 434.
West Central.
children. 723 South Edith.
5
SAVE
per cent on dismantled IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
Darts, tires, batteries, springs, wheels,
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
bearings, rims, fenders, eleotrlcal equip- Theater, 2111,
West Central.
axlee and drive
ment itiifftiAtoL
LINCOLN
of
line
APARTMENTS, newly furnish- shafe, rtdlatora, etc.; a eomplete
eu rooina; not water, cooi una close in.
all models; wiuys-Knleh- t.
parts for4. Overland,
.
8: Bulck. 4: Btudebaker. 812 South Third, phone 914-: Chalmers. Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland,
4.
FOR RliNT Two beautifully furnished
; Hupmoblle, L-rooms In modern home. Apply Mra.
Maxwell, pleasure
B. Mitchell, Fred Hamm. 623 North Second.
and trucks; Chevrolet, 420-A complete line new rings,
,
; Saxon,
RENT One well furnished house
FOR
gears, pinions and transmission gears
room, close In; reasonable rent;
and axle shafts for any car. Molntosh nokeeping
no children. 808 West Iron.
sick:
Auts Co., 811-1- 5 West Copper.
ELGIN HOTEL Steepin- - rooma
and
WHEN IN NEED OF
housekeeping apartments, by the day,
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- week or month. 60Hi West Central,
netos generator!, wheela. gears, axles, FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
eleep- bearings horns, accessories
ing porch for light housekeeping; water
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
710
and
West
Lead
furnished.
lights
THE
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE
FOR RENT front room, well furnished,
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
Bulck CS4, C25, D45, D6S; Cadillac
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In:
Chalmera, Chandlar, Chevrolet 400, FB, one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
rt
Dort,
Dodgo,
Baby Grand;
FOR RENT Furnished three-rooapart
Ford, Hup 20. H. K. N.; Maxwell. Mitchment good location,
floor, close
ell Olds 8. Overland, every model; Faxon In; reasonable rent; noground
806 West
sick.
t,
4 and
4 and I; Wlllys-Xnlgh, Studebaker
Iron.
every modal.
room, excellent
It you don't see your ear la the above FOR RENT Clean bed
Tenttlatlon, private entrance, telephone,
list, remember,
hot
MODEL
water; employed party, 204 North
LATB
WB ARB SALVAGING
waiter.
CARS EVERT DAY.
used
In addition to the largest stock of
FOR RENT Two rooms and bath, fur
B
nished for light housekeeping, porch
parte In the state, we carry a
70S
line of NEW gears, drive shafts, and trees, first floor, reasonable,
axle shaft and general accessories, (or North Third.
ev.ry car.
furnished
Two
FOR
RENT
light
newly
OUR PRICES ARB THB LOWEST,
housekeeping rooms, modern, grouna
VIADUCT OARAGE,
Moor, close In; no sick; no children. 806
(00 SOUTH SECOND.
West Iron.
Largest parte bouse In the state.
well furnished
FOTt RENT Exclusive,
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
FOR RENT Storeroom
water heat and bath; centrally located.
621 West Coal.
FOR HENT
Building at 412 West Cop- Phone 1744-per; suitable for garage. Inquire II. E GET LOCATED
In
a
Sherman, at First Saving! Bank and
room, adjoining bath in new modern
TruM Company, rhone I.
located; private porch,
centrally
hpuse
FOR RENT Store room and cellar, 25 entrance;
employed r'ople preferred;
by 60 feet the rear of 10D South First, special summer rates. Phone 1949-accessible by alley from Second atreet, OCCIDENTAL HOTEu
outside
All
Gold and Central avenues.
Fred Luthy,
rooma and new furniture, furnished or
at Cttlxens National bnnk.
ULfurnlihed apartments; also sleeping
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 26x100 rooms at 4 to 7 per week; hot and
foot brlc
building: good condition; oold water In each room; new managereasonable ment. 222 H East Central. W. F. Barnett.
opposite Santa Fe shops:
See or write U Herman, 101 phone 16II-J- .
terme.
N. rth First Alhuauerau
V. M.

FOR RENT

and water,

Rent batata

FOR UALi: Two iota on East Lead, or
will trade for amall house.
FOR REriT Two office rbbmTover klsti
Address
130 per month; light Cheap, care Journal,
heat and ater.
FOR SALE One good fifty-foInt on
East silver, near Highland park, nn
FOR HENT Office, opposite cosmfflue
nu
cnamoer
124,
commerce.
East
nnsm easy terms, J, A, Hammond,
Silver,
buUUn, Fourth ana Gold,

FOR

ROBERTS -- TURNER

RENT

Comfortable
phone lnss-tv- ?
nlcelTfuJmshed

r-- Two

i

FOIl

RENT

West
room,

Front

New

room w"1'

qiivi a;lC'nn"tl"11

balh'

IThtIih'fTTw?

1

CEMKNX

" convenient
"20 East

1

MisceHaneoT
Cavolt "and

803 South Bev.rth
Mu"y lu l0,n n good

WmS7iED

..i.

first

WOOd.
.nu.n.inon
SLli'ftAL LOANswantei on good reii
Rt"!
Estate
Exchange.
400 we ,e,c.urlt5r-

'

1 HAyB

Million

"cvernl

first mort

e

A Wood.

TRANSFER
reasonable

ana scavenger work
rates.

..... )fimim

131

E. a. Orttflth,
"y

doni--I

CARDS

AltllKINMA.
"
JOHN W. WILSON,
'
Attorner.
Hooma II. 17 and IB, Cromwell
Building,
Phone 1153-J- .
PHYSICIANS AM HCm.KONjT"

iu.

s.

i. uckion;

I'leraaee of tne Stomach.
Building.

Bnlie. t. Barnett
DR. 8. C. CLAKRR

Eye, Kur, No.e and Throat.

Barnett Building.
Phone
Office Hours
H a. m.. and 2 to 6 p.

"lean and airy;
f h0UM' 13-- S South

CUNTltACTOlth

Pedro.

fr

of Phone
North Edith

2119

PROFESSIONAL

frntmn'

"

VVAiN

rooms"

York
or

room

"",p,ng' wlth

ojvijhjarSogarage.
e.J .7 ".P0r.'"h'
Edith

ositions In cloue-i- n
business
and apartment aitea.
ROUKItTS. TURNER CO.

121

suitable-f-

CO.

I'liono 407.

BUSINESS LOTS
have many excellent prop-

We

Room.

jhjyJalter.

sleeping

n

218 W. Gold.

-

Five new five and
brick bungalows on East Central.
Ideal
location.
Prices
right. Terms to suit buyer.

glassed-in

$1,900;
$50 cash
Highlands.
$10 a month.
House with very large lot.
five minutes from shops. $7751:1 Ca!h aml '10 a month,
foot vacant lot,
fifty
lands, $275; $25 cash andHigh$10
a month.
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE.
409 w. Copper Ave.

New Mexico,

?

SALES

and

porch, built-ifeatures, vines
awn, etc. Closo-l- o
west aide
location.
Wo nave Others Ask Vs.

m

&

automobile;,

m

liffl'ts

CO.

NEW FIVE ROOM
with
bath and hardwood
floors throughout,
up on
elevation. Easy terms.
$3.250
NEW FOUR ROOM
modern with S. porch and
garage. W. side.
$3,600
FIVE
ROOM MODERN adobe plastered, three
closets, front porch, water
beater, etc. V. side.
$1250 NEW FOUR ROOM
modern adobe, plastered,
w. floors throughout, glassed-i-h.n
h. porch. Select elevation
location.
$4,750
DANDY NEW
room modern adobe, P. FIVE
dash
hardwood floors, front and
H.
glassed-i- n
porch. Nicely
located on elevation.
$5,000
EIjEOANT MODEIW
five room biirk stucco, hard
wood floors throughout, front

Phone 407

BUSINESS PROPERTY.
INESS OPPORTUNITIES
RANCHES

Rlsht.

H

$2.850

CO,

218 West Gold.

Terms Cash

J.

FOR RENT

ROBERTS-TURNE-

KELEHER,

Priced
nOBEKTS-TCKXE-

Now,

Five-roobrick, hot
lawn, shade trees,
paved
street. Can arrange terms.
R. McCLUGHAN. Realtor
Phone 442-204 West Gold.

air,

U

S12I--

211

D,

Ask to see them, and reserve one
now.
T. A. HAMMOND,
Agent.
821 Knst Silver.
Diotie 1522-R- .

OPPORTUNITIES

With a splendid list of houses
and lots in all parts of the city.
Heights
It will pay you to see us before Four-rooJAS. M, JOHNSON,
modern house with
you buy.
two extra rooms.
One block off Insurance,
Real Estate, Loans.
J. E. GOXCE,
Central on best street; furnished, 216 XV. Gold.
like rent. Address
Phono 210.
Jieal Estate,
3,160.
"B," Care of Journal,
1(0 West Silver.
Phone 477.
REALTY SALES CO.
114 S. Second St.
Phone 669
W. A. BETTS
,
FOR SALE
I Can Save You Money on Tonr For the best painting-FOR KENT Cool, desirable apartment;
finand
floor
papering
and
Building
isher
no
815
in
Impairing
Four-roosick.
West
Roma.
adult,
Phone
Albuquerque,
new, modern home,
BECAUSE)
1C94-FOR RENT Three rooms amfbath. 401
furnished.
work mvseIf- - I have no
for quick
Bargain
South Seventh, phone 1844-J- ; close In.
V"2
603
West
overhead expenses. Phone mu and
Copper.
Owner
sale.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms with
leaving
eity.
save money.
private bath; very cool. Phone 1727-J. h. DOKIJNn.
212 YALE.
ONE SMALL and one large furnished
Pltone
1903-- J
with hot
1215
kalso-minin-

.

By

AND SPECULATION
Let us show you an unfinished
adobe house on which you can
make a good profit. Six rooms
and basement, radiators and
fireplace In. The owner is unable to finish the house and
will sacrifice.
Dont' fall to
Investigate.

J,

$6,300
Luna Blvd.

SAVE $50.00
taking year lease on fine new
modern apartment in PARKVIEW
COURT, at $50 per month, including heat, hot and cold water.

INVESTMENT

On

Insurance.

Real Estate Insurance Loans
Notary Public
309 W. Gold
Phone 670

neu

i

H, CHAS, R0EHL
Second Street and Gold Ave.

1

PAYING

MODERN
In Fourth ward, white stucco
finish, with four rooms and

Phone

ii

I

INSURANCE OF EVERT
KIND.
Plionu 010.

-

REALTORS

A. FLEHOTEK, Realtor

water.
West
apartment,
Roma.
POK RENT Two rooms and sleeping
porch; summer rates; modern. Phona

-

A SNAP,

If so we can sell you a four room
house, sleeping porch, bath, outbuildings on full size lot with $35
down and $35 monthly. Call
ACKEUSOV & GRIFFITH,
.Realtors.
120 S. Fourth St.
Phone 414.

TO HOME

0

j

IKJ

four-roo-

W. M. SHERIDAN,

tit.
m.

OT

Practli-Limited to
GENITO - I'RINARV DISEASES
AND DISEASES OV THE 8K.IN

MuiiermuD

i.a hum lory

Cltjzfngiink

Ui

lilng.

itlTllirEsTi.

Connection.
wan.

d.

Diseases of the Eye. (i lasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. eiec-oat. Ground floor. Phona 8418,

nd

MATTRESS RENOVATING

12i MATTRESS It EN O vTFlNfilalJruC
iu
cleaning, rjrnlture repairing, furPhone 613-or 2035-- J.
re- - niture packing.
Brvln Bedding Oimpany.

UPHOLSTERING, general furniture
Jh" An Craft 6nI.
v onrfh
V
phone 833-CHIROPRACTORS
''TOREral 315 6outil
Mpf,UA m?A,N
pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
Chiropractor.
furnltire. Phone 858.
19 and to AriuUu
Building.
W A N TED-- WI
II buy
local real estate
mortgages If discount Is made attract-J- ;, FOR SALE
Poultry-Egjri- s
Hammond, Realtor, Agent. 824
r.aet Sliver,
FOR oAI.L I 'welve ISiown Lughorn hen
and roosters, thoroughbred. 803 North,
WANTtu Violin students, private in"
Second street.
struct on: rate.
--........hi.
oittii - your
".ui,
child now. Phone 1777-.I.
AFTER
July 1, in order to make room
h.t,."nd 2 p. m., and 6 to
for young stock, will sell at bargain
p. ni.
J. 8.
Pearce.
prlcea. fifty S. C. R. I. rferi hen.. .i.n
few male birds; finest stock; great layRUG CLEANERS
ers. C. P. Hay. 234 North High.
,J Rugs Cleaned, 1.26.
MATTRESSES renovated. 13.50 and np;
u
Aluuo.uer(iie-Hiinife- - T:'o
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
DAILY STAt.K
Bedding Co., phones 813-or 2035-J- .
To
Taos
(Head
Down)
WANTED . Careful Kodak rini.hin.
Leave
7.30 a. m.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisArrive
loso a. m.
faction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
Leave
12:30 u. m.
t
to a reliable.
u
.t.hli.h
Leave
...12:30 p. m.
& Hanna. Master Photoarsnhere.
Arrive
1:0 p, m,
Ts Alliuqnerque (Read Ip)
ORCIIISiRA AND BAND
SCHOOL
Albuquerque ...Arrive.., t:oo p.m.
Santa Fe
IF YOU have an orchestra or band InLeave... 4:00 n. m.
. .1.,,
Santa Fe
strument and wt.h
Arrive. ..13:46 p.m.
Arrive. ..11 :16 a m.
Espantla
correctly and receive class Instruction
Taos
In sight reading,
Leave. . . 7:30 a. m.
musical
rlthmatlo.
FARE TO SANTA FE, (4.60
time, tone, tempo, scales, chorda, transTO
TAOS,
and
HIM.
ensemble
posing
playing, Join our
school now.
Albuquerque Headquarters
Fred K. Ellis, ohone 802-Brothers' cigar Store, 110 West Rlngilng
Central
A vet.
Phone 600.
FOR SALE Ranches
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank ConfechOH SALE A small ranch, three-fourttionery. Phone 222,
mile weat of bridge; modern bouse. A.
J. James.
TIME CARDS
ROBERTS-TURNEcompany, 218 West
Oold, have established a special land
department.
8,800-acr- e
FOR SALE
ranch, ;n eaat- ern part of state, 150 rock cattle. Address Hattons store, general delivery,
Aljuquerque. phone 2416-JFOR SALE Ranch of thirty-tw- o
acres,
twenty-tw- o
acres of It alfalfa; ranchWESTBCCIO Dally.
man's house, barns for storing alfalfa. Train.
Arrive.
Depart, t
and complete farm equipment. Santiago No. 1 The Sooot.... 1:30
pra 8:10 pn
Oarcla, Ranchos de Albuquerque.
No. I Calif. Umlted.lu:SO am 11:00 am
FOR SALE OR TRADE Five aorea In No. T Fargo Fast., 10:80 am 11:80 am
Frultvale. near javed road: fine graoe No. I The Navajo. .13:85 am 1:0 am
or chicken ranch; easy terma to right
SOUTHBOUND.
party . phone 803. or apply room 16, First No. 29 El Paao Exp
10:10 pna
National Dank, or 1100 South Walter.
No. 37 El Paso Exp
11:1 am
EA8TP0UND.
RANCH
A good one, for sale; all kinds
8 The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 8:40 pm
No.
ot iruit, airaira, Implements, cows,
No. 4 Calif. Limited. e.OO pm 1:40 pm
horses,
house,
garage, barn.
twenty-tw- o
88. F. Eight.. 1:25 pm l:l pm
acrei close In, Old Town Na
Boulevard; must be sold on account of No. 10 The Scoot.... 7:20 am ?:(0 am
rSCM SCUTil
8417-Rhealth.
Phona owner,
or S48;
38
From El Paso 6:85 pm
postofflce box 192, Old Albuquerque, N. Ko,
Nn. 80 Fton) El Paao I
am
M,
No. 10 ounnectt at Talen Krti N'a IS
RANCH
of four acres, entirely fenced for Clnrte. Pew Vu- -.
,
Clt an 4
With flvn-fonftiilrrw
bIi. h- - G Coast.
tourtbs mile west of Baralas bridge; six- No. 33 connect, tt :ioa vita Na tl
roomea nouse, tnree screened porches; from Clnvle and
points .ae and sotith
water In house, new garage and chicken
..
hnn.MB!
foil ttlnnAaA ,hl,.l.n.
keys; also furniture; terms. Call owner.

.

....

:.--

$500

CASH

$50.00 Per month,

this

four-roon-

r,

BUILD

will buy

itjeco

bunga-

low, with oak floors and
This house Is almost
new and well built. Price
$4,000.
gar-rag- e.

YOUR
HOME

NEW

On University
Heights; 200
feet above the city;
level lots at $225 to $600 per
lot. $10 down and $10 per
month.
'60-fo-

WM. J. LEVERETT,
Phone

110.

Realtor.

Third and Gold.

Pajre Efgrhf.
'

WINNER

II

low for Another Big Day's Busines;

CASH

WARD'S

STORE,

Br

LET'S GO

SUNDAY'S

Phone 28

Lewis J. Sclznick Presents

Elaine Hammerstein
in

"RECKLESS YOUTH"
Direction Ralph Ince
Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day
IIAROLD LLOYD in Rip Roaring Comedy
Regular

I

Coal SupdI" Ca Piiooe 4 and 6.
Felix L. Uarsanti has gone to
Calumet, Mich., for a visit.
The Presbyterian Christian Endeavor society will hold their regular business meeting and social
at 8 o'clock tonight at the home of
Miss Lois Ferguson, west of
bridge.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Ph. 741.
Higinio Garcia has reported to
the police that his Ford automobile was stolen late Saturday night
from 15 West New Jersey avenue.
truck load,
Factory wooC. iu
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Be-rel-

Phone

91.

of
George Clifford,
formerly
is here from his
Albuquerque,
home in Los Angeles to visit his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Okey Clifford. Mr. Clifford
he Is
says
pleased to notice the great progress Albuquerque has made.
The young son of Capt. and Mrs.
,
Ttlchard Guest died late yesterday.
Funeral arrangements are being
made. Captain Guest is in charge
of the work of the Salvation Army
licre.

MAN IS ARRESTED

Prices

BANK CLEARINGS

LOCAL ITEMS

ON

FOR WEEK TOTAL
NEAR 2 MILLION
Bank clearings for the city of
Albuquerque for the week of June
7
total $1,925,315.52. Business
conditions aro reported good, as the
result of wool Kales.
23-2-

RATON TO PAY CASH
FOR BIG PAVING JOB
A. K. ITebenstreit
of the New
Construction company returned last nit'ht from Raton,
where on Saturday his company
0
was awarded the contract for
square yards of bitulithic four-inc- h
incrushed rock Paso paving,
and guttering.
cluding curbing
The contract price in round numbers is $1 50,000. There were two
other bidders, the J. Fred Roberts
Construction company and O'Dell
Brothers, both of Denver.
Arrangements have been made
by the city of R:iton to pay for
the work in cash, instead of bonds,
as is generally done.
Work bill begin at once, Mr.
llebenstreit said Inst night.

Mexico

street.

Trujillo Lucero was arrested
charge of being drunk and
tering a rooming house.

DEATHS

AND

ANNES

on
en-

FUNERALS

William

C. Amies, 38

years old, died at his home on
North Fifth street at 5:30 Sunday
afternoon. He was a butcher by
trade and camo here only three
months azo from New Bethlehem,
Pa. He was a member of the

Maccabees and leaves u wife and
one daughter here and other relatives In Pennsylvania.
The body
Was tnken to O. T. French's parlors pending funeral arrangements, which will be announced

P,

NAPOLEON!

HERE IS GEORGES
IN LATEST ROLE

TORRES Mrs. Leonora Torres,
wife of Lorenzo Torres, died
morning In her home at
Peralta. She Is survived by her
Fuhusband and other relatives.
neral
arrangements are being
made by Meadows & Martinez.
LUCERO The funeral ofTomas
J.ucero. who died last Friday evening, was held yesterday afternoon
from the family home. Burial was
In Santa Barbara cemetery. Meadows & Martinez were in charge.
VIGIL

Senaida Vigil, infant
of Mr. and Mrs Andres
Vigil, died last night at her home.
1500 South Williams street, after
a short Illness. The body was
taken to Garcia & Sons' funeral
parlors pending funeral

daughter

SANCIIES The funeral of Mrs.
Lupita Sanches. who died Friday
evening at her residence on North
Arno street, will be held this morning at 8 o'clock from Crollott'g
funeral chapel. Burial will be In
Santa Barbara cemetery.
NARVIEZ The funeral of
Narviez, who died Saturday
morning at a local hospital,0 will be
o'clock
held this morning at
funeral chapel.
from Crollott's
Santa
at
Barbara
be
will
Burial
cemetery:
1

BELLAMAH Mrs. Mahiva
aged 32 years, died yesterday morning at a hospital. ShetwoIs
survived by her husband and
children and two sisters, Mrs. A.
Michael and Mrs. K. Koury of this
city, and a brother, T. Tunis of
The body was taken to
Gallup.
Crollott's funeral parlors pending
.arrival of the brother.
Manuel

Martinez.

72 years, died last night at
agedpnnnli
flnnrtnvAl N. AT. He

n.it

Georges Carpentier out for his
by two sons and one
111
daily lesson.
daughter. Mr. Martinez was
hody will he
only two days. The
As
a training- course to
of
part
taken to Sandoval ror ounai. iroi-ot- t
himself for the movies
will be In charge of the
Srepare Carpentier, French heavy,
rangements. ,
weight idol, is learning to ride
Timoteo Sals, Jr., infant horse. He's to be featured in
. SAIS
nr ... unit Mrs. Timoteo Sals. thriller based partly on his life.
died last night at her residence, Girls, doesn't he look cute?
1508 South Barelas road, after a
hrlef sickness. Funeral services9
Public; Stenographer,
will be held this morning at
y,ir,k frnm the familv residence. Room 8, Mclini Itldg. Ph.
Burial will be in San Jose ceme
Gentry's Eggs, 45c; for sale at
tery. Crollott Is in cnargc.
lending groceries.

Vis survived
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HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
Assembly at the University of
New Mexico at 11:30 this forenoon

will be addressed
by John F.
Simms, his subject being "The
This adConstitution."
American
dress will be preparatory to InThere
dependence day Tuesday.
will be music under the direction
of Prof. John Lukken, The public
is Invited to attend.
Tuesday, July 4. will be a holiThe proday at the university.
gram for the rest of the week follows:
assemWednesday University
bly, 11:30 a. m., Rodey hall; address by Joseph R. Wilson, A. B.,
LL. B. Meeting of committee on
student affairs, 4 p. m., Room 2,
Chemistry building.
assembly,
Thursday University
11:30 a. m.. Rodey hall; address by
Reuben D. Perry, superintendent
of the United States Indian school,
Albuquerque, "Educational Problems of American Indians." Meeting of Story Tellers' league, Dr.
George S. Hubbell, Mrs. Robert S.
Rockwood and Miss Katharine
Sheffield In charge; 7 p. m., University campus.
University assembly,
Friday
11:30 a. m., Rodey hall; address by
Gen. H. F. Robinson, superintendent of Indian irrigation service,
"Customs of American Indians."

Pntn
TJM,vir
July 2. Mrs.
Lydla F. Marble, wife of W. S.
Marble, prominent contractor ana
water commissioner, was fatally
ir,ii, fori in an nutomobile accident
near Pueblo this afternoon. Mr.
and Mrs. Marble were driving down
a long hill on their way to Beulah,
a popular summer resort out oi
The brakes failed and
Pueblo.
the ...car plunged over an embank- ti,.na,i nvof nnd rtlnned the
occupants underneath. Mr. Mar
oruisea ana cut
ble was badly
about tho head. Mrs. Marbleherdied
to
before passersbv could rush
Pueblo.
BBE KNOCKS A HOMER.
New York, July 2. Babe Ruth
knocked out hia fourth home run
in three games and his twelfth of
Inning of
the season in the eighthNew
York
todav's game between
Walker
and Philadelphia. Clarence out
two
of the Athletics knocked
four for his
homers, giving him seventeen
for
last two games and
i
the season.

Lillian Condon and her father, Michael Condon, whose life depends on

her testimony.

Will fourteen-year-ol- d
Lillian Condon's description of her mother'
death send her father to the gallows? The state says it will. In the
meantime the child is an interested spectator in the Chicago courtroom
where attorneys are choosing the jury to try her father. Lillian is said
to have seen her father strike her mother the blow which resulted in

death.
I

Theaters Today

I
I

!
I

hand and mind of this unknown
directorial genius. Vera McCord.
While tho woman responsible

for

the creation of this bewitchingly
human
document in practically unknown to motion picture
audiences, yet she is very
to tho public of the legitimate stage, as sho has successfully
appeared ns leading support for
some of the foremost male stars
both in New York and London,
notably E. II. Southern and Mr.
six-re-

WISEMAN

jeweler

all-st- ar

City

Call end Delivery.

WILLIAM S,

ART
His only name was a cattle
brand. His only reputation bad!
b'o
it didn't seem so hard to
shoulder the guilt of another's
g
crime. But the
sacrifice he made only a woman

An

That

Action Story
Never Let
Up!

knew.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

"CO GET 'EM HUTCH"
CURRENT EVENTS
REGULAR PRICES

.

....

I'm

LAST TIME TODAY

(Bj Tin Amocluled Preji.)

well-kno-

CITY. ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
213 South Second.
Thane (187--

RTHEATR1

WOMAN IS INJURED IN
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT

"B" Theater Repeating today
Grays.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. for the last time "Bill" Si Hart and
Mose Chavez, rf 4 0 1 0 0 0 Ethel Grey Terry as the leading
6
Parent!, cf
2.1 3 0 0 stars in the Paramount picture,
A. Chavez, lb.. 6 2 1 13 0 0 'Travelln'-On- ";
also repeating the
4
2
3
1
1
0
3b
Salazar,
episode of "Go Get 'Em Hutch,"
1
1
1
5
4
0
Erwin, c
and tho reels of "Current Events"
M. Chavez, 2b. T 4 2 2 5 2 0
pictures.
Beerbahm Tree.
1
5
'3 2 6 1
Ortiz, ss
Miss McCord approached the
1
4
2
0
0
0
Medina, If
The
cast making of picture productions in
Red Erwin, p.. 1 0 0 0 2 0 andLyric Theater
Good-Ba- d
"The
picture,
Wife," a most careful nnd painstaking
4
1
1
0
0
0 Is
Roberto, p
boing repeated today for the last manner, devoting nearly two years
also
time;
the
funny to tho study of studios and camera
repeating
44 12 15 2T 12 2 Charlie
Totals
Chaplin as tho leading star work before embarking into the
Home runs Chief in the burlesque
Summary:
picture of "Car field of production as an independErwin, 1. Salazar. 1; Dempsey, 1; men.
ent producer and director.
Three-bas- o
1.
hits
Hartline,
The photoplay has been charmhits
Rutliff, Salazar. Two-bas- e
Pastime
Elaine
Ham
Theater
ingly developed to appeal to both
M.
Chavez,
Dempsey.
Layne,
merstein is still at the Pastime as sexes of every age, and provides a
Haso on the
Stolen bnse Parenti.
principal character in "Reck photoplay that varies from humor
1; less loiuh ; also
balls Off Ratllff, 4; Erwin,
repealing the to pathos and from tragedy to
off Roberto, I. Hit by pitcher
"Fox News" pictures and the Har- comedy with the practiced'
and InBy Erwin
(Collins); by Ratllff old Lloyd comedy.
touch of genius.
spired
out
Struck
By Ratllff,
(Salazar).
3.
Passed ball-Co- llins. GRIPPING
7; by Roberto,
PICTCItE IS
Double plays Alford to
1L FIT'S PARAMOUNT I'L.W,
ENTITLED "TUAVELIV ON"
Hartline; Elsasser to Layne to

With two men down, Parenti
d
at second when
stood
Polo hit a high one into the infield. Polo, too failed to start for
first. As a consequence. Parent!
only reached third base, when he
might have been home before the
ball struck tne ground, and Polo
might have reached second. There
is nothing to lose by running
them out, and everything to gain.
Parenti is about perfect on flies
that go his way. He also is about
as speedy on the bases as any
one seen here. He stole the only
base.
With the score 10 to 1 against
them the Grays began an uphill fight.
Ratliff. strong at the start, began to waver. The Belen, management, however, sent him back.
Polo says less and does more
than any one on the Gray lineup.
Pitcher Irwin seemed out of
condition after traveling 48 hours
and with little chance to limber
up.
Roberto showed to better advantage yesterday than in any
game he has worked heretofore.
He lacks only control. Change of
pace, with a variety of curves,
are his stock In trade,
Layne was the star stlok wield-e- r,
four hits, one a
having
of five times up,
double, out
to garner
though he managed
half the errors charged against
his team. Not bad at that, when
taken into consideration that he
had 15 chances.
Ortiz seems to have found his
batting eye, and secured three
hits. He had nine chances with
one error, the error charged being
a hard one to handle. Ortiz, 'however, had two errors of omission.
Two that he should have fielded
went for hits.
Dempsey only managed to get
two hits, but both were extra
base afairs a double and a
homer.
Picture Ross Salazar making a
home run within the playing
field he did this, and might
have had another, but heavy going landed him only as far as
third on the other hit.
There can be no argument as
to who won yesterday's game.
According to baseball rules the
Duke City Grays, upon the declaration of the umpire that the
game was forfeited, must stand
victors, 9 to 0.
Desmond
bobbled
his only
chance.

I
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TODAY
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A

if

it

Be-len-
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SPEAK

i.

one-thir-

Ml

Elope

Deep psychology the finding of a
man's soul, a drama of the most'
compelling type gripping and sus
tained as to plot and bristling with j The Duke Cltv Browns' baseincident such is "Travelin' On," ball machine
mangled the Mounthe new William S. Hart produc-- i tain View
23 to 11 at
tion, a Paramount picture, which Washington aggregation
park Sunday afteris being repeated today at the "B" noon.
Itoybal held Mountain View
theater.
to two hits up to the seveath
In the loading role of "J. B." Mr. i
inning, when he gave way to GibHart excels all previous work. His. son.
The batteries were: Browns
character depiction is a work ot Roybal,
Gibson, Branglo and Jorcast is
art and his supporting
dan. Mountain A'iew
Cosland,
powerful. Ethel Grey Terry is the Donaldson, Coen and
Hays.
leading woman, and her beauty
Los Lunas
Giants defeated
and forceful acting make her Ideal. Belen
team in a game of
It is a tale of the unbridled west baseballsecond
nn
nlaved
the T no t.,,,mo
thirty or forty years ago a story diamond Sunday. The
score was
that brings the blood tingling to 4 to 1.
Batteries; Iis T.iinno
one's cheeks and causes the spectator to sit spellbound till the final Sanchez and Sanchez. Belen Baca
and peralta.
scene.
Isleta defeated the Duke City
Mr. Hart had the story "up his
and
a
sleeve" for
finally Tigers yesterdav bv a. senn of 17
long time,
developed it into its present strik to 12. Isleta made nine hits and
It was produced with the Tigers five. Batteries: Isleta
ing form.
skill and cleverness, and It touches J. S. Abeyta and E. Jojola. Tigers
Sandy and Sandoval.
the deepest recesses of the heart
in its steady development to a
smashing climax.
GREAT PICTURE IS THAT
WIFE,"
OF "THE GOOP-BANOW AT LYRIC THEATER

YALE

Bulga rian Milk
prepared

D

realistical
When a
ly portrayed on the screen, as It Is
Wife," which
in "The Good-Ba- d
Is being repeated at the Lyric
theater today for the last time, one
is Impelled to ask the name and
origin of Us director. In the present case we find that it is not that
n
motion picture
of a
figure, but of a woman whose
nam
has not yet been heretofore Identified with the screen.
Certain it is however, that It Is destined to continue Its association
slice of life Is

well-know-

with the silent drama, for the mastery, skHl and knowledge of entertainment values indicated In "The
Good-Ba- d
Wife" are an augury
of better things to come from the

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE
a specialty on lumber
hauling and bnlldlng material.
Now don't forget the long trips.

We make

,824

Phono S71.

S. Second

FOGG, The Jeweler
EXPERT WATCH MAKING
Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing
Opposite Postofficc.
118 Sooth Fourth.

FOR RENT
Ground Floor Office In Journal
Building.

'

Inquire

.

Journal Office.

MILK THAT WILL KEEP

Vivian's Dairy, Phone 2404-J-- 4
Tho ;ilderslecve Electric Co.,
H. Wcsterfeld
& Son
have
211 Enst Central. Phone 79". W.
DR. D.- - B. MURRAY,
moved their cigar store and facPhone 741
A N. T. Armljo Bids.
804 West Central to
from
tory
DR. FRANK P.. MacCRACKEN, 311 V. Central.
They desire to
U. MmlKACKEi, thank
8. Mable Skccls. D. O., Citizens' lH. DAISY
the public for its pas'
Osicopntliic I'liysltians.
aim smz-- a
Bank building. HSl-patrunage and to solicit a
ami Obstetrics
spe li. I. Untitling. I'Iioiii- Office
of its putronage at their
gynecology
Residence 80-new stand,
cialty.

Treatment

y

w

'

The Grays and Belen played nine
d
and
innings of fast baseball yesterday afternoon at Barelas
over
park. They will have to do It
again tomorrow morning.
The Grays won a technical victory, 9 to 0. The umpire forfeited
the game when Belen left the field
after a disputed decision. Managers Padilla of the Grays and Adair
of Belen agreed to play another
game on. the morning of the
'Fourth Manager Padilla stateda
that he did not wish to win
game by a technicality, and that
figure
yesterday's game will notteams.
in the records of the two
12
the
to
at
12
was
The score
end of the ninth inning. The
overGrays, by hard hitting, had Belen
lead that
come a nine-ru- n
had established In the first four
Innings. In the first half of the
tenth inning, Pitcher Ratcliff of
Belen got a hit over third base that
was good for two bases. He failed
to touch first base, according to
the umpire's decision, and the ball
was fielded to the Initial sack and
Ratcliff was declared out. During
the argument that ensued, several
of the Belen team left the field.
Erwin and Salazar of the Grays
got home run hits, and Dempsey
and Hartline of Belen duplicated
the feat. It was a bad day for
pitchers, the two teams making an
aggregate of 28 hits.
Pitcher Erwin, who started for
the Grays, was out of condition because of his long journey from Oklahoma and was hit hard. Rober's
to, who succeeded him, stopped
batting bee, hiding the railroad boys to two runs.
A big Sunday crowd turned out
to see the game.
Belen.
AB. R. II PO. A. E.
.. 5 0 0 2 4 1
2b
Elssassor,
Dempsey, Sb . . 4 3 2 0 1 0
1
1
2
1
1
4
Alford, ct
4
3
111 0 0
Collins, c
4
2
5
5
7 3
Layne, ss
Hartline, lb ... 5 1 2 6 1 0
1
0
0
5
1
0
.
.
.
rf
Desmond,
0
5
0 1
0 0
Lebrun, If
2
2
0
1
0
4
Ratllff, p
Totals

MS TO

AT ASSEMBLY

Scientifically
by
branch of San Diego Sanatoria
Association.
RODDY'S JERSEY FARMS
Distributors.
Phone 24 1 1 J t
3--

Big Fourth of July

Dance
Hull

Duranea,
Springer
Tuesday afternoon and evening
Everybody welcome.
At

213 South Second.

FOR SALE
Rooming house, Fourth and
Central. See Landlady for

WANTED
for

iimm

IVGHC
CONTINUOUS

TO 11 P. M.

The Most Original Screen Character Ever Devised

She's a Card! She's a Character! ;

15he
GOOD BAD WIFE

Adapted from "The Wild Fawn" by Mary Imlay Taylor.
Recently Published in Munseys

FOR JEMEZ
SPRINGS.
Runs six days a week. Passengers taken. One way. $5. a.Leave
m.
at 5:30
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs, 2 p. m.
A. B. BACA,

ADDED ATTRACTION

CHARLES CHAPLIN
IN

21.8--

phono

1

TODAY AND TOMORROW

V. S. MAIL

"CARMEN"
Pacific Jewelry

Store

A Burlesque on the Famous Opera by the Funniest
of all Comedians
REGULAR PRICES

Now In the New Location

413 West Central
New Slock of Clocks, Watches
and Jewelry at Lowest Prices.
Expert Watch Repairing By
of 35
Maker
Swiss Watch
experience.
years

DANCE
COLOMBO HALL
Tuesday Evening, July 4
Best Ventilated Hall in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"
Dyeing, Hats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs
latest process.
cleaned
by

Phones 148 .and 449.

1
MX SHELLED
PINON NUTS
will lie delivered from Hit Fred
Harvey News Stand. Albuquerque,
N. M.. UNTIL FURTHER
l annle 8. Spitx, 323 North

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.

NOTICE

EMPIRE Cleaners

NO-TIC-

Tenth.

Pat McCaffrey has opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
LThird. Repair work a specialty.

rnunii

1S7U--

I.

Let Us Send a Man

DVERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phono 453. Cor. 6tb and Gold

DAILY'S HASH AND HARRY
DAILY'S GYPSY STORE
206 East Central Ave.
BOTH STORES CLOSED JULY FOURTH

KANSAS CITY BABY BEEF
We offer you the highest grade of mer-

chandise obtainable the lowest cash and
carry prices possible. Goods delivered to
your door without extra charge.

We pay good prices
fire,
such as Rifles,
Shot
Must be In
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
218 South first Street

arms
-l

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
B I G

DANCE
AT

Old Town Society
Hall
Afternoon and Night

JULY 4TH

Mnsie By Big Four Orchestra.
Everybody Welcome.

Cars For Rent
Try our new touring cars
'
and speedsters.

Driverless Ford

RHEUMATlSM-NEURITI- S

Otoonnthfc-VlolH-Rn-

in

ii

:

$

GID-A-

Biiimn

Lnii

i

51

GAME!

The fire department was called
last evening to extinguish a blaze
in the floor planking of the Coal
avenue viaduct.
Little
damage
was done. The firo was started
either by a spark from an engine,
or from a cigar stump, firemen
say. The city is now working on
plans for improvement of the via- Hartline (2).
duct or the construction of n new
one that w::i be adequate for
traffic and not liable to damage
by fire.
DIAMOND NOTES.

later.

MARTINEZ

u

'

48,-00-

CHARGE OF "MASHING"
FIREMEN EXTINGUISH
.loo CircIII was arrested by the
FIRE ON THE VIADUCT

police on complaint of girls who
said ho was annoying them on the

''

Score is 12 to 12 at End of f
Ninth: Belen, Quits on
Disputed Decision; Playoff Tomorrow.

PASIiSIE TODAY

Admission

IH

FORFEIT

.

X

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

STATE DEPENDS ON CHILD'S TESTIMONY
TO SEND FATHER TO DEATH ON GALLOWS
"'

We will have all the good fruit and vegetables obtainable.
Home grown peaches are very nice. California hns nothing
on New Mexico when it comes to peaches. Nice table and pie
:herries, fancy apricots, piums, black raspberries, fancy wine-sa- p
apples and good new cooking apples, best watermelons of
the season and cantaloupes.
If you want to take boiled eggs for the picnic, or fry
them In camp, you will find ours to be absolutely fresh.
When It comes to pickles and olives we have the right
kind at right prices.
Canned lunch meats, bone cooked chickens, sardines in
olive oil, etc. STORE CLOSED ALL DAY, Jt'LY FOntTH.

I

July 3, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL!

Company
121

North Third
Phono 580

CNIFORM SIZE.

c9e

XCBKjla U

I'm going to the party
now
I'm dressed quite dainty too, I vow.

We'll treat your dainty dresses and suits to
a dry cleaning experience that will charm
you. Our cleaning and
dyeing methods appeal to the ultra particular folks.
That
means you. doesn't It?

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE
More Heat Units er Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.

The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

IIAIIN COAL CO.

Fuel for

Phone 91

ICES Strawberry, Raspberry, Pineapple and Grape.
ICE CREAM Vanilla, Strawberry, Tutti-Frul- ti
Fruit
Salad, Chocolate.
Any of the above will add to your dinner.

ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE,
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank Yout
Phone 351

Call Again.
321 North Second St.

